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x. 
SYNOPSIS 
The tests reported herein were performed to provide information 
on the behav-ior o.f five types of tru.ss-ty-pe riveted connections of the 
type commonly used in structural. practice. The variables of the test 
program included specimen configur-ation j method of hole preparation, 
and size of rivets. A study is made of the comparative behavior of the 
specimen types, the distribution of load to the gusset plates, the 
strains in the lacing bars, the effect of hole preparation, and the 
predicted and computed efficiencies of the connections" 
I" INTRODUCTION 
1. Object and Scope .£! InvestigatiC?:? 
For more than a century(l)*researcb. on riveted joints has been 
conducted, and yet many of the problems investigated have never been 
completely or even satisfactorily answered a The emphasis of past research 
has been on flat plate joints, reflecting the past, but declining J 
importance of riveted jOints in vessels, tanks, and boilers. In the last 
half century the use of long span bridges and heavy loadings of these 
bridges, and th;:" evolution c·f mat" .. y tall buildings have brought large, 
built-up members to new importance. Yet, a review of the literature(l) 
yields little in the way of data from tension tests of full size truss-
type members, although a small number of studies have been made on 
gusset plates, columns, and some few related structural components such 
as angles, lug angles; tie plates, etc. Generally, these latter tests 
were limited in scope and involved few specimens. From 1945 to the 
present time occasional tests of large tension members have been made; 
however, they include only several specimens of similar size and shape, 
and often were limited to or principally concerned with the behavior of 
the recently developed high strength bolts. 
* Numbers in parentheses indicate reference number in the Bibliography. 
-1-
2. 
Flat plate joints are sometimes referred to as ~Bsingle plane 
members. ti That is members in which the loads on the fasteners are applied 
in o~e plane; or, in the case of double lap joints, the loads on the 
fasteners are applied in two planes separated by one or two thicknesses 
of plate, a distance vihich is usually small relative to the width of the 
joint. LD contrast to single plane nembers, we may describe most truss 
members in general use tod.qy~ as !ldouble plane members. It That is, members 
in which the loads are applied through gussets in two planes separated 
by a distance which is often equal to or exceeds the width of the jOint. 
That the behavior of the two types of joints will differ can be realized 
when one considers the u shear""lagu(2) ~·rhich occurs at the first row 
fasteners of the double plane member, but does not occur in the single 
plane members. This will be discussed later in more detail. 
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the behavior 
of full size truss-type members subjected to a range of static tensile 
loads up to the ultimate or maximum 10ado Since the specimens were tested 
in duplicate, the sixteen specimens represent eight variations. These 
variations were made up of' five distinct specimen patterns for which the 
rivet holes were drilled plus three of these same specimen patterns for 
vrhich the rivet holes were punchedv In the tests of these members the 
following points were studied: 
(1) Comparative behavior of various specimen types 
(2) Distribution of load to the four gusset plates 
(3) LaCL.Ylg bar strains 
(4) Effect of method of hole preparation 
(5) Comparison of predicted and computed efficiencies. 
All specimens were fabricated in a conventional manner and 
with typical details. The rivets, 3/4 in. or 7/8 in. diameter, were 
driven il.'. "'che shops of a large steel fabricator in accordance with 
their usual procedures 0 The same fabricator prepared the punched 
specimens; however, all drilling 1..ras performed in the shops at the 
University of Illinois. 
2. Discussion of Specifications for Tension Member Design 
In the United states the three most commonly used specifications 
present the same rule for the computation of the effective net section of 
a tension member. The specifications of the American Railw~ Engineering 
Association (AREA) ~3).. The American Association of State Highw8¥ Officials 
(AASHO)~4) and The American Institute of Steel Constr~ction (AlSC)\5) 
although in slightly different vlords, require the following (subsequently 
referred to as the AREA Rule): 
Net Section (3 ) 
tiThe net section of a riveted tension member is 
the sum of the net sections of its component parts. 
The net section of a part is the product of the thick-
ness of the part multiplied by its least net width. 
The net width for ~ chain of holes extending 
progressively across the Pa.:!:t shall be obtained by 
deducting from the gross width the sum of the 
diameters of all the holes in the chain and adding, 
for each gage space in the chain, the quantity, 
2 
s 
4g 
s = pitch of any two successive holes in 
the chain 
g = gage of the same holes 
The net section of the part is obtained from 
that chain which gives the least net width. 
For angles, the gross width shall be the sum 
of the widths of the legs less the thickness. The 
gage for holes in opposite legs shall be the sum 
of the gages from back of angle less the thickness. B1 
4. 
The several specifications present somewhat different requirements 
for angles in tension which are connected through one leg or which may be 
subject to bending. However, all three specifications require the follow-
ing, whether the method of hole preparation is dri1.1.ing, sub-punching and 
reaming, or punching: 
liThe diameter of the hole shall be taken as 
1/8 inch greater than the nominal diameter of the 
rivet.!! 
The history of the acceptance of this specification by AREA has 
been conveniently sunnnarized in an article by C. Ho Chapin~6) who also 
mentions some of the other rules for net section determination used in 
the 1920's. Some of these latter rules specified that the net section 
along a diagonal line of holes should be .from 10 per cent to as much as 
40 per cent in excess of that along a transverse line.(6),(7),(8) Among 
those whose work has led to or who presented design rules, we might 
mention:(l) V. H. Cochrane,1908, 1922; T. A. Smith,1915; D. B. Steinman, 
1917; and C. R. Young, 1921, 1922, 1926. Despite some erroneous 
assumptions in Cochrane's early work, the rather complicated formula 
for determining net section was subse.qaezltly extend.ed by Smith to a form 
still too complex for norrnal offi,::;e L~se 0 Co~~tra.n.e in 1922 (1) approximated 
2 his earlier '-'Jork and tha:t of Smith by t!:'le s /4g rule essent.ially as it 
is known today e 
It has recently "been Sh:)'WL by W. G. Brady and Do C. Drucker(9) 
~ 
that the s-/4g rQle cOTresponds to an approximate upper bound at yielding 
for a riveted joint:J -based on their l:irD.it 8.na.1~Yfds and tests of flat 
plate specimens with open 0:"'" plugged. b.cl.es~ 
Two other suggest.ed des:Lgn :!::-ules 1ihich might be mentioned are 
those of W 0 Mo Wilson ~2."'esented. in a discuss ion of a paper by Davis, 
Woodruff» and D~vis(lO)and F~ We Schutz, Jro(ll) The first of these has 
not been used in the analysis and l'\~\/J.e'l of these test.s and, since it 
f; 0) 
is readily avaiIa:bJ.e j.n t.he Ii teratu.re J ,\..l..' "'Till not be listed here 0 
(ll) The second methodj' known as the Rel.ativ'e Gage Method,? has been used 
to examine the results of these tests and rnay be expressed as follows: 
T:1f t 'I'i' + S .. (ll) ~ fee ive ~~ew ec~~on 
9iJ..n the ca.se of a chain of holes extending a.cros s 
a part in a z.i.gzag, diagunal or stl"aight line, the 
effective net section of' the P5Xt shaJ..l be the 
summation of the effective ne·G s3ctions of all the gage 
strips a ... long the chain of holes 0 No chain of holes 
sha.ll be ~onsid.e!'e(.i 'which 1.808 a gage stri:p with a 
pitch of 2/3 or more of the gage of tha,t stri.p. 
The critical net, sectj.02J. of the part is 
obtained from that ~~;l1.ain which gives the least 
effective :net sectiono 
A gage strip. is the p'~::T';':;lon of thE' part 
bounded by the lOrlgJ_tn!.:1:i::u.s..l Cen-:.:;er lines of two 
successi-v'e holes in the chaSn of holes being 
investigated.. A tra:D.S"lreriS6 t:.dge distance is 
considered as one half of a gage f;trip "\-rhich has 
a gage twice th2 edge distanGeo The effective 
net section of a. gage strip is the product of' 
the effective net ~~'id.th a.nd tj~dckness of the 
strip. 
The eff'ec.tive net width {E" N" VI.) of a 
gage strip shall be dete.rmined by the followi.'I1g 
equation~ 
E" N ~ W 0 :: 1 ,. 05 ( G ... 00 9D) Kl! 
bu.t not mQr2 ';G:t.:.a.~ 0" 8'1' GKH 
where 
D 
G 
K 
R 
H 
= 
= 
= 
--
= 
Actual hole diameter 
Transverse .spa.cing {gage) o.f a:ny 
t.wo i::i'Lh;Cessj.';re. 'ho]_eoS 
0032 + O,OQ')2E but not more than 
1000 
Reo.1.1.ction iL. area of. standard 
cont~ol ccupons ~~ per cent 
,1.00 fo]:" dri11ed, holes; 0.,862 for 
pUJJ.ched holes v re 
With respect to t~e Relative Gage ~~thod these points should 
be emphasized: (1) It is necesse:.rjr to deal wit.h each gage strip 
6. 
separately, thus introduciJlg a \>reightec. effective area. This computation 
is time consuming. (2) Actual. hole diameter is u.sed in contrast to 
nominal connector diameter ~Qlus 1/8 inch as is now customary. (3) A 
marked distinction is made t~tween pLL~ched &~d drilled holesQ (4) No 
effect is reflected in the formul,a for va.rying t.he stagger between the 
conditions of no stagge,r and s/ g of 2/30 If tb.e s/ g is less than 2/3, 
the hole is deducted from the effective !2et, 'vli.dth; if the sl g is 2/3 or 
greater, that hole is not iLcluded. i:n the chain (or probable fg,ilure 
path) and thus is not dedu~ted from the :net widthe' This amounts to 
providing an excess of 20 per c.el'2"i:; a'::~O!1...g the diagonal as compared with 
the 10 per cent to 40 per cent suggested. or specified in the past. (5) This 
method sets an upper bounC.. on effec:tive net \-[idth" indicating that using 
a gage of more than about .5.25 times the actual hole diameter does not 
improve the jointo (6) Some estb1a:te of the ductility of the steel must 
be made 0 However:; this 2.atter is small in the normaJ~ r~~e of 
ductility of A~7 st,eelso 
A comparison, Qf the results of the AREA Rule a."Yld the Relative 
Gage Method wi t;h the test res"Lu-cs "tfi~l be made 0 A further comparison 
will be made with the so ca~led snModified AREA Rule gS in which the actuaJ. 
hole diameter is used rather th&~ the nominal connector diameter plus 
1/8 inch 0 
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II. DESCRIPl'ION OF SPECIMENS 
AND TESTS 
4. Methods of Fabrication and Description £! Specimens 
9· 
The general details of the va.:rious specimens may be seen in 
Figs. 1 and 2 and will be described in more detail after remarks o~ the 
fabrication of the memberso 
The material for these specimens was originally obtained from 
the standard stock of various suppliers. The gusset plates were cut 
from hot rolled ABrM A-7 sheared plates 40 tII x 1/2Bi x lOt _019.. The web 
plates and battens (or tie plates) were cut from universal mill plates 
16111 x 1/2" X 25' _saa and the lacing bars were sheared from 1/4" plate. 
The angle stock used in the 'tests consisted of :5 1/21a x :3 1/2 i9 X 7/16 11 
material in 22'-6 t1 lengths, 5BV x 3 1tl x 3/Su a.n.gles 34' -0" long, and 
588 X 511 x 3/S18 angles, 30' _on long,? all of which were ASTM A-7 steel. 
All material was laid. out, carefully marked with stamped code 
symbols, and cut in the University shops.. For uniformity of material 
handling plusecononw of steel, the four gusset plates of a given spec:ilnen 
came from four separate pieces of stock. However, since all such stock 
was from the same mill heat!i and since EQl gussets were over-designed 
to insure failures in the membe;r's J this procedure was considered 
satisfactory. All batten plates a:nd/or web plates .for a given specimen 
came from the sam.e piece of stock. Similarly J without exception, all 
four lengths of angle for a:rry given specimen were cut from the same 
piece of stocko Coupons were taken from approximately the mid-length of 
each piece of stock which would comprise part of the critical section of 
the specimens 0 In general; the plate material was flame-cut to final 
dimensions. The angles were generally savt-cut to length. Where sheared 
edges met the specified dimensions) these were left unchanged. To 
facilitate handling, all edges were ground lightly to reduce burrs and 
corners which might cut those involved in handling and testing. 
The marking system used) identj.fied the piece by specimen type j 
method of hole preparation, specimen number, ~Dd final location in the 
specimen, thus permitting that piece to be followed from the original 
length oi' stock through fabric:a"cion to the assembled specimen. In this 
way, a careful correlation could be made with the control coupons taken 
from the materiaJ..s. Incidentally J the mark made by die stamping, is 
evident in many of the photographs of this report. For example ~ Fig. 9 
shows the mark BD2SE which indicates: 
B: Specimen Type ;§. 
D: Holes prepared by Qrilling 
2 ~ The second. specimen o.f the above types 
SE: The .@.outh ~ast angle 
Orre of the princip~l.. va.:riables of these tests was the method 
of hole preparation. But to reduce as much as possible the variatio~ 
due to fabric'ation, extra care had to -be taken. Accordingly the drilled 
specimens were completely prepared for riveting in the University shop. 
Holes were laid out on one 8.J."1gle of a back~to-back pair and then the 
two angles were clamped and drillec1.. simultaneously. Then any plates, 
such as battens or webs, were placed in thEir proper positions and one 
11. 
of the angles carefully aligned on them.. A prick punch whose outer diameter 
was that of the full size drilled holes in tne angles was then used to 
mark the center for the drilled holes which were to be made in the plate .. 
After drilling, these component parts were assembJ~ed '-lith full size pins 
(15/16 ino for holes of 15/16 inQ diameter, and 13/16 ino for holes of 
13/16 in. diameter) inserted through some of the holes in the separate 
parts to align the various parts before fitt:Lng up bolts "Vlere insta1led~ 
When the main part of the member was bolted. uP.p it. was laid on the 
appropriately placed gussets and the prick punch again used to mark the 
gusset for drilling.. The gussets ",ere center-drilled and then drilled 
full size to insure accurate matching of the holes with those in the 
angles. When the specimens were fitted up for riveting; one hole in a 
gusset of Specimen BD2 was fOU:f'ld t.o have been drilled 1/4 in. off center 0 
This hole was welded up a!ld then redrilled tl1..l"ough a bushinge Since it 
was the third hole in a line of rivetB, this repair should not affect 
the failure of the specimen.. For ease of handling, the drilled members 
were assembled except for gusset plates for shipment to the shops of 
a nearby steel fabricatoro In this shop the gussets were attached 
under the direction of a Unive:::sj~i7.f representative and all :::-j,vets driveno 
Punched specirllens wex·efabrj.cated as fol."Lows: Plates were 
laid out in the University shop and center punched. These were thB!1 
punched full size at the shops of the steel fabricator) using the 
conventional punch with center pointo The angles for the punched 
s:pecimens, having been cut in the University shops, were set up and 
carefully punched on a standard spaci.o."lg table at the :fabricator t s shop 0 
Since these angles had been laid out earlier by the University shop; the 
stops or settings of the spacing table w·ere checked by a Udry_runi8 before 
actual punching begano This resulted in uniform spacing and constant 
gage distances. 
In driving the more than 1000 rivets only nine holes required 
reaming. These, however, did not appear to reduce the strength of the 
specimens involved 0 For example~ Specimen BPl had four holes reamed.; 
two in each batten, but failure occurred at a lacing rivet; Specimen DD2 
had one hole in each batten which required reaming; one at the top east 
side and one at the bottom west side~ yet the failure occurred at the bottom 
east side; Specimen DP2 had three holes reamed; one lacing rivet hole, 
one batten rivet hole top west side and another batten rivet hole bottom 
west side, but failure occurred at the bottom east side 0 
All rivets were from the standard stock o.f the fabricator, and 
of A.STM Al41 Designation with cold fOrllled heads 0 The length required for 
the rivets was determined in usual shop fashion by the rivet gang foreman. 
New kegs of rivets were opened and four sample rivets of each diameter 
and length were set aside for testing 0 The 3/4 in. rivets in Specimens 
ADI and ADe were all hand driven to avoid breaking down the specimen to 
parts which would allow machine riveting. This was necessary because 
the legs o~ the ~~es for these spectmens were rolled with the two legs 
o less than 90 apart, and the specimens had. been carefully f'i tted up in 
the University shop to avoid an Uout-of-square Si specimen which might 
have resulted had the specimens been broken down for machine riveting 0 
The 7/8 in. rivets for the tie plates and lacing bars of Specimens DDl and 
DD2 were also hand driven. Without exception all other rivets were machine 
driven in both the punched and the drilled specimens. 
The dies for the 7/8 in. rivets for specimen type D had to be 
ground slightly to permit driving at the close spacing specified. All 
rivets were left in the gas-fired furnace for not less than ten minutes 
in order to partially anneal the cold formed heads and thus to reduce the 
possibility of head failures on cooling. All rivets were visually 
inspected and hammer tested after driving. Two rivets with offset heads 
were removed and new ones redriveno 
An interesting incidental effect of the fabrication is pictured 
in the three photographs of Figo 3. It has long been known (Beck;! 1884(1)) 
that punching caused local yielding of steel characterized by spiral yield 
bands and a part of the LUder's lines visible in Fig. 3c did come from 
punching. However, the specimens shown in Figs. 3a and 3b were fabricated 
by drilling and thus the resulting L{;der's lines had to be caused by the 
riveting. (Similar observations have been made after etching riveted 
joints: e.g. Sirovitch, 1925~1.») Indeed, it appears evident that 
localized yielding around the rivets of either punched or drilled 
specimens can occur during fabrication" before a:ny external load. is 
applied. Figure 3a is of a gusset for the type A spec±men (drilled); 
Fig. 3b is of a gusset for a drilled type B specimen; and Fig. 3c is for 
a punched type B specimen. Figure 3b illustrates three separate 
patterns of Luder's lines: radial) circumferential and spiral. 
There were five basic specimen types, designated alphabetically 
A through E. These basic types were designed to give as great a range 
of predicted efficiencies as was possible with the usual specification 
requirements of gage distances~ edge distances j spacing, etc. All 
d.l:'illed specimens are identified by a ~nDia follo~T::U.J.g the specimen type 
designation; the punched specimens a..!'e designated by. a R8pn 0 Since each 
speciInen type was tested in duplicate" the first and second specimens 
are designated 1 aud. 2 respectively Q Thi.:lS, BDl signifies the nuniber one 
specimen of type B; prepared by drilliD.g 8.L~d DP2, the second punched 
specimen of type Dc 
Specimen ~ A~ 'I'Wo j.dentical specimens were fabricated with 
3/4 L'rl. rivets in holes d..~illed 13/16 ino :in diametero The 3 1/2e~ x 
3 1/2,a x 7/16 Ri angles and ti'irrO l6nn x l/2"8 web plate.s formed. a box-like 
or vidouble channeln~ member th:r'0u.&."l the use of stitch rivets 0 The two 
ilcha.nnels8! were tied at the gussets with 'batten plates" This specimen 
type is pictured Ll1 Fige la and detaj.led in Figo 40 In Figo la (and 
similarly for the other photographs of Figso l aDJi 2) there is a yard~ 
stick L'Yl the .foregro1L.'J.d ·~lhj.ch is marked i:c. 6 inch sections 0 Information 
on gross section~ net secti.orJ..9 a:.r:ld other data for the specimens 8..!'e 
listed in Table 1. 
Specimen ~ ~~ Two identica~ drilled specimens and two 
similar punched spec imen.s we:re prepared. 0 Role size was 15/16 in 0 
diameter; rivet size J 7/8 :in 0 diameter 0 The 5g0 x 3 s0 x 3/8vn angles 
were connected back-to-back along the 3 ll.!.ch l.eg) and the t'lrro planes 
of the member ,{ere tied together by 1/4on x 2 5/8'JO lacing bars J and 
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1/2 inch batten plates between the gussets. This is shown in Fig. lb and 
5. The lacing bars were at an angle of approximately 63° - 40' with the 
connected angles, and at each end of the lacing a 3 inc diameter 1/4 in. 
spacer -rras inserted to maintain the 1/2 ino back~to-back dimension of 
the angles. This specimen configLU'ation might be calleo. a gilaced. In 
or "laced angles. t2 
Specimen ~ 9.: It: contrast to the ~tlaced liS of the type B 
specimens (and also types D and E), the type C specimens "Jere a "solid 
III or "built- up rig as shown in Fig. lc and as detailed in Fig. 6. The 
518 X 3 11 x 3/Su angles were connected by the 3 ino legs to the l6u x l/2i'J 
web plate with stitch rivets. Use of 7/S in. diameter rivets required 
15/16 in. holes, all of which were drilled for the two identical specimens. 
This specimen type is comparable to that used in an earlier t.est progra.m(12), 
in which lS I 5407 rolled sections with a gross area of 15094 sqo L~. and 
a net area (based on actual hole diameter) of 13.35 sqo ino were usedo 
In contrast, from Table 1 it is seen that the type C specimens had a gross 
area of 19.44 sq. in. and a Det a,1:'ea of approx:Lmately 15.7 sq. LU. 
depending on the Rule used to deter.mine the net sectiono 
Spec imen ~e 12 ~ T"nis type is very similar to type B except 
for the angle of the lacing bars and. the rivet pattern at the jOint" 
The 3 in. legs of the 5 u x 3 21 X 3/S BS a..~gles were connected by 1/4ii x 2 5/8u 
lacing bars and 1/2 'i x 16 i9 batten plates c Use of 7/8 ino diameter rivets 
required 15/16 L~. holes 0 There were ti{O drilled specimens and two 
punched specimens. The unconventionaJ .. rivet pattern was purposely chosen 
*' to provide a joint ,·,rith low efficiency.? thus allowing a comparison of the 
design rules over a wider ra.n.ge of vaJ..ues than com:mon structural practice 
currently permits. As mentioned earlier;> grinding the rivet d.ie slightly 
on one edge allowed satisfacto:::-y drj.ving. ~'able 1 lists information on 
areas, etc.; 8J.ld Figs. 2a and '7 gj.ve additional details. The lacing bars 
were at an angle of approximately 69° - 10 I "tlTi th the connected. a.:ugles., 
and 3 in. diameter l/4 ino washel"s wer'e provided at the ends of the lacing. 
Specimen ~ ~g This specimen type was also fabricated in 
duplicate., first by drilliT. ... g and then b~l punch:Ll1go Being a uBlaced IBB 
member, the member is simile.!' to types B &"1d D described above J bU.t it 
differs in that the ap.gles vere 5~~ oX 5rJ x 3/8D80 The 1/48B Y': 2 5/8&8 lacing 
bars were at 8.L~ a.Ylgle of approximate~r 60° - 15 i and had 3 in .. diameter 
by 1/4 in. washers at the end pointsQ Batten pla.tes,? 161u x 1/2BB were used 
be-c~1vee:n the gussets 0 In th:Ls case 3/1..· in. rive'~s 8.J.-:ld 13/l6 in. holes 
were used. F'igoxes 2b a:nd 8 1.;rill acId t'J the detailed information 
tabulated in Table 2-. 
5. Mechanical Properties of Materials 
The coupons taken from the ma;t;er-Jials we:r-e machined to a 1 1/2 ino 
width and to a standard 8 ino gage length 0 (13 )(14 )(l5) When the COUpOL 
was taken at the fillet of an angle, both slJxfaces were machined to a 
depth which removed the fillet a.;r.~(1 all mill scale a.D.d thus the s1J.xfaces 
were parallel. other coupons were tested ~{ith the flat surfaces in the 
BBas_roL"ledftn condition. Every- coupon i<)"as careful.ly marked to identif;y 
the original position and the spec:i..men to which it applied. Since all 
* See Section 15 of this report for defini'(;:Lon and further comment on 
~efficiencyo 
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angle stock of a given size was from the same heatj one length of stock, 
usually that for the Number 1 drLUed specimen; had t:b..ree coupons .from 
each leg. These were taken from the toe: center, and fillet positions 
of the leg and were markec~ B'T sc , ne vs :; and 'VF za respectively. When the 
coupon came from the leg of the ~le which had been marked by the die 
stamping designating the specimen and piece location, that coupon also 
had an "MfV in its identification. The speed of testing was 0 .. 20 in .. 
per minute, considerably less than the 0.50 in. per minute ma..ximum 
allowable for this size coupon. (15) Upper yield point was determined 
by lI·d.rop of beamic(14) and checked by means of autographic stl"ess strain 
recording equipment. This microformer unit, of 8 in. gage length, also 
permitted determination of the lower yield point; and such a record was 
made for most of the coupons tested. 
The mechanical prope3:-ties of the coupons are listed in Table 2. 
The chemical composition and mechanical properties from the mill reports 
.for the angles and the plate material are listed in Table 3" A mill 
analysis for the lacing bar. stock, and rivet stock, itTas not available .. 
The l6 fV x 1/2u~ plate stock came f~.com two heats and it is not known which 
plates were used in the several specimens. In Table 2 the properties have 
been listed with one significant figure more than is cU3tomary. 1~is is 
to reduce the accumulation of 81round_offf!D errors when efficiencies are 
compared in a later section. It is interesting to compare the results 
on yield strength from Table 2 with those shown in Table 3 .. 
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It will be noted from Table 2 that most of the material for these 
specimens did meet the requirements of ~~M A7 Staudard,(14) as determined 
by laboratory tests, although some of the plate material ran as low as 
57,700 psi ultimate, or about 4 per cent lower thau the 60,000 psi required. 
In general, the plate material had a larger proportion of low ultimate 
strengths tha.u. did t.he angle mat.erial. All coupons met the minimum. yield 
requirement of 33~OOO psi, and also met the requirements for elongation. 
The information obta~~ed f~om the coupons also yielded a means 
of checking the actual dimensions of the truss-type specimens 0 By taking 
the thicknesses of the unmachL~ed coupons and averaging for a given 
member, it was possible to compute the a.:ceas of the members for comparison 
vlith those tabulated in the AIBC hal"J.dboos:. (17) L"1 accordance with usual 
practice, the area of an angle was computed as the product of the angle 
thickness and the sum of the lengt.h of the legs less the thickness of the 
legs. This then, suggests that the fillet supplies the material missing 
at the rounded toes. Where no unmachined coupon was taken from a leg, 
the nominal dimension was used. ()j:; such a basis J it was found that the 
measured areas of the specimens tended to ayerage about 99 per cent of 
that obtained by the handbook axeasc Inaividual specimens were as low 
as 97.55 per cent, and as high as 100035 per cent: as shown in Table l. 
Such a range is within the ~ 205 peT cent allowed by ASTM speCification(15) 
and AISC stRolling and Cuttir..g Tolerances for Rolled Steel Structural 
Shapes. n(17) In this report, the m.easured area w.ill be used only in the 
discussion on efficiencies J Section l5J and all other references to area 
will be to the handbook or nominal areas. 
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The four samples from each rivet length-diameter combination were 
tested as follows: two samples were used for single sUTf'ace shear tests, 
each sample being tested twice on surfaces approximately 3/4 in .. to 1 in. 
from the last sheared face; the remaining two samples were machined to 
dimensions proportional to the Standard .1/2 in. Round Specimen (o.ften 
termed the n 505 coupon 11) as provided. by ABTM E8 ... 46. (13) This permitted 
use of an 0.25 in. diameter and a 1000 in. ga~e length. Since the rivets 
were cold formed from bar stock, and since the coupons were not annealed 
to remove the effect of such cold working, no yield point was observed. 
The results of the shear coupon tests are shown in Table 4. The 
speed of testing in shear was o. OL~ in. per :minute except for the first test 
of specimen 3A ,·rhich was run at 0002 in. per minute. The shear strength 
of the 3/4 in. rivets exceeded that of the 7/8 in. rivets by aJ.most 
10 per cent. The results of the tensile .Icests are shown :l...Tl Table 5. \iith 
the exception of coupon 2C) which ,{as run at 0.03 in .. per minute, all 
rivet tensile coupons were subjected to a speed of testing of 0.02 in. 
per minute. The ultimate strengths of these laboratory tests were 
generally higher tha.'r). those specified by ASTM .Al41-39(16); however, the 
specification governs the properties 0:::-' tbe i3 as :rolledg~ bars and not 
the manufactured rivets which were tested. for this report. Not only can 
it be noted that these coupons generally exceeded the Qltimate strength 
requirement of the Al41 specification (16), but aJ.so that the tensile 
strength of the 3/4 in. rivets 'was about 10 per cent greater than that 
of the 7/8 in. rivets. 
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Because of rivet shear failures to be described later, it was 
necessary to bolt up certain specimens for retesting. One group of bolts, 
taken from stock, was thought to be from among the .first high strength 
bolts made, before head. markings were standardized. After torquing up 
the bolts in a specimen, during which time only two had to be replaced 
because of stripped threads, the bolts failed in shear at a load. 
10 per cent below that taken by the original rivets. Hardness tests 
promptly indicated that the fasteners were common bolts. This conclusion 
was verified also by tension tests, the results of which are shown in 
Table 6 along with the results of tension tests on high strength bolts 
bearing the characteristic markings of ASl'M A325(18) and used for later 
retests when rivets sheared. 
All coupons were tested in a 120,000 lb. :hydraulic machine 0 
60 Description of Instrumentation ~~d Equipment 
All sixteen specimens had similar instrumentation, involving 
mechanical dials, electric strain gages, and a qualitative visuaJ.. 
indicator of the extent of yielding. 
The mechanical dials were Ames Dials with 0.001 in. divisions 
and a range of 1 in., and were used in :four' .... fays: (1) to indicate the 
overall deformation of the specimen and joint; (2) to measure the 
relative movement of the gusset plates and angles at the critical 
sections or first rows of rivets in the joL~ts; (3) to indicate the 
relative movement of the angles and gussets at the last row of rivets 
in the joints; and (4) to measure the relative lateral movement of the 
upper pull plates of the testing fixtures. The location of these 
mechanical dials can be seen in Figs. 4 through 8. 
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The overall deformation was measured by means of the device Shovffi 
in Fig. 9a. The spring loaded point bears against a bracket mounted at 
the last row of rivets at one end of the members and carries the body of 
the Ames dial" The dial plunger bears against a platform firmly attached 
to a rod which in turn bears agaL."1St a similar bracket at the opposite 
extremity of the member. The relative movement of the two ends of the 
member is measured and represents aJ..l slip and deformation occurring in 
that distanc.e. 
The slip at the f~st row was measured by mea~s of the 
arrangement ShOWD in Fig. 9b 0 The Ames diaJ. is mounted on a holder which 
is fixed to the gu~set while the dial plunger bears against a small lug 
soldered. to the angle on a line with the first row riveto 
The s1.lp at the last row was to be measured by means of Ames 
dials mounted as shown in Figo 9co However J the large concentration of 
stress in the guss~t: c01l:l?led with the tendency for the gussets to move 
in or out, produced measurements which can onlY be interpreted in a 
relative way and must not be cOIrIpared with the other measurements taken. 
Lateral movement of the upper pull plates was measured by means 
of a bracket clamp~d to one edge of one pull plateo On the other end of 
this bracket was· an Ames dial whose plunger bore directly on the other 
pull plate. This is shown in Fig. 9d. Such a system. wa.s used at both 
the north and south edges of the upper pull plates~ 
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All strain gages were SR .... 4 (type A=lJ 13/16 inch long) wire 
resistance gages. Eight to ten were placed on the various specimens as 
shown in Figs. 4 through 8. These were used to give comparative strains 
in the angles, lacing bars, and web plates of the members 0 To determine 
the load distribution to the pull plates three pairs of gages were placed 
on each pull plate as shown in Fig. 10. The gages, placed in pairs, one 
on either side of the pull plate, gave average strains at those'" pOints, which 
could then be converted to an average stress at each point. These pull 
plate gag~s were protected from damage by wooden covers which mBlf be 
seen in Fig. 12. 
After the test on CD2 was completed, it was discovered that the 
strain indicator used for the third (DD2) and .fourth (CD2) tests was not 
correctly adjusted. Accordingly, all differences in the strains recorded 
for these two specimens had to be corrected by a factor of 2.20 divided 
by 2.03 or 100840 
All strain gages used on the specimens were from three separate 
lots but only two gage factors, 2003 and 2.040 Because of the small error 
involved (about 005 per cent) it was decided to assume a gage factor o~ 
2.03 for all readings; the gages on the pull. plates were of that same 
factor. Since the strains in the specimens were measured to give a 
qualitative or comparative distribution, use of the factor of 2 .. 03 did 
not affect greatly tb:e relative strains. The error introduced through 
a comparison of t~ese strains with strains in other specimens is of the 
same order of ~itu4e as those introduced by various assumptions 
used in the analy~is (E': .30,000,000 psi~ etc.). 
Figures 4, 5, 6~ 7, and 8 show the instrumentation and gage 
locations for the various specimen types. All strain gage locations 
were chosen with the L~tent of obtaining the most representative 
measurements for a given specimen with the least number of gages .. 
Relative strains were desired in the angles composing a specimen. 
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Thus, it was decided to mount gages on the outside of the legs of the 
angles at a distance of not more than one and a half times the thickness 
of the angle aT/ray from the heel (or corner) of the angle 0 The strain 
gages were mounted at the mid-height of the specimen and were placed 
with the longitudinal. centerline of the gages one half inch from the 
heel (or corner)" which j.s less than 1.5 times the minimum angle thick-
ness of 3/8 in. This location appears to have been a fortunate choice, 
as will be seen in the later discussions. 
Figure lla shows specimen BD2 while zero check readings were 
made to insure that all instrumentation was satisfactory prior to welding 
the specimen into the testing machine. In this photo, the overall 
deformation measuring apparatus and other instrumentation can be seen 
readily. L'1. this same figure, the lOO-point selector switch box for the 
strain gages and the portable strain indicator can be seen on the cart 
in the right background. Figure lIb shows the same specimen after it 
nad been installed in the testing machine. In addition, the lower half 
of the specimen had been painted with white wash before this photograph 
was taken. 
This simple procedure, white washing the specimens, provides a 
means of determining where yield patterns or Luder' s bands form at 
various points on the specimen. Since it is easy to apply" inexpensive" 
and provides a qualitative indication of the extent of yielding, this 
method was used on every specimen. Its success is dependent on the 
care of application and on having a good coating of mill scale. (As 
seen in Fig. :3, an exceptional mill scaJ..e will show these bands without 
use of whitewash~ The whitewash spalls off the specimen with the mill 
scale as yielding takes place., A rusty surface, such as was found on 
the angles and webs used in the A specimens, does not give as good a 
pattern or indication of the extent of yielding. The only other 
requirement is that the surfaces be clean and especially that they be 
free of oil or grease. 
7. Ln.stallation in Testing M9.chine 
The specimens were tested in the 3,000,000 lb. Southwark-
Elrory Tatnalltesting machine in Talbot Laboratory at the University of 
lllinoisc A specimen is shown being positioned in Figo 12. 
Originally it was planned to butt weld the gussets to the pull 
plates. However, the necessity of careful fabrication, plus the 
possibility of having to trim a number of the gusset plates to insure 
the correct alignment; made it advisable to consider other methods of 
installationo The method finally chosen was to insert the two gusset 
plates at either end between the two pull plates and to employ a lap 
joint rather than the butt joint. This would permit welding the gussets 
by aligning the axis o.f the specimen with that 0.1' the pull heads ~ and. thus 
a small out--of-square c.f the end af the gusset would be af' no. consequence 0 
The arrangement used may be seen in the inset 0.1' Fig" 120 
Pilot tests were made of the prapo.sed method. A piece o.f 3/4 inc 
pull plate and a 1/2 in. gusset plate were lapped a minimum of ane inch 
and a 1/2 in,. fillet weld placed along the end of the 3/4 ino pull plate" 
Welds were then tried on the end of the 1/2 in. plate to. cbtain a joint 
o.f sufficient strength to. resist the ultimate strength 0.1' the p1ate~ 
Since some 0.1' the gussets had been beveled for butt welding before·, decid ;ng 
on the final method, one of the pilot tests included a beveled spec~~eno 
T'.ae 2 ina wide pilot; specimens were sa1-;ed from a wider sample 0 These 
pilot specimens, all of which had the 1/2 inch fillet weld at the 3/4 inch 
face of the pull plate, gave the following results g 
Wela. 
Nane on 1/2 in. face 
0.2 in. fillet on beveled 
1/2 inc face 
1/4 in" fillet on sq,uaxe 
1/2 ina face 
Fracture 
Through throat of fillet weld 
~~ough 1/2 ino plate at toe 
of weld at 1/2 in" face 
Through 1/2 ino plate at toe 
of weld at 1/2 ino face 
UJ.:to Load 
58,400 lbo 
Of course: the last two joints gave an ultimate strength almost 
as great as that of the 1/2 in. gusset and were used .for the test specimens" 
Some bending o.ccurred in these pilot tests J as also o.ccurred in the 
specimen testsc But this tended to. be confined to a short distance near 
the welds. 
All specimens were welded in the same fashion~ a short center 
pass on the east side, another short pass on either side of the firstJ 
followed by like pattern on the west, etco The complete order J approximate 
length" and direction of the passes is sho"'irt~ in Fig .. 10. 
This procedure '(!Tas followed to minimize and keep the second.ary 
effect of the welding the same from one specimen to the nextc When it 
was observed that most of the first eight specimens tested broke on the 
east side, it was decided to reorient t~e n~{t group of eight and rotate 
them 180 degrees (ioee J such that an angle stamped UONWSll actually appeared 
at the SE corner) 0 However:; the 1-!elding sequence was not cha..ngedo In 
spi.te of the change in orientatior. of the speciluens;. most of' them still 
£ailed on the east sideo From this it appea7s that the seg~ence of welding 
did ha.ve some effect on the ultimate strengths:, aJ.though it is thought 
that this effect was due largely to. the pins in the pullheads being 
slightly out of square c. 
) 
After the first tr~ee specimens failed on the east side, and 
rough graphs of overaJ..l deformation measu..rements of the fourth specimen 
up to 300 J OOO lbo· showed greater defo::-ma.tion on the east side» the 
question of eccentric loading due to sligb,t moverne:::lt of pull head.s on 
the pins arose" The test was then halted at that load. J which was just 
below the AlEC design or working load for that specimen, and the load was 
removed. A check of the pull plates indicated a slight eccentricity 
which was' corrected and the test was resumed 0 In subsequent tests the 
centering of the pv~l heads vIas checked and corrected:! if necessaryo 
Although this variation in spaci:o.g appeared to affect the deformation 
characteristics:; no effect on the ultimate strength 1-las !!oted 0 
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After a test, the pull plates were flame cut just beyond the welds, 
thus cutting approximately 1 1/2 in. from the pull plates for each specimen 
tested. After the first eight tests, in order to avoid damaging the strain 
gages mounted on the plates, it was decided ,to weld extensions to the pull 
plates. The pull plate extensions were of 3/4 in. plate welded with a 
double-vee weld, and added 18 in. to the pull plates. However, due to the 
welding, these extensions were bent at an angle to original pull plates. 
This was especially pronounced in the lower east pull plate and amounted 
to about a 60 bend. This plate was straightened a little by placing it 
under the compression head of the 3,000,000 Ibo machine. 
Because of this apparent misalignment in the pull plates it was 
decided to run the largest specimen first in an attempt to straighten the 
extensions. This specimen, AnI, was the first tested among the last eight. 
specimens. The amount of misalignment is indicated in measurements listed 
in the next section. 
Choice of specimens to be tested first was made on the basis 
of convenience. Specimen BD2 was chosen first. This specimen type also 
appeared to be typical of most of the specimens, though the nature of the 
failure was not at all typical. Since the first specimen tested was 
No.2, it was decided to test all l'Too 21 s first. The reorientation of 
the No. l's has been described above. 
The tendency for failures to occur on the east side plus the 
reorientation of the specimens provided an opportunity to check the 
possible e,ffect of the orientation of the lacing bars. The similar loads 
(or test efficiencies) of the Noo 1 and No. 2 specimens of a given type 
tend to show negligible effect due to specimen orientation and similarly 
it appears that the orientation of the lacing did not affect the ultimate 
loads. 
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8. Description of Tests 
The sixteen specimens of this test program were tested to 
ultimate load in about fifteen load increments 0 The strain gages and 
deformation dials were read immediately after each load increment. In 
the photographs and original test data the loads have been specified in 
thousands of pounds or "kipstf while the stresses have been reported in 
tlksi 11 or "kips per .sq. in. at .. 
Because of the several methods of computing net section" the 
handbook" gross cross sectional area has been used to compute the nominaJ. 
unit tensile stresses. The reader can readily convert these stresses to 
stress on the net section by multiplying the values given by the ratio 
of gross area to net area~ (See Table 1) 
By means of the description of the tests, Appendix A, for each 
specimen and the net section of the parts in question, it is possible to 
compute approximately the value o.r the stress concentration factor existing 
in the joint. This is done by computing the nominal average stress on the 
gross section at which the first Luders' lines appeared. on the whitewash 
and dividing this unit stress into the yield stress as determined by 
coupons 0 This method is Dot very accurate, but yields values as low as 
1 1/2 for the angles of some specimen types to as high as 6 for some 
gusset plates. Because of the insensitivity of the whitewash no further 
examination of stress concentration factor has been made. 
Throughout this report the term SHrow of rivets gU is used to describe 
those rivets in a direction perpendicular to the axis of loadiugo A ~line 
of :rivetsQU will refer to the rivets paraJ..lel to the axis of loading 0 For 
example, specimen type A:; Fig., 4.9 has 7 rows and 5 lines of rivets in each 
jointo 'Ghless otherwise specified.;> the order of the rivet rows refers to 
-the member itself; ioeo ~ the first row of rivets at a joint is the one at 
the net section of the member~ or it is the first row of rivets nearest the 
mid-length of the spec imen 0 Similarly~ the last row rivets are those 
f'artherest; from. the mid ... length of the specimen 0 Of cou.rse s were one 
~rincipally interested in tests of the gussets J no doubt he would use just 
the opposite method of designation J since the convention is to begin 
n1:11nbering from the first rOH of ri-",-ets tmooug...h which the failure is 
expected to passo 
During all tests J rough plots of overall deformation on both 
si~es of the specimen and plots of data from representative strain gages 
gave prompt illdieatio:n.s of w..y irregularities 0 The test patterns and 
events -wer,3.9 of course J quite similar for all specimens of a given typeo 
For this reasonJ the detailed descriptions of the tests will "be found 
in Appendi..x Ao Each test '~rill be described briefly below;l and because 
of' specimen similarities)) phot~ographs of typicaJ. results are presented in 
the Figures 0 However, for a better graphic appreciation of the actual 
.fai..lures, at least one photograph of each specimen will be shoW!lo 
Tt;e uniqueness of this series of tests and the specimen types warrant 
a more thorough presentation than might otherwise be desirableo 
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In both the presentation which follows and in the A~pendix~ no 
mention is made of the specimen orientation since the reversal of the 
Noo l specimens has been desc:!'ibed earlier. The orientation of a:r:ry 
specimen may be checked from Figso 4 through 80 Because the whitewash 
was applied to the lower :portions of the specimens, the progress of 
yielding could be observed only on the lot-;rer half of each member <> 
~ A Specimens 
Because of the unexpected failures of these two specimens, 
their tests are described and illustrated rather ,fully 0 The specimen 
details are shown in Figs 0 la and 4 J and the cross section m.80'" be 
described as a double channel menibero An illustration of the yielding 
which is characteristic of this type of specimen is ShO'YlD in Figo 18ao 
Spec men ADl 
This~ the ninth specimenJ was the first to be tested after 
the extensions were added to the pull plates, ~~d was subjected to 
,fifteen load incX'eme:o.tso After the specimen had been welded i..'Q J but 
befo:!"'.; -testing, rOl,"'..gh measU1.""eme:o:cs were made of the out of plumb 
condition due to the distortion in the welds at the pull plate extensions 0 
Based on the weld along the top edge as zero for both east and west sides? 
the ~ollowing measurements were madeo 
Point 
Weld at top gusset 
One foot above lower edge 
of' top gusset 
One foot below upper edge 
of bottom gusset 
East Side 
(Plumb line fell 
outside spec~en) 
o 
West Side 
(Plumb line fell 
between gussets) 
° 
° 0 54~i 
Weld at bottom gusset 
Weld at lower extension 
to pull plate 0·51" 
During the test, at 400,000 lb. the whitewash of the lower 
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east gusset flaked off around and below the last row rivets:; ind.icating 
the extent of yielding of the gusset. At 700,000 lb. (25,500 psi on 
.0 
gross section) the first Luder's lines appeared inside the east web 
at the first row rivets followed at 800,000 lb. by similar yielding of 
the west web plate. At 1,155,000 lb. the entire lower east joint failed 
suddenly in shear as shown in Figs •. 13a and 13b. This maximum load was 
about 56,000 psi on the net section and 42,000 psi on the gross section. 
The nominal average rivet shear was 37 ,300 p~io 
The sheared rivets were then removed from the lower east 
j oint and the outside heads of all lower west rivets were cut off and 
the rivets driven out. When the gusset plates were pulled back into 
position for bolting, it was found that there was considerable relative 
displacement between the angles, web and gusset. The relative 
elongation and inclination of rivet holes before bolting malf be seen 
in Figs. 13a and 13b. Note particularly the elongated holes in the 
first row of the web in Fig. l3a and the relative displacement of the 
holes in the outer lines of rivets. It was noticed that the gusset 
had necked down considerably at the center of the last row of holes in 
the lower east gusset. Before 3/4 in .. high strength bolts could be 
inserted in the outer lines of the east plate all holes had to be 
reamed; the west plate could be fitted up by using drift pinso 
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The high-strength bolts used were 4 in. long, 3/4 ill. diameter, 
ASTM A325 (18 ) bolts and had to have threads run dOv111 to within 1 in 0 of 
the head for the outer lines of holes and 1/2 in. of the head for the 
inner lines. Tests of two bolts of each type after ret~eadi:.f).g showed an 
average ultimate strength of 127,200 psi on the mean root area as shown 
in Table 60 Most of these bolts had. been used on earlier Research Council 
tests in which high strength bolts were employed" A torque of at least 
370 ft. 100 was applied to all bolts with a manual torque wTencho 
With the lower joints bolted on both sides and the upper joints 
still fastened with the origLual rivets, the load was increased in 200~OOO 
lb. increments and the only measurements taken during the second test w·ere 
the strain gage readings on the pull plates Q The failure was by tearing 
of the east gusset follow·ed -by a similar rupture of the west gusset" Both 
tears then propagated simultaneously untj_l the east gusset had been torn 
out to an edge. At this point, the test was stopped 0 Prior to fineJ. 
rupture, five bolts nn the west side and two on the east side were sheared. 
The location of these :ma.y be seen in Figs ~ 13c and l3d. The order in 
which these bolts failed is not accurately known, but as best as can be 
determined it was as marked in those figureso These bolts,as shown in 
the Appendix, failed due to the high deformation; the west failures 
may have been accentuated by the fact that the holes were not reamed. 
The maxImum load obtaL~ed was 1,235,000 lbo (approximately 60,000 psi 
on net section and L,..4,900 psi on gross area). Thus., the -q.pper joint. 
riv.etsL;withst.o9d.:·a., :39 ,ooo. .. psi: nomin.~ .average':.~hearing st:vess··.,withbut 
failing. 
The natures of the tears and the bolt failures are emphasized 
in the close-up photographs of Figse l4a, l4b, and l4co The severe 
relative movement of the g~sset plates and the web~ with resulting hi&~ 
shear deformation is immediately apparento And the large distortion of 
the sheared bolts can be seen in Figc 15b J where they ha.ve been fitted 
tegether approximately as tne separate pieces had been just prior to. 
failure.. The imprint of the bolt head on the hardened washer illustrates 
the bending which also must have existed on the bolts installed in the 
outer lines of fastenerso 
Figure 15a shows severaJ. of the rivets representative of these 
whese heads were cut off and which were removed from the lower west 
gusset of ADlo The two outer rivets shown came frcm the outer lines of 
rivets while the center rivet came from cne of the inner rowso Close 
inspecticn showed that the heads (which were on the inside of the web) 
of these t~-ree rivets were about to be pulled off~ again illustrative 
of the high bending which existed in the rivets at the ultimate lcado 
These cracks can be detected just beyond the tips cf the arrows in Fig. 
15a .. 
The gusset plates, cne of which is shown in Figo l5c and 15d, 
gave further evidence of high bearing due to. the boltsc T'.o.e rivets and 
bolts which'were removed were marked to allow placing them in their 
relative position~for qualitative checks on the relative deformations. 
These fasteners are shown in Figs. 16a, 16b and 16c and their deformations 
will be mentioned again in Section 140 The gusset plates also deformed 
as shown in Figs. 27a, 170: and l7co Notice that at the last row rivets, 
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the end of the web bowed in as much as 5/8 in. at the top west gusset and 
1 1/2 in. at the lower west gusset. Both deformations were measured after 
failure had occurred and thus these were the deformations remaining when 
the load was released. (All other specimens also exhibited, to a smaller 
extent, the same concave bending at the last row~) It was noted, however, 
that at the first row rivets of these A specimens, the web bowed out, 
rather than in as at the last row. (See Fig. l8b.) 
Spec imen AD2 
This specimen was the fifth of this test program and was loaded 
with 14 load increments. Both lower gussets showed signs of yielding at 
400 2 000 lb. as the whitewashspalled off around the last rows of rivets. 
Under a load of 500,000 lb. on the east web Luder's bands developed at the 
first row rivets, and 100,000 lb. later both web plates had. yielded at 
the net section. 
At an ultimate load of 1,190,000 lb. (about 57,900 psi on net 
area and 43,300 psi on gross section), the outer lines of rivets in the 
lower east gusset which connected the gusset, web plate, and angles, . 
sheared suddenly. Since the gusset was still attached to the web by the 
three inner lines of rivets at 940,000 lb. the east web tore at the first 
row rivets as shown in Fig. 18b.. Some idea of the distribution 0:[ load 
from the gusset to the rivets can be seen in Fig. 18a. Note here that 
the relative movement of web and gusset amounted to about 1/2 in. as 
seen from the foot rule. Figures l8c and 18d show the failed section; 
the distortion of the gusset is shown by the separation from the steel 
straight edge in Fig. l8d. At failure, the nominal average shear on the 
rivets was 38,500 psi. 
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Type B Spec imens 
This group of specimens, being of the !elaced-I I1I type of which 
there were also two other groups of more-or-less the same pattern, may be 
thou&ht of as representative. The first specimen of the entire series of 
tests was BDe and extensive photographs were made of the progress of 
yielding depicted by the Luderts bands in the whitewash" Because of this 
yielding progress was typicaJ. of specimen types B, D, and E and because 
of the more thorough pictoral cov.erage, Specimen BD2 will be the first B 
specimen discussed. Details of this type of specimen are shown in 
Figs. 10 and 5" 
Spec men BD2 
Since this was the first test, it took almost twice the time 
re~uired for later tests, when the operation had become more routine. 
S:Lxteen increments of load. were applied" The appearance of the specimen 
before test may be seen in Fig. 11, a.'rJ.d it is shown being placed in the 
test machine in Fig. 12. The sequence of formation of Luderts lines of 
the east side of the specimen is recorded pictorially in Figse 19 and 20. 
At 100,000 lbo (8,700 psi on gross section) a hairline crack 
appeared in the whitewash at the lower east gusset plate - angle junction 
as the joint tended to move into bearing. As the load reached 350,000 lb. 
(30,600 psi on gross section) ~derts lines appeared at the first row 
rivets on the northeast and northwest angles ", ... WneD. the load was raised to 
390,000 lbo (34,100 psi on gross section) the whitewash spalled off on 
the outstanding (5 in.) legs of the east angles at the location of the 
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lower lacing rivet as shown in Figs. 19a and 19b (two views of the same 
angles). At 410,000 lb. the yield ba.nds were pronounced opposite all 
the lacing rivets as illustrated L~ Fig. 19c. With 425,000 lb. the 
L~derl s patterns of Fig. 19d had. fo:rmed. The progress of yielding at 
450,000 lb. and 475,000 lb. j_s very" apparent in Figso 20a and 20b. At 
this latter load it was noted that the back of the angles had pulled 
away from the gusset plates 1/8 in. to 1/4 in. at the corners in a 
fashion characteristic of 8~1 the laced I and solid I specimens 0 At 
500,000 lb. (about 57,900 psi on net section and 4-3,700 psi on gross 
section), the specimen failed on the east side at the top lacing rivet 
as shown in Figs. 20c and 2Odo The toes of the inside legs of the 
southwest and northwest angles also rupture~ at the center lacing rivet, 
producing, so-to-speak, a seconda-~ failure. This secondal~ failure was 
at a point of high localized stress due to the lacing bars, w-hich bent 
the angles or npinched them in" in the :manner show.c. in Figs 0 23c and 
23d for other specimens. 
It was noted that necking down had occu=red at several other 
points about the speclffien as show~ in Fig. 22a. ThiS, tOOj was typical 
of the B specimens. 
Specimen BDl 
Specimen BDI was tested ~Tit,h 15 load increments. At the first 
row rivets of the east angles~, yield patterns appeared 1-rhen a load. of 
250,000 lb. had been reachedo By 390,000 lb. the cracks in the whitewash 
at the gusset-angle line of the lower gussets were approximately 3/16 in. 
on the east side and only 1/32 ino on the west showing the une~ual 
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deformations. At 496,000 lb. (43,400 psi on gross section) the toe of the 
3 in. leg of the southeast angle ruptured at the center lacing rivet, 
followed by rupture of the corresponding toe of the northeast angle as 
the maximum load of 498,000 lb. (about 57,500 psi on net section and 
43,500 psi on gross section) was reached. As the load slowly dropped, 
ruptures appeared through the toe of the 3 in. legs of the west angles, 
first the southwest, then the northwest. In the meantime, the east 
ruptures had spread through the 3 in. legs and across the 5 in. legs, 
causing the principal failure at the center laCing rivet on the east 
side rather than at the net section. The primary rupture can be seen 
in Figs. 2la and 2lb; and the secondary rupture which was typical for 
this specimen type can be seen in Fig. 23d (note arrow), where the angle 
had been pinched in about 3/8 in. and a rupture had occurred in the toe 
opposite the lacing rivet. 
Specimen BPl 
This specimen, BPI, was subjected to 15 load increments and 
was the twelfth to be tested. 
The first Luder's bands on the inside of the east angles at 
the first row rivets were apparent when a load of 300,000 lb" (26,200 
psi on gross section) was applied. Even with an additio.na.J.. 90,000 lb. 
load, there was no sign of yielding in the west angles. At 425,000 lb. 
(37,200 psi on gross section) it was noted that the Luderts lines had 
just appeared ou. the west angles at the first row rivets. By 4.46,000 lb. 
the west angles were yielding at the lacing rivets. The specimen 
reached a maximum load of 462,000 lb. (about 53,500 psi on net section 
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and 40,400 psi on gross area). At the maximum load the toe of the inner 
leg of the southeast angle ruptured at the center·.lacing rivet, followed 
by rupture at the toe of the north\vest angle at the top lacing rivet. 
Then the toe of the southwest angle broke at the top lacing rivet and 
the load rose from 452,000 lbQ to 460:;000 lb. as the northeast angle 
ruptured in the toe at a lacing rivet. HO'vever, the two west angles 
continued to tear and final failure occurred in these as sho\m in Fig .. 
22b. Note also the extent of the failure in the east angles as ShOlro 
by Figs.. 23a and 23b. It is particularly interesting to compare the 
,formation of the Luder t s lines in Figs. 22c and 22d indicating the 
dif'ferences in the extent of yielding of the east and west angles at 
the first row rivets. 
It is emphasized that although the east side of this specimen 
was more highly strained initially as shown by strain readings and 
Figs. 22c and 22d, a..'I"ld although the failure was initiated on the east 
side, the principal fail'tlre occurred on the west side of the specimen. 
Spec imen BF2 
This specimen became the sixth to be tested, yet was the first 
of the punched members. Sixteen load increments \-rere applied before 
failure. At a gross sectioc stress of about 6,600 psi a very fine hair 
line separation in the whitewash was noticed at the gusset-angle 
junction indicating the first extensive slip. The northwest angle 
began to yield at the first row rivets at about 325,000 lb. (28,400 psi 
on gross section). At 410,000 lb. (35J8oo psi on gross section) the east 
.. 
angles had Luder's lines originating at the lacing rivets, and at 
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425,000 lb. (37,200 psi on gross section) the west angles also showed 
similar yielding. Then.: the spe.c~en was loaded to a maximum of 458,000 
lb. (about 53,100 psi on net section and 40,900 psi on gross section) 
before failure of the east angles as shown in Figs. 2lc and 2ldo This 
failure, it will be noted, was a little unusual when compared to the 
other failures of the same ~JPe specimen, but was of the same general 
character and at approximately the same load.. The sou-'cheast angle 
ruptured at the lower lacing rivet and the northeast angle ruptured at 
the upper lacing rivet, rather than both angles rupturing at the same 
spot. At the center lacing rivet in the west angles the toes ruptured 
in a secondary failure causing the "pinching in" of the west angles as 
shown in Fig. 2.3c. (Note the secondary failure opposite the arrowo) 
Type C Spec imens 
These spec imens were of the U solid IUD type and are illustrated 
in Figs. Ic and Fig. 6. The failures of these specimens were at the 
net sections. Some of the interesting actions o.f this specimen type 
will be discussed in describing each of the two tests. 
Specimen CDI 
Fourteen load increments were applied to CDl, the fourteenth 
specimen. The lower east gusset began to yield at the last row rivets 
at a load of 300,000 lb. Only at 550,000 lb. (28,300 psi on gross 
section) did the east angles give LYldication of yielding at the net 
section. About 50,000 lb. later the east edge of the web developed 
Luder's lL~es at the first row rivets, and at 650,000 lb. (33,400 psi 
on gross section) the web and center legs of the east angles showed 
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yield bands in the whitewash at the web stitch rivets. The specimen was 
loaded to failure at a maximum of 872,000 lb. (about 55,600 psi on net 
section and 44,900 psi on gross area). Final failure occurred at the 
net section at the lower east side; the test was stopped after the angles 
failed, as shown in Figs. 24a, 24c J and 24d. It is interesting to note 
the necking down of the web at each stitch rivet which can be seen from 
careful inspection of Fig. 24b. (This also typified the action of 
specimen CD2). The ndimpling V1l of the angles and their necking down 
may be observed in Fig. 26c which again is representative of the action 
of both specimens. 
Specimen CD2 
Specimen CD2 was the fourth specimen to be tested. The first 
loading was suspended at about 300,000 lb. to permit a check of the 
eccentricity of the pull plates on the pins. Rough plots of overall 
deformation had suggested such a check~ When the load reached 300,000 
lb. (15,400 psi on gross section or about 19,100 psi on net section) 
00 
Luder's lines had appeared at the last row of rivets on the lower east 
gusset plate, but not at the net section of the member. 
After the pull heads were centered, loading was begun again 
and continued through fifteen load increments to failure 0 During this 
0 .. 
test, at 300,000 lb. Luder1s lines developed on the lower west gusset 
matching those which earlier had appeared on the east. By 500,000 lb. 
(25,700 psi on gross section), the 5 in. legs of the angles had yielded 
at the first three rows of rivets. At 650,000 lb. (33,4DO psi on gross 
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section) first signs were noticed of the spalling of '\-rhite"rash on the "reb, 
followed at 700,000 lb. by Luder~s lines on the outstanding legs of the 
angles in the central section of the member. At 800 J ooo lb. (41,200 psi 
gross section) the angles had. pulled away from the gusset plates 3/16 in. 
at the heel of the angle; and at 850,000 lb. the washboard effect of 
pinching of the angles at stitch rivets became apparent, and may be seen 
in Fig. 26c. The maximum load was 902,000 lb. (about 57,500 psi on net 
section and 46,400 psi on gross section) and the primary failure occurred 
at the top west net section as shown in Figs. 25a and 25b. A secondary 
failure which occurred at the toes of the southeast and northeast angles 
at the lower east gusset is shown in Figs. 25c and 25d. 
The opening which developed between the angles at the gusset-
angle junction and the web can be seen in Fig. 26b. (This was also 
characteristic of CDI some1-lhat as shO\ID in Fig. 24b.) 
The necking down of the vleb plate opposite stitch rivets is 
evident upon careful examination of Fig. 26a, and the reduction in area 
of the angles at the stitch rivets may be seen in Fig. 26c. 
Type D Specimens 
This specimen t:Y'"Pe was the 1Jlaced In design shown in Figs. 2a 
and 7. The lacing rivets tended to be less important as points of stress 
concentration than was the case for the type B specimens, because the D 
specimens were prepared with a much lower net area. See Table 1. 
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Specimen DDl 
This was the eleventh specimen tested and was subjected to 
fourteen load increments. At 100)000 lb. (8:700 psi on gross section) 
a separation appeared in the whitewash at the gusset-angles junction 
suggesting that the rivets had moved into bearing. By 250,000 lb . 
.. 
(21,900 psi on net section) Luder t s lines had appeared at the first row 
rivets of the southeast angle, folloved at higher loads by similar 
lines at the other first rows. wnen the load reached 410,000 lb. 
(35,800 psi on gross section) Luderts lines became evident on the angles 
at the lacing rivets. The ma.."'{imum load. before failure \·las 450,000 lb. 
(about 62,300 psi on net section and 39)300 psi on gross section) with 
the principal failure occurring at the top west and a secondary failure 
occurring at the lower east side. The general appearance of the specimen 
a~ failure, shown in Fig. 27a indicated the same pattern of yielding 
observed in other laced specimens and shovln in earlier Figures. In this 
.figure) the primary failure is in the joint at top center while the 
secondary failure may be seen near the letters liNEn in the photograph. 
The extensive defor.mation at one of the joints which had not failed may 
be seen in Fig. 27b. 
At the point of primary failure a rather unusual break occurred~ 
the rupture of the south west angle passed through the two rivet holes in 
the 5 in. leg and then on to the second rivet at the batten plate but did 
not tear completely through the angle; instead the toe of the 3 in. leg 
o.f the angle at the first rivet tore. This is shown in Fig. 27c. The 
northwest angle, however, tore through the two rivets in the 5 in. leg 
and through the first batten rivet as shovm in Fig. 27d~ The secondary 
failures, showll in Figs. 28a and 28b progressed only from the toes of the 
5 in. legs to the inner rivet~ 
Specimen DD2 
The third test of the series was that of Specimen DD2. The 
first hairline crack Ln. the whi-ce1,rash at the angle .... gusset junction was 
noticed on the east side at 50,000 lb. (4 J 400 psi on gross section) and 
on the west side at 150,000 lb. (+3,100 psi on gross section), indicative 
of the unequal load distribution. By 250,000 lb. (21,900 psi on gross 
section) the lower east gusset appeaxed to have slipped about 1/16 in • 
.... 
The northeast and northwest angles showed first Luder's lines or yield 
bands at the toe near the first row rivets when the load reached about 
300,000 lbs. (26;300 psi on gross area)o At a load of 351,000 lb. 
(30,700 psi on gross section) the bottom east gusset appeared to have 
moved 1/8 in. as compared "\.;ith a similar 1/16 in. movement on the west; 
and the heels o.f the angles began to pull a\.;ay from the gusset plates at 
375,000 lb. When the load was raised to 400,000 Ibo (35,000 psi on gross 
section) the east angles developed Luder's lines caused by the lacing 
rivets. A maximum load of 444,000 lb .. (about 61,500 psi on net section, 
38,800 psi on gross area) was reached. At this load, the outer toe of 
the southeast angle ruptured, and as the load dropped, the northeast 
angle ruptured at the toe and the specimen failed through the lower 
east net section as shovm in Figs .. 28c and 28d. 
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Spec men DPl 
This, the tenth specimen, was tested with .fourteen load increments 0 
... 
The lower east gusset beg~~ showing Luder's bands or yield lines in the 
whitewash at 275,000 lb. (24,000 psi on gross section). When the load 
reached 300~OOO Ib .. (26,200 psi on gross section) the 5 ino legs o.f the 
east angles revealed yield patterns~ followed s 75,000 Ibo later, by 
similar yielding on the west side 0 The maximum load was 439,000 lb. 
(about 60,800 psi on net section, and 38 J 400 psi on gross section) and 
the rupture occurred at the lower east joint. The appearance of' the 
gusset plates after loading is shown in Fig. 29a, which is typical of' 
the manner in which aJ.l gussets of type D specimens yielded. The 
distribution of yielding of the angles at an unfractured joint is also 
shown in Figo 29b 0 The f'ailure or rupture appeared to be similar to 
that of Specimen DDl described earlier, except that in the case of DPl 
both angles showed similar breaks as shown in Figs. 29c and 29d. 
Specimen DP2 
The eighth specimen, DP2.? 'b-las tested under 14 load increments 0 
At 150,000 lb. (13;200 psi on gross section) a hairline separation 
appeared in the whitewash at the gusset-angle junction revealing that a 
fairly large slip had occurredQ By 300,000 lb. (26..,200 psi on gross 
section) the first row rivets had developed hairline cracks around the 
heads indicating plastic flow of the angles beneath the rivets. Luder's 
lines developed in the a...Tlgles at the lacing rivets at 400.,000 Ib .. 
(35,000 psi on gross section). The max:i..I:m.h-n load reached was 449,000 Ib" 
(about 62,200 psi on net section, 39,300 psi on gross section), when at the 
top west gusset the northwest angle ruptured at the toe, followed at 
about 380,000 lb. by a toe rupture of the southwest angle. As the load 
continued to drop, the lower east joint began to tear and final failure 
was through the net section at the lower east side as shown in Figso 30a 
and 30b. It is of particular interest to note that the seconda..-ry failure J 
which actually occurred first, was at the top west joint where the two 
angles rupture& at the first row through the toes of the angles and 
between the two rivets in the outstanding leg. This is shown in Figso 
30c and 3Od, beyond the arrows 0 
Type E specimens 
These specimens also were of the RUlaced IIi configuration but 
were made of 5tH X 5tU x 3/8" angles. Details of this specimen type were 
described earlier and are shown in Figs. 2b and 80 Because of the marked 
differences in behavior between the drilled and punched specimens, and 
because of the repeated tests which had to be made on the drilled 
specimens before final .failure.)' tests at.' this group o.f specimens will be 
described in a somewhat more detailed m~T;L~er. 
Specimen EDl 
The sixteenth and final specimen to be tested was specimen EDl. 
The first test was conducted t:b..rough 15 load. increments. When the load 
had reached 250,000 lb. (17,300 psi on gross section)~ first Luder 1 s 
bands appeared at the last row of rivets on the lower east gusset. 
By 500,000 lbo (34,600 psi on gross section) yielding was evident at 
the first row rivets of the northeast and southeast angles, followed 
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50,000 lb. later by yielding o~ the southwest and northwest angles at the 
first row rivets, and at the lacing rivets on the inside legs of the 
angles. The maximum load was 722,7000 10" (about 60,200 psi on net 
section, 50,000 psi on gross section) at which point the load began to 
drapo At about 690,000 Ibc, the specimen suddenly failed by shearing 
all rivets of the lower east gusset., The nominal average maximum shear 
on the rivets was 40,,860 psio This fail1..ll"e is pictured in Figo 31ao 
The bowing of the gussets which remained after the test is compared in 
Figs. 31c and 31d, showing a riveted gusset that did not fail and one 
that did fail. (Figure 3ld also shows the yielding patterns of the 
gussets for this type specimen.) The bending in the gu.sset and the pull 
plates, plus the slight misalignment of lower pull head which would occur 
as the specimen ruptured, resulted in the gusset plate being 2 1/4 in. 
from the lower end of the angles and 3 3/8 ino at the top of the gussets 
after failure, as can. be seen in Fig" 3lao 
The lower west rivet heads were cut off and the rivets driven 
out so that both gussets could be reconnected using high strength 
(ASTM A325(18) bolts, 4 inc long and 3/4 ino diameter, which had been 
used on earlier Research Council testso Another I 1/2 in. of thread 
was run on by a threading machine to pro-vide -!:.he required grip., These 
bolts were installed by torque-wrench at 370 foot-pounds or moreo With 
the lower joint so bolted~ the second test was run with seven increments 
of load, during which only readi.:.~gs of the pull plate strain gages were 
made. At about 625,000 lbo J both first row bolts on the east side 
sheared o.ff in a fashion similar -Co that shown in Fig. 32c 0 When the load 
reached 762,000 lb. (about 63,500 psi on net section, 52,800 psi on gross 
section), a loud pop was heard; the load dropped to 754,000 lb. and then 
built up to 762,000 lb. agains at which point the upper west gusset 
suddenly sheared all rivets.~ Fig. 31b. This resulted at a nominal average 
shearing stress of 43)100 psi on the rivets of this joint. 
Again the heads of the remaining rivets were cut off and the 
rivets driven out and replaced with bolts as before. The two bolts which 
sheared in the lower east gusset during the second test were not replaced 
to avoid further weakening the net section by the reaming that would have 
been necessary 0 The maximum rod that would pass through the holes was 
about 7/16 in. diameter j although a 1/2 in. diameter rod could be tilted 
and pushed through • With both j oints bolted, the third test was run as 
readings were made once again only on the pull plate strain gages for the 
seven increments of load. The maximum load. was 811,000 lb. (about 67 ~600 
psi on net section, 56,200 psi on gross section), and failure occurred at 
the second rO'Yl rivet hole (first bolt) on the Im'ler east side and through, 
the first batten rivet as shown in Figs. 32a and 32b. One bolt sheared 
in the first row of the top west gusset as shown in Fig. 32c s which 
figure also shows the 1/2 in. total movement of angles and gussets during 
all three tests. Necking down of the northwest angle at the first row is 
shown in Fig. 32d. The severe distortion by warping and bending, seen 
in Figs. 36c and 36d is characteristic of the distortion of all the type 
E spec imens 0 
Spec ilIlen ED2 
The second specilIlen tested required four tests. Before the tests, 
it was noted that, at the centerline of the specimen~ the two north angles 
were spaced closer together than were the two south angles, there being a 
difference of about 1/16 ino on the west side and about 3/32 ino on the 
east sideo North 
l/l6~L ~,..-3/32" 
r------~ 
South 
(Not to 
Scale) 
At 500,000 Ibo (34,600 psi on gross section), the first faint 
Luder's lines were noticed at the first row rivets on the anglesc By 
about 600,000 lbo (41,600 psi on gross section), ~der's lines had 
appeared at the lac ing rivets 0 The load was increased in steps to 
700,000 lbo (about 58,300 psi on net section, 48,500 psi on gross section) 
at which point the usual readings and a few photographs were taken 0 A 
movement between the gusset and angle of 3/8 inc to 1/2 ino was noted and 
the load was dropped to 600,000 lbo to per.mit safe removal of the gageso 
The wisdom of this move was apparent when the specimen failed unexpectedly 
by rivet shear at 698,000 lbo (58,200 psi on net section, 48,300 psi on 
gross section) c At 700,000 lb 0, the average nominal shear stress on the 
rivets was 39,600 pSi, but might have been slightly higher had not the 
load been held at 700,000 lbo so long (30 mine) while readings: photos 
and observations were taken 0 The appearance of the failed specimen was 
similar to that shown in Fig.c 31 .for EDI. The yielding of the gussets.ll 
typical of all E specimens~ may be seen in Fig. 33a and the warpir~ of 
the angles is evident in Fig. 33b,? which S]:],010[S ED2 at 700,000 Ib .. 
For the secor-d test J the rivets on the lower west gusset were 
removed by cutting off the heads and the whole lower joint fitted up 
with what was thought to be high strength bolts. These bolts were 
4 in. long and 3/4 in. diameter and stored in bins adjacent to other 
high strength boltsD These common bolts withstood high torquing with 
a hand torque-wrench; only one bplt had to be replaced because of 
stripping. However, subsequent tensile tests and hardness tests of the 
bolts showed them to be common bolts with an average ultimate strength 
of 66-,230 psi on the mean root area (see Table 5). During this second 
test, only the gages on the pull plates and the lacing bars were read 
since all others had been strained beyond yield and the resulting creep 
would have influenced the readingso The first row bolt in the southeast 
angle sheared at 525,000 lb. and at 618,,000 Ibo the first row bolt in 
the northeast angle sheared. When the load reached 625,000 lb., the 
second row bolts of the southeast and northeast mlgles sheared off, 
dropping the load to 601 j 000 lb. This was promptly followed by a 
shearing of all the bolts in the bottom east joint. 
Since it was thought at the time that these had been high-
strength bolts, it 10[as decided that to obtain failure in the upper jOint, 
the lower joint would have to be welded with full length welds down along 
the toes of the angles and across the ends of the angles. No weld was 
put across the inner edge of the gusset, just above the first row holes 
(See Figs. 34a C3J.'"1.o. 34b). A better method. would probably have been to 
weld along the toes of the angles beginning opposite the first or second 
row holes, rather tha~ to the edge of the gusset. The fitting up bolts 
were left in place. In making this third test~ eight increments of load 
were applied and readings were made only on the pull head strain gages 
and the lacing bar gages. As the load increased to 774,000 lb. (64,500 
psi on net- section, 53,600 psi on gross section) the top east gusset 
sheared all the rivets (at an averag~. ~hear stress of 43,800 psi), as 
shown in Fig. 33c. Slig..l1t necking dm·m of the a.r~es at the first row 
was apparent, as was the beginning of slight plastic flow at the laCing 
rivets. Typical sheared rivets are shown in Figo 33d. Similarly, the 
deformation and elongation at the first row of holes in Fig. 33c was 
typical of all shear failures. 
As had been the case for the lower joint, the upper joint rivets 
were removed, fitting up bolts were installed J and the joint was welded. 
The specimen was once again tested with eight increments of load. 
Failure occurred as a tearing of the lower east joint at a load of 
796,000 lb. (about 66;300 psi on net section, 55,100 psi on gross section). 
The rupture in the southeast angle began at the edge of the weld and 
progressed straight across the angle without passing through the holes 
as shown in Fig. 34b. The tear in the northeast angle began at the edge 
of' the weld, but dropped down and passed through the first row hole o.f 
the angle and the first batten rivet, as sho-vm in Fig. 34a. 
To get some idea of the relative shear deformations along the 
length of the long joint, the bolts an.d rivets were marked before removal 
from the unsheared joints. This permitted laying them out as shown in 
Fig. 34c where the relative distortions are readily seeno 
Spec imen EP1 
The fifteenth specimen.~ EP1, was tested under fifteen load. 
increments. As the total load approached 450,000 1b .. (31,200 psi on gross 
section), L~deris lines indicated yielding at the first row rivets of the 
northeast and southeast angles 0 Yield bands appeared around the lacing 
rivets on the inside legs of both east and west angles 50,000 lb. later. 
The maximum load obtained was 738,000 1bo (about 61,500 psi on net section, 
51,100 psi on gross section), when the toe of the southeast angle began 
to rupture at the first row~ This was followed by a toe failure at the 
same point on the northeast angle 0 The initiaJ. cracks slowly spread to 
the fillets of the angles, whereupon failure was sudden. The failure is 
shown in Fig. 35a which is also representative of the failure of EP20 A 
crack was noticed to have started also at a rivet and was in the process 
of working out to the toe of the southwest angle at the top joint as shown 
in Fig. 35be The primary ruptures are shown in Figs. 35c and. 35do 
Specimen EP2 
ThiS, the seventh specimen, was tested under 15 load increments. 
Hairline separations had appeared at the gusset-angle junction at 
10,400 psi on the gross section (150,000 lb.) indicating that slip had 
taken place. As a load of 550,000 lb. (38,100 psi on gross section) was 
reached, Luder's bands were noted at the last row rivets of the gussets 
and at the first row rivets of the angles indicating rather general 
yielding 0 At 600,000 Ibo (41,600 psi on gross section), similar signs 
of yielding were evident around the lacing rivetso The maximum load. 
reached was 733,000 lb. (about 61,100 psi on net section, 50,800 psi on 
gross section) and failure was through the net section at the lower east 
gusset as shown in Figs. 36a and 36b .. 
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF TESTS 
9. General Discussion 
Table 1 of this report lists the areas and properties of the 
various specimens. In a similar fashion.,? Table 7 shows the ultimate 
loads, type and location of the failure, and specimen efficiencies. 
Comparisons of the results and a discussion of the information 
summarized in Table 7 will be made in subsequent sections of this report. 
Among the studies and comparisons made are: Distribution of 
Load to Pull Plates, Specimen Load-Strain Relations, Lacing Bar Strains, 
Load-Slip Relations, Effect of Hole Preparation, and Joint Efficiencies. 
As was noted earlier, due to the several methods available for 
computing net areas, it was decided to make all comparisons on the basis 
of stress on the handbook gross areas. Those who wish to change this 
basis of comparison to that of a net area may convert by multiplying the 
unit stresses by the factor of the gross area divided by that net area. 
With this in mind, Table 1 lists the gross areas and net areas by three 
methods, which will facilitate this conversion. 
Because of the average engineer's "feellt for stresses in 
contrast to strains, it was decided that the preferred method of 
presentation would be to show the strain data in terms of stress at the 
gage location. Such an analysis must, of course, be limited to the range 
of load for each of the specimens in which Hookets Law (stress 
proportional to strain) applies. It then may be stated that 
S = € E 
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where S is the stress in psi at the point where the strain was measured; 
€ is the measured strain in inches per inch; and E is the modulus of 
elasticity, in psi (assumed to be 30,000,000 psi). It is hoped that 
this method of presenting strains in terms of a stress level will give 
the reader a clearer picture of the behavior of the members. However, 
it must always be kept in mind that a stress obtained in this way does 
not represent (unless by acc ident) an average stress in the member, but 
that it represents only the stress in the member at that location, just 
as the recorded strain can only represent the strain at that gage 
location. Though variations of the actual E from the assumed E may 
introduce errors of a few per cent~ the major differences between the 
recorded stress at a point and the average stress on the section computed 
from the total load will be due to the geometry of the specimen and due 
to the severity of notches. These factors would tend to make the stress 
gradient large in some specimens and thus remove the possibility of a 
realistic comparison between observed and computed stresses. 
10. Distribution of Load. to Pull Plates 
As described in Section 6 of this report, strain gages were 
used on the four pull plates to measure the distribution of load to the 
gusset plates of all specimens. This strain gage layout is illustrated 
on Fig. 10. 
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An example of the distribution of strains is shown in Fig. 37 
for specimen CD1. As may have been noticed in Fig. 10, the outer strain 
gages were actually placed 2 in. from the edge, but the strains recorded 
were assumed to be those of the edge for this analysis 0 This assumption 
introduces no appreciable error. 
The load in the pull plate was computed by assuming a parabolic 
strain distribution (Simpson t s 1, 4, 1 Approximation) to determine an 
average strain.. The lvbdulus of ElastiCity, E, was taken as 30,000,000 psi. 
Since there were no zero readings·· at the lowest load increment (usually 
25,000 lb. or less), it was assumed that then the gussets were equally 
loaded and from that point, strains were extrapolated to a zero load. 
With this extrapolation, strains were obtained for all loads. At very 
small loads (up to about 50,000 lb,,), this method of' extrapolation does 
introduce some error (as a result of the very smaJ..l strains which are 
measured) due to secondary effects from placing the spectmens in the 
machine. Since these effects are small and the loads mvol ved were also 
small, this is not thought to be a serious effect. At points when the 
specimens were subjected to working loads, the errors were probably much 
less than 10 per cent and at loads near ultimate, the errors were probably 
less th~ 3 per cent. 
The load for both pull plates at the top and again for the 
bottom could thus be computed, and a rough check could be had on the 
actual load applied to the specimen; and by a comparison of the load on 
one plate to the total load carried by both plates at one end, the per 
cent of load in each plate could be obtained. Where specimens were 
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tested more than once, measurements of pull plate strains were similar to 
those obtained in the initial tests, and have not been shown. The 
distribution of load to the pull plates is shown for every specimen in 
Figs. 38 through 450 
In these .figures, the average stress on the gross section is 
plotted against per cent of total load in the pull plates. For convenience, 
the total load on the specimen is also shown, as is the ultimate load and 
the manner of initial specimen :failure. Note that with few exceptions, 
the point of failure (east or west, top or bottom) can be predicted from 
a review of these figures. Further, from these plots it can be seen that 
at near ultimate loads the load distribution to all four gussets had 
approached 50 per cent with none having a distribution more than 5 per cent 
different, despite highly unequal distributions at earlier loads., For 
this reason, it is felt that the ultimate loads obtained in these tests 
were independent of the variables induced in placing the members in the 
testing machine, the possible out of square of the pull head pins, or 
similar factors. However, it is reasonable to surmise from a comparison 
of these plots, that the earlier inequality of load distribution did 
increase the deformation of one side over the other side of the specimen, 
and thus did affect the point of failure. 
There are several exceptions to the statement above, that 
the point of failure may be determined from inspection of the plot of 
load distribution. A closer look at these exceptions is worthwhile. 
Specimen BP1, Fig. 40, is seen to have failed on the west side 
despite the heavily loaded east gussets. However, at the loads near 
ultimate, it is seen that the west gussets, particularly the top west, 
carried a larger and larger share of the load; the top west gusset 
finaJ.ly taking more than half' the load. Referring back to the Description 
of Tests, Section 8 of this report, we-find that the east side actually 
did rupture first (Figs. 23a and 23b) but that primary failure occurred 
on the west side (Fig. 22b). Thus, this exception certainly does not 
fully discount the statement made. 
Specimen ene, Fig. 41, also failed at the top west joint despite 
higher loads in the east gussets. Though it is not known which rupture 
occurred first, this specimen exhibited a primary failure at the top 
west and a secondary failure at the bottom east.. These failures 'tv-ere 
mentioned in Section 8 and shown in Fig. 25. Again, the statement 
appears to be supported at least in part by this exception. 
Specimen DDl, Fig. 42, also appears to be an exception. However, 
again we will find in Section 8, and from Figs.. 27c, 27d, 28a and 2& 
that this specimen failed at two points: the primary failure was at the 
top west, following the indication of Fig. 42 where the top west had 
a higher percentage of the load near ultimate; the secondary failure 
occurred at the bottom east side reflecting the effect of the general 
tendency for the bottom east to carry a large portion of the load 
during most of the test.. The ir.Li tial appearance of compression in the 
top east gusset of this specimen "Tas probably partially due to the 
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manner of installation and aJ.so partially due to the manner in which the 
nzerolJ load was obtained (which was discussed earlier in this section). 
Specimen ED2, Fig. 44, aJ.so is an exception to the statement. 
It should be noted, however, that the load distribution was equal through-
out most of the test aJ.though at very low stresses the bottom east side, 
where failure occurred, was the most heavily loaded pOint. 
11. Specimen Load-Strain Relations 
The load-strain relations for the various specimens are vaJ.id 
only in the elastic range o~ strains. The reaJ.ization of this, plus the 
appreciation of the fact that use of the term IIstress" in this section 
means the stress at the gage point and not an average stress, is important 
to an understanding of the following discussion. This use of "stress" 
was discussed in greater detail in Section 9 of this report. 
In order to permit comparisons between similar specimens, the 
discussion has been divided into severaJ. groups. First, the type A 
specimens will be discussed; second, the type C specimens will be 
presented; and finaJ.ly, the laced members, types B, D, and E, will be 
covered. 
Spec imen ADl 
Through use of plots of the strain data for this specimen and 
by conversion of strains to stresses, the following is found: 
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ANGLE STRESSES, An1 
Load on Average stress, psi, in the Angles, 
Specimen, Stress on Based on the Measured Strains Average Gross Area, Gage Sl Gage 82 Gage S3 Gage s4 
1000 lb. psi pouthwest Northwest Northeast Southeast 
50 1,820 1,500 1,500 2,100 2,700 1,950 
100 3,640 2,500 3,000 4,500 5,100 3,775 
200 7,280 5,700 6,000 8,100 9,600 7,100 
300 10,920 8,700 9,300 12,600 14;1100 11,175 
400 14,560 12,0~ 12,600 16,800 18,600 15,000 
500 18,180 15,300 16,500 21,300 23,400 19,125 
If the above data were plotted, it would be. seen that the data gives the 
linear relation we expect from Hooke's Law. From this we also see that 
both the east angles haVe higher stresses than do the west angles. This is 
as expected from the load distribution in the pull plates, Fig. 38, which 
shows that up to about 600,000 lb. the east pull plates carried about 
60 ;per cent of the load, or about one and a haJ.f times the load in the 
west plates. This same relative distribution in the angles is evident 
in the table above, for, at a:n:y load, the ayerage stress level as shown 
by the gages o.f the east angles is aJ.most one and a half times the average 
stress level shown by the gages of the west angles. 
Additional observations of the stress level in this specimen 
will be .found in the paragraphs below which discuss simultaneously both 
type A spec imens . 
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We may note that since the four angles were not equally strained, 
it seems evident that the batten plates and webs connecting them had to 
develop shears and thus introduce additional secondary stresses in the 
specimens. If the difference in total load between the east (60 per cent) 
and west (40 per cent) sides of the specimen were assumed to be taken by 
the batten plates only, the shear on the battens· at 500 ,000 lb. would be 
100,000 lb. distributed to the four batten plates with cross-sections of 
1/2 x 11 1/2 which would give a value of unit shear of less than 4500 psi. 
But, since the batten plates actually rotated somewhat, the batten rivets 
deformed slightly with increasing load, and local yielding was noted in 
the battens around some of the end rivets,the shearing stress due to 
this unequal loading would be reduced and probably had an inSignificant 
effect on the specimen behavior. Too, the distribution of load to the two 
sides o.f the specimens improved at loads approaching ultimate, so that this 
shear on the battens was not proportional to the load. From a similar 
inspection of the differences in strain and the relative areas involved, 
the unit shearing stresses in the webs would probably be 1/5 to 1/10 
that in the batten plates, and thus are not worthy of consideration. 
Specimen AD2 
As indicated for Anl, strain data for the angles of specimen AD2 
reveals: 
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ANGLE STRESSES, AD2 
r 
Load on Average Stress, pSi, in the Angles, 
Specimen, Stress on Based on the Measured strains Average Gross Area, Gage 51 Gage S2 Gage 83 Gage 84 
1000 lb. psi Northeast Southeast Southwest Northvlest 
/ 
50 1,820 2,100 2,100 1,800 1,800 1,950 
100 3,640 4,500 4,000 3,600 3,600 3,925 
200 7,280 8,700 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,800 
300 10,920 13,200 li,100 11,700 11,400 11,850 
400 l4,560 17,400 15,000 15,600 15,300 l5,825 
500 l8,180 22,200 18,900 19,500 19,800 20,100 
In this case, the northeast angle appears as the most highly stressed, 
whereas the other three angles appear to be about evenly stressed (or 
strained). This is further substantiated by Fig. 38 which shows the load 
in all pull plates forAD2 .to have been about equal, with the east pull 
plates only a few per cent higher than those of the west side. We might 
comment also that the shear due to the unequal distribution of strains in 
the angles of this specimen will be of even smaller consequence than those 
in the case of ADl, beca~se of the smaller variation in strains between 
adjacent angles. 
COmparison of Type A Specimen Web strains 
If we compare the last columns of the tables above for specimens 
ADI and AD2, we note that at the same total load on the specimens, the 
angles of AD2 were the'more highly strained. For this to occur in these 
two identical specimens, we may reason that, in the case of AD2, for 
same reason, the webs must not have been as highly strained as were the 
webs of ADI. Thus, the webs of ADe must not have been as effective as 
the webs of AnI. Such reasoning leads to a critical review of the strains 
in the webs of the two specimens. 
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Inspection of the strains in the web plates shows that very 
little bending occurred in these plates, since the strains on both sides 
o.f the web plates were similar at a given load. Averaging the strains 
at the center of each web plate and converting to a stress at that point, 
we have the following: 
WEB STRESSES AT. CENTER -OF WEB 
BASED ON AVERAGE MEASURED 8TRAlNS 
Load on Average . Specimen Anl Specimen AD2 
Specimen, stress on 
Gross-Area, East West East West 
1000 lb. psi 86, 88· 85, 87 S5, 87 86, s8 
50 1,820 3,600 1,600 3,300 2,300 
100 3,640 6,500 3,500 5,700 4,000 
200 7,280 12,200 7,200 10,800 8,400 
300 10,920 18,200 11,300 15,600 13,500 
400 14,560 24,000 15,900 20,400 18,000 
500 18,180 29,700 20,500 25,400 22,800 
At first glance, this table seems to show that the webs of these 
box members tended to be over 100 per cent effiCient, i.e., carry a higher 
stress (or share of the totaJ. load) than would be expected from the average 
stress on the net section of the specimen at that gage location. This 
appearance is probably due to the geometry of the specimen and to the stress 
raising or notch effect of the stitch rivets and their holes. However, it 
stands to-reason that the web efficiency of these box members would be 
greater than that found in the case of I_beams,(12) because of the direct 
transfer of load from gussets to webs in the box sections in contrast to 
the transfer of load from gussets to flanges and then to webs, introducing 
a shear-lag in the I_beams(12). For an accurate appraisal of the web 
efficiency, many more strain readings around the specimens would be necessary, 
so that a more accurate load distribution to the component parts could 
be made. 
However, if we confine our comparison to these two specimens 
only, we can obtain a qualitative indication of the efficiencies of their 
webs and angles. For this measure or index of the comparative efficiencies 
let us use the following method: On a given side of one speCimen, take 
the average web stress (from the strain) at a given load and divide by the 
average angle stress for that side of the same specimen. This will give 
us an index or comparison of the stress for a given location in the web 
to the stress at a given location in the angles to which it was connected. 
Since all the gages ~ere in the same relative position on the several 
component parts of the two specimens, such a comparison is valid, but must 
be limited to this specimen t-'ype 0 That is, we may not compare these 
results with any web strains recorded for specimens CDI or eD2, nor may 
we compare them with any strains recorded in previous I-beam tests 0 (12) 
Such a comparison for the A specimens yields the following: 
INDEX OF RELATIVE WEB AND ANGLE EFFICIENCY 
(Ratio of web to angle strain) 
Load on Specimen Anl Specimen AD2 
Specimen, 
1000 Ib_ East West East West 
50 1·50 1.07 1·57 1.28 
100 1035 1.27 1.34 l.ll 
200 1038 1.23 1·33 1.12 
300 1·36 1026 1.28 1.17 
400 1036 1.29 1026 1.17 
500 1·33 1.29 1024 1016 
Average 1·38 1.24 1.34 1.17 
Average of aJ..1 
loads except 50 kips 1036 1.27 1 .. 29 1015 
Since the index at 50,000 lb. did not appear as consistent as the others, 
and since it is known that the load distribution in all specimens tended 
to be more erratic at the lower loads, the average of all loads above 
50,000 Ib~ and up to 500,000 lb. is thought to be the better measure of 
the comparative web and angle efficiency 0 This reduces the initial 
irregularities due to variations in the specimen instal1ationo 
To justify this comparison, one need only realize that: (1) the 
strain gages were always mounted at identical locations on the component 
parts; and (2) if the webs and angles had all had identical effectiveness 
then each side of both specimens would have had the same ratio of strain 
in the web to strain in the angles. Accordingly, we see that the webs 
of ADe were less effective than the webs of ADI, and the west webs 
less effective than the east webs as suggested earlier. 
If the webs of ADe were less effective; that is, had less 
strain at any given total load than did the ADI w"ebs, then there was less 
shear on the rivets connecting the gusset to the web (not including those 
rivets which also connected the angles) and more shear on the rivets 
connecting the angles to the gussets. Since there was less shear on 
the webs, these web-gusset rivets would not be expected to fail at the 
same total specimen load as would the same web-gusset rivets of ~o 
This may account in part for the different modes of first failure :for Anl 
... ~Q.~.t§h~V[.I;J.:hl:l.~:i.g~.J.3_E3._<:l..!:l9-:J..2l?~:t.~.§E~cimen ADl with the higher 
unit shear on the web-gusset rivets had a complete shear failure of the 
joint upon :failure of the outer gusset-web-angle rivets, as shown in 
Figs. l3a and l3b. In contrast, AD2, with a lower unit shear on the 
web-gusset rivets, sheared only the outer gusset-web-angle rivets, and the 
web-gusset rivets continued to. carry loado Since the angles could no 
longer ca.:rry load because of the shea.:red rivets at the joint ~ the total 
load shifted to the web plate alone, tearing the web plate at the first 
row of rivets. It should be noted also that the cross-sectional area 
contributing to the outer rows of rivets in the gussets is greater than 
that for the inner web rivets. Consequently, these outer rivets might 
well be expected to fail first.. This is discussed in Section 140 
T:ype C Specimens 
Analysis of the strain data for both typeC specimens did not 
reveaJ. anything unusual. Because of the small number of gages and the 
stress concentration due to the stitch'rivets, a thorough analysis of 
the strains in the webs cannot be made here., However:; strains in the 
angles were determined from 50,000 to 400,000 1bo and ,converted to stresses 
as shown: 
ANGLE STBESSES AT MID-LENGTH FOR C SPECIMENS 
TotaJ. Load. Average Specimen CDl Specimen CD2 
on Specimen Stress on 
Gross Area Ave. West Ave. East Ratio Ave 0 West Ave 0 East Ratio 
lb. ' psi 81, 82 83, 84 W to E 8), 54 81, 52 wtoE 
50 2,570 1,900 4,100 0.,46 2~000 3,350 0.60 
J.OO 5,140 3,900 7,750 0·50 3,850 6,600 0058 
150 7,720 5,650 11,200 0·50 5,650 9,700 0058 
200 10,290 7,550 l4,800 0·51 7,650 12:;900 0059 
250 12,860 9,550 18,100 0053 lO,100 J.5:;800 0.64 
300 15,430 11,700 21,500 0·54 12,600 18,100 0.67 
350 18,000 13,800 24,700 0056 15,100 2l .1' 450 0070 
400 20,580 15,950 27,900 0·57 17,550 24,400 0072 
Average 0052 0064 
-
The variations in strain bet,?een t1?O adjacent angles on the east or west 
sides were very small compared to the variation between the two sides. 
Using the average web strains at the three points (six gages) 
along the first row of rivets and using Simpsons 1-4-1 Rule to compute 
an Uaveragell stress (assuming a parabolic distribution), we get a stress 
which may be used to compute an index of web effectiveness in a fashion 
similar to that described for the type A specimens. If we take the 
UaveragelV web stress (at the C o!lIlect ions ) and divide by t.he "average tl 
stress from all four angles (at mid-length) we obtain a qualitative 
indication of the web effectiveness. As before, this method of analysis 
is valid in comparing cm with CD2 but cannot be used to compare C 
specimens with A specimens or with other specimens because of the limited 
data and differences in specimen configurationsy It should also be 
noted that the web strains have been obtained at the first row of rivets 
and are probably aff'ected by the load transfer in the connectio!lo As 
a result the effectiveness may be somewhat lower than if it had been 
determined at the mid-length of the member. 
WEB STRESS AND EFFECTIVENESS 
FOR C SPECIMENS 
Total Load Ave. Stress Specimen CDl Spec imen CD2 
on Specimen in Ave. Web Inde...x of Web Ave .. Web Index of Web Gross Area Stress Effectiveness Stress Effectiveness lb. 
50 2,,570 2,330 0.78 2,080 0.78 
100 5,140 4,580 0·79 4,300 0.83 
150 7,720 7,070 0.84 6,520 0.85 
200 10,290 9,430 0.84 8,730 0.85 
250 12,360 12,370 0089 10,970 0085 
300 15,430 15,250 0092 13,300 0085 
350 18,000 18,350 0·95 16,450 0·90 
400 20,580 21,520 0·98 19,630 OQ93 
Average 0.87 0.86 
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The average distribution of load to the east side shown in Figo 
41 is about 55 per cent for cm and about 58 per cent for CD2 at loads 
from 50,000 lb. to about 400,,000 lb 0 From strains in the angles recorded 
in the table of angle stresses, the distribution is found to be 
approximately 65 per cent and 60 per cent, respectively.. Also, the 
strains in the angles, when converted to stress, give a good indication 
of the gross stress on the section, through a fortunate choice of gage 
positiono The computed "stress it in the a.11g1es averaged for all load 
increments and for both specimens, was less than 5 per cent above the 
actual gross stress based on total load. 
As might be expected from the more unequal load distribution 
of CD1, the web of this specimen showed a greater strain gradient (from 
east to west), than did the web for CD20 This same effect probably 
accounts for the fact that the web of em appeared to be a few per cent 
more efficient than the web of' CD2.. The more unequal load distribution 
of CDl with the high per cent on the east side may account also for the 
lower load for rupture, since the more heavily strained side would fail 
first. Thus, had the load been somewhat more equally distributed, the 
two sides would have combined to give a.n ultimate above that obta.ined 
by the unbalanced load. That would probably have made the ul timate 
load. of CDl slightly higher and more nearly that of CD2. See Table 7. 
Laced Specimens: Types B, D, and E 
The discussion of the load-strain relations for the three laced 
specimen types, B, D, and E, has been combined for conciseness and for 
comparison, since the behaviors were similar. For the angles of these 
members, plots of the original data showed that up to about 300,000 lb., 
Hooke t s law (stress proportional to strain) applied quite well, so the 
strains were anaJ.yzed at. total spec men loads of 25,000 lb., 50,000 lb 0 , 
and every 50,000 lb. up through 300,000 lb., or seven increments 0 
In the analysis of the data the following points were considered: 
(l) Comparison of the measured stresses (actually strains) to the computed 
average stress on the gross section; (2) Comparison of average stresses 
on the one side of a specimen to those on the other side; (3) Comparison, 
of average stresses in drilled specimens to the same average stresses in 
the punched specimens. 
An inspection of the specimen details will show that although 
the lacing configuration is not the same (east to west) at.the mid-height 
of the specimens for the No. 1 and No. 2 specimens, no change was made 
in the numbering of the strain gages. Thus, for example, the 53 and 54 
gages were alw~s designated as those gages opposite the point on the 
angles where there was a lacing rivet 0 Therefore, readings of these gages 
may always be compared with other 53 and s4 gages. 
It will be recalled that the first group of specimens tested 
(the No.' 2's) had an orientation in the test machine opposite to that 
used for the later group (the No. 1 t s). Accordingly, all comparisons 
are limited to those in the same group: e. g., Bm compared to BPI only; 
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BD2 compared to BP2 only; DDl compared to DPl only; etc. Where all four 
angle strains of one single specimen vere averaged, that average was 
compared to similar averages of the same type specimen .. 
Through a fortunate choice of gage location, in the elastic 
rang~, the average of four measured stresses for the angles gave almost 
the computed average gross stress on the members. For all twelve of 
the laced specimens, the average measured stress (based on strain readings) 
was only 3 per cent less than the computed average gross section stress 
for the range of loads from 25,000 lb. ' to 300,000 Ib,'!.. Even at the low 
load increments where the effect of secondary stresses due to installation 
would be proportionately large, the variation in the measured stresses 
was less than ± 15 per cent from the computed average stress on the gross 
areas. This leads to the conclusion that the position selected for the 
strain gages on the angles was very satisfactory for the specimens 
investigated in this report. 
Although the ratio of stress (or strain) in the west side to 
the strain in the east side of some few specimens decreased as loads up 
to 100,000 lb. were applied, above that load the distribution of stress 
became more nearly equal. This same situation has already been shown 
graphically in Figs. 39, 40, and 42 through 45, where most often the 
load was distributed very unevenly up to about 100,000 lb. and then 
became distributed more equally as the specimen approached ultimate. 
In comparing the data tabulated below with the figures mentioned above, 
one must remember that the data in this table covers only the first 
300,000 Ibs. of each test, and that this data reflects the additional 
e~fect of a stress concentration due to the lacing rivet and thus is not 
as accurate a picture of load distribution as are the pull plate strains. 
BDl BPI 
0 .. 48 0052 
BD2 BP2 
0,,60 0063 
AVERAGE RATIO OF STRESSES (STRAINS) 
WEST SIDE TO EA3E SIDE 
LOAD RANGE FROM 25,000 TO 300~000 LEI . 
Dill DPl Em 
0077 0069 0084 
DD2 DP2 ED2 
0059 0.66 0075 
EPl Noo 1 Average 
0 .. 62 0.65 
EP2 Noo 2 Average 
0 .. 63 0 .. 64 
To convert this data to terms o~ total load distributed to each side~ we 
take.c for the No" 1 specimens ~ 
East side: 1000 6 oL ~~-~..,..~ x 100 = 110 1000 + 0 .. 65 
West side: 0.65 x 100 = 39'/0 1000 + 0.,65 
A check of the distribution of load. to the pull plates for the laced 
specimens, Figs. 39, 40 and 42 through 45 show that up to about 300,000 
Ib 0 the distribution of load appears to have been approximately 60 per 
cent east and 40 per cent west, agreeing well with the caJ.culations" 
In some cases: the strains on one side of' a specimen temporarily 
decreased just before general yield and then rapidly increased 0 This 
was more common on the 51 and S2 gages, which were located between two 
lacing rivets, and was most pronounced in the No .. 2=B specimens~ although 
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various other specimens also showed a reduction in strain rate y just before 
yield y in these same gagesc Specimen:EPl was the only one which showed 
a reduction in strain in gages 83 and 840 These reductions in strain 
were probably due to high strains at the lacing rivet opposite gages 
83 and S4 which caused the load-deformation characteristic .. to change 
briefly 0 
Comparison of Average stresses (From strains) in the Drilled Specimens 
To Those o~ the Punched Specimens 
Because' of (l) the unexpected ~ailures of the type B speci.mens 
at the lacing rivets instead of at the net sections; (2) the shear 
failures of the drilled type E spec'imens at loads smaller than those at 
which the punched type E specimens failed along the net section; and 
(3) the very smaJ.l variation in ultimate loads between punched and drilled 
specimens in general, it was decided to compare the effect of method of 
hole preparation by some comparison which did not directly involve the 
ultimate loadso 
This method consisted of comparing the average strains in the 
drilled specimens of one specimen ty:pe~ say type D~ with the same average 
strains in the punched specimens of that type, and similarly for types 
B and Eo All the strain gages on these specimens were placed in identical 
locations on the component parts" Therefore, it is reasoned that if 
the method of hole preparation bas ao,y effect~ it should show up in 
the strain readingso For, in the elastic range, on identical specimens, 
at identical locations, one would expect at any given load that the 
average strain for a drilled spec imen would equal the average strain for 
a punched specimen, unless the hole preparation changed the strain gradient 
or the notch characteristico It is realized that this effect may be some-
what different at loads near ultimate~ yet.l? due to plastic flowJ) it would 
be expected that the notch effect would be lessened at loads near ultimate" 
However, it seemed advisable to make two comparisons in the elastic range ~ 
one on the basis of seven load increments from 25~000 to 300,000 Ibo;and 
the second on the basis of three load increments from 200,000 to 300 p OOO Ib t -
In that way~ some idea of the shift in hole preparation effect due to change 
in the considered load range could be noted" 
As the angles were the only principal load-carrying members 
for the laced specimens, and since aJ..l had strain gages at identical 
locations, the aver~e of the four strain gages on the drilled specimens 
should equal the average of the four strain gages on the punched specimens 
for any given total load unless the hole preparation affected the strains 
(or strain grad.ients) of the specimens 0 The results of such a comparison 
are shown in the following table, which lists the specimens by type and 
by orientationj) since the No. lis were turned opposite to the Noo 2 i so 
Load. Range 
1000 Ib~. 
25-300 
200-300 
BATIO OF AVERAGE STRAINS IN DBTI.I.ED 
TO PUNCHED SPECIMENS 
Specimens 
B1 B2 Dl D2 
1008 0,,97 
1,,04 1001 
El E2 Average 
0,,94 00987 
0096 00995 
From this, it is seen that there was very little dif.ference in 
the strain gradients for the drilled and punched specimens at the mid-
length gage locations" Further ~ there seems to be very·' little difference 
in these ratios due to a change in the load range considered~ although 
there does seem to be a slight trend to approach nearer to unity at the 
higher loads. Consider then that the ratio is 0099& This means that, 
on the average, at these gage locations J the average strain in the drilled 
spec~ens was 0.99 as much as the strain in the same punched specimens as 
measured at similar gage points due to the sam.e load. Or to state this 
somewhat differently, we may infer that ~ if the punched and drilled 
spec imens were loaded until the same average strains existed in both ~ 
the punched specimen would be carrying only 99 per cent of' the load 
carried by the drilled member 0 If such a relation exists at rupture or 
ultimate, i.e., if the limiting strain is approximately the same for both 
the punched and the drilled specimens and if' the trend of a ratio of 
0 .. 99 holds throughout the load range, then we may expect the ultimate 
load. .for the punched specimen to be 99 per cent of that for the similar 
drilled specimen. 
Now let us briefly compare the above observation with the 
results obtained by a comparison of ultimate loads for the eight laced 
specimens which had failures other than shear failures~ 
Specimens 
BPl 
BDl = 
BP2 
BD2 = 
RATIOS OF ULTIMATE LOADS OF PUNCHED 
SPECJl1ENS TO DRILLED SPECIMENS 
Ult .. Loads, 
1000 Ib .. 
Ratio Specimens 
DP2 
DD2 = 
Ult .. Loads, 
1000 lb. 
439 _ 
450 -
449 
444= 
Ratio 
(Note that the punched specimen DP2 exceeded the ultimate strength of 
its drilled counterpart, DD2o) 
This gives us an average of 96 per cent for the eight specimens compared 
versus 99 per cent for strain in the twelve specimens considered earlier. 
However, the fourE specimens not included in the ultimate load comparison, 
because of two shear failures did exhibit a.11 interesting pattern: the tYlO 
drilled specimens sheared their fasteners at loads smaller than those at 
which the punched specimens failed at the net section. 
EPl = 738 = 1.02 
Em 722 
EP2 733 
ED2 = 700 = 1.05 
If we include these in the average ratio we get 00985 which is very close 
to the results obtained by comparing the strains.. Even were we to neglect 
the strain hardening effects of the multiple loadings on specimens EDl 
and ED2 and used for this comparison the final fracture loads, the 
differences between punched and drilled ultimate loads would still be 
relatively small: 
EPl = 738 ='0 91 
EDl 811 0 
EP2 733 
ED2 = 796 = 0·92 
Which, if used along with values from the table just above, would give a 
ratio of approximately 95 per cent as the effectiveness of a riveted 
punched truss-type member when compared with a riveted d.rilled.~.truss~type 
member 0 (The increase in strength due to multiple loadings has been 
observed by many investigators. References 12 and 23 show such action 
in large specimens somewhat comparable to those in this reporto.) i 
The method of analysis used in this section must be interpreted 
qualitatively rather than quantitative~ since in a humber of cases 3 , 
stresses in the drilled specimens at a given load exceeded the stresses 
in like punched specimens, at the same load 0 However, the maximum 
variations in these ratios (from 1.19 to 0086) occurred at loads less 
than 150,000 lb. and thus in considering the load range of 200,000 to 
300,000 lb,} :' these were omitted and the comparison made more uniform. 
120 Lacing Bar strains 
As seen in Figs 0 5, 7 ~ and 8:; each of the two upper lacing 
bars had two strain gages mounted at mid ... length and along the centerline j 
one gage on either side. Thus:; a determination of the magnitude of the 
stresses in the lacing bars can be made. For these bars, it was noted 
that there was very little bending of the lacing throughout the range 
0:1' loading. (Where lacing bar strains were measured on second and third 
loadings~ they followed patterns similar to those observed on the 
first loading:; but ,"v-ere generally smaller in magnitude~ Accordingly.1' 
readings of the two strain gages on each bar were averaged and E was 
:-;:,.. 
taken as 30,000,000 psi in. making an analys is . The gross area of the 
1/48i! x 2 5/8u lacing bars wa.s 00656 SCl. L"lo and all computations -Vlere 
made on the basis of the gross area of the lacing bar. The results of' 
these computations ~~e presented in Figso 46; 47J and 48. 
The first point of interest in these tr.:.ree i'igur'es is that. the 
lacing bars of both the Noo l specimens ey..hibited similar chara(~teristii':;S J 
which were generally different from the characteristics presented by the 
same lacing hars of the same type Noo 2 speeimens 0 This suggests that 
specimen orientation and the resulting similar inequalities of specimen 
straL'1ing, affected tne lacing strains 0 
There aJ.so appears to be a tendency for the first lacing ba--:- of 
e;ny gi"Ven specimen tG hs.ve a stress opposite to that o.f the se.::Ctnd l.e.c;ing 
bar 0 And the fact that severaJ. 01"' the lacing bars bu,~k.l.ed at failu..re as 
desc:!"ibed in Section 8) supports the observatio:!1 from Figs. 46" 47J and. 
48 that the second. lacing bars tended to reach a maximum stress ir. tens ion 
at about tw'o-thirds of the ul t:Ll11.ate load and that they then tended to go 
i:rrtc· compression with higher loads.9 as the specimen def'ormed f1J..rtb.er 0 
Other ~han the t:vpe B specimens~ all of wb.ich faiJ_ed at a J.acing rivet;> 
the position o.f the le...cing bars did not seem to affect the location of the 
l'1:rpture. This may be seen. by review'"ing the photographs of failures for 
the type D and E spec imens 0 
RecaJ..ling f:r'om Section 4 that the lacing bars ms.d.e a::-~gles of 
appr'oximately D = 69 0 ~ B ;;:; 640 , E = 60 C 'wi th the axis of load.ir.g J1 we see 
i'ro!.l1 Figs co 47, 46.'1 a'!2d. 48 that there is a very good 'ndicatiO!2 ·t;::~a.t the 
smaller the angle made by the ]_acing and the member axis a:2d. t~e larger 
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or stiff'er the main member angles, the larger the strain in t he lacing bars 0 
This is a reasonable conclusion when one examines the deformation geometry 
of' say the two central lacing bars of any of these specimens. We may 
think of this as a triangular.? pin-connected frame :formed by two lacing 
bars riveted together at one end and separated by a length of' angle 
(actually two angles back to back) at the opposite ends 0 The angles are 
suujected to the principal tensile loads on the member and thus elongate 0 
Were the lacing bars not held by the lacing rivet in the angles on the 
oppDsite side, this deformation or elongation could develop without 
resistance from, or stressing of, the bars. However, since the ~~gles 
at apex of the triangle :restrain the triangle frame (i. e., the two pairs 
of angles tend. to remain separated at a distance which is nearly constant), 
the-- only way the angles can deform and geometry still be satisfied is for 
the- lac ing bars to strain or deform" Obviously, the greater the length 
of' angle separating the lacing bars at their ends, or the stiffer the 
angles, the greater the total deformation in that length for a given unit 
strain. This is, o.f course, an over-simplification of the actual problem 
and the actual deformation conditions 0 In reality, there are secondary 
deformations and bending, particularly at higher loads. This localized 
"pinchingU of the angles will be discussed further in Section 140 
Further, if there is inequality in load bet'veen the two sides, the 
battens and lacing combine to transfer the resulting shear stresses e 
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From the plots shown in Figs. 46, 47 and 48, it will be noted 
that at working loads, the stresses on the lacing bars were less than 
about 10,000 psi on the gross section of the bars; and at loads about 
twice the design load the stresses on the gross section mi~~t reach 
15,000 to 20,000 psi. 
13.. Load-Slip Relations 
As mentioned earlier measurements were made of the overall 
deformation, slip at first and last rows, and of the movement of the 
upper pull plates. 
Overall Deformation 
For analysis of the overall deformation, the readings from 
both sides of a given specimen were averaged with the readings from 
the other identical specimen. This permits comparing punched and 
drilled spec imens • The 81 zero It reading was taken as the lowest load, 
usually 25,000 Ib.~.: at which similar specimens had. been loadedo 
In general, the measurements of' overall deformation reflected 
the difference in pull-plate load distribution discussed in Section 10 
and shown in Figs. 38 through 45. Where the east pull plates were more 
heavily loaded, the east deformation was greater. And, just as with 
the pull plates, as loads approached ultimate the deformations of the 
two sides of the specimen tended to become more nearly equal 0 (Similar 
unequal loading of' specimens was noted in Reference {l2) which reports 
tests made in this same testing machine. ) In a few specimens, the west 
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side appeared to shorten a few thousandths of an inch under the first 
several load increments. This was apparently due to the bent pull plate 
extensions mentioned in Section 7, and due to the fact that the elongation 
bracket was attached to the specimen gussets four inches beyond. the last 
row of rivets. Thus as load was applied, the pull-plate extensions 
began to straighten out, bending the gussets about the last row of rivets 
and thus producing an effect on the readings 0 However, since the 
distortions from these causes introduced a negative change on one side 
and a simila.r positive change on the other" and since the readings o,f 
the two sides were averaged, the plots presented in Fig. 49 are little 
affected by such secondary conditions. 
Referring to Fig~ 49, we find that for the 16 specimens tested, 
at a stress of say 15,000 psi on the gross section (about 20,000 psi on 
net section), the overall deformation for the specimens varied from a 
minimum of' about 0.024 in. for BP specimens to a maximum of 0 .. 059 in. 
for the AD specimens 0 Since these members were aJ..l 32 in. between the 
first row fasteners, the usual elastic analysis gives us the following 
defor.mation due to elongation of the member itself: 
since 
€ 
s 
= E then: 
A = L = SL = 15,000 x 32 = 0.016" 
€ E 30,000~OOO 
This suggests that slip and deformation in the two joints accounted for 
the rest of the movement or about 0.01 in. for BP specimens, to 0$04 in. 
for AD specimens. Referring to Fig. 51 which shows first row slip, we 
find that the two first row joints of BP specimens actua.lly slipped a 
total of almost 0.01 in. and the two joints of ADl slipped almost 0.03 in. 
If slip accounts for 0001 to 0.04 in. of the deformation at 
157000 pSi, truss members made with the same details as these specimens 
would have the same slips in addition to the conventional elastic 
def'ormations in the members 0 In members 16 f'eet long (between first row 
rivets), computations of elastic deformation, would yield a deformation 
of 00096 in.; yet the actual deformation would be 0.01 to 0004 in .. greaterp 
and accordingly, our caJ.culations consider only 70 per cent to 90 per cent 
of the deformation which actually occurSo The percentage of erTor-
decreases, of course, with longer members. 
A most interesting point in the comparisons of' Fig.. 49 is that 
at a given load the punched specimens def'or.med less than did the drilled 
specimens of' that type. This was particularly tr.le of the loads above 
the normal design rangee Such action of' the punched specimens was evident 
also in the slip data of Figs. 51 and 520 This will be discussed fUrther 
in Section 14. 
First Row Slip 
For a given specimen, slip at the first row was obtained at six 
separate points e The measurements at aJ.l six points reflected variations 
in the distribution of' load and specimen configuration" .As a comparison 
of' the behavior of symmetrically-shaped specimens (type A and C) and the 
unsymmetrical specimens (types B, D, and E), Figo 50 shows plots :for aJ.1 
six slip diaJ.s f'or a symmetrical and au. unsymmetrical. spec imen. 0 
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The action of the AD[ specimen in Fig. 50 indicates that the 
joints slipped into bearing at 7000 - 8000 psi on the gross section, with 
a very slight break. in the curve, as yielding progressed, at about 
15 ".000 psi. The DDl specimen shown in the same figure suggests that slip 
into beaxw..g also occurred at about 7000 - 8000 psio But we notice that 
nyield breaks" in the curves appear at two levels, 18,000 psi and 22,000 
to 24,000 psi.. Dials 10 and. 11 were at a joint at which the lacing 
terminated and this incre~ed the slip) and started the libreaku at a stress 
of 18,000 psi. Dials 7:; 8.1 9, and 12, which were at tioints having no 
lacing bar nearby, tBbroke over 8U at stresses of 22,000 to 24,000 psi .. 
Note, however, tbAt the prima...1j7' .failure of this member did not occur at 
dial. points 10 and 11 but at the location of dials 9 and 12 (Figs 0 27c 
and 27d) showing that the lacing did affect the deformation somewhat 
but did not tend to initiate the failures p as had been the case i.:o. the 
type B specimenso 
By averaging aJ..l six .first row slip readings of one specimen 
with the six .f'rom the identical specimen we can plot as in Figo 51 .. 
Here we see ODCe again that at any given load the punched specimens 
unde~~ent less average deformation than did the drilled specimens. 
Notice that the scale o~ this ~igure is twice that o~ Figo 490 
Last Row Slip 
.As mentioned in Section 6 of' this report, the measurement of 
slip at the last row of rivets yielded only relative measurements which 
~ not be compared with the other measured deformations. For this 
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reason, the horizontal scale has been omitted from Fig. 52. For those who 
wish to examine the deformations plotted in that figure, the horizontal 
scaJ.e is 1 in. = 0.10 in. of movement, but it must be realized that 
such quantitative use lIlBlf lead to erroneous conclusions.. It may be noted, 
however, that the def'ormation of' the punched specimens was again less 
than that of the drilled specimens .. 
Lateral MOvement of' upper Pull Plates 
A plot of the average of the lateral movements at the north and 
south edges of' the two upper pull plates is shown in Fig" 530 This 
movement probably was dependent primarily on the magnitude o:f the total 
load., the position of' the pull head on the pin of' the testing machine, and 
the configuration of the member which was being testedo Since there was 
an insufficient number of' tests to examine these severaJ. variables ~ no 
anaJ.ys is has been made of the behavior 0 It will be noticed, however ~ that 
the '''plots of' stress in the first lacing bars of' the laced members have 
somewhat the same general appearance .. 
For most of the specimens, at an average stress of' J5,000 psi 
orr the gross section, this movement was generaJ..1y .:!: 0.05 in. or less., 
However, for the two type B drilled specimens and for the type A specimens 
the movement was - 0.1 in. and - 0.,2 in. respectively, at 15,000 psie 
In most actual. structures such large movements would not occur due to 
the details of the joints or friction on the pins, etc 0 
14. Discussion of Failures 
Of the sixteen specimens of this test program, only half failed 
at the net section. These specimens will be considered in Section 15 of 
this report, where the actual ultimate loads will be compared wi th ~he 
predicted loads. The other eight specimens, which exhibited failures of 
an unexpected nature, :fell into two groups: those which failed in shear; 
and those which failed in tension at points other than the net section. 
After a review of joint behavior, these failures will be discussed in 
detail. 
Joint Behavior 
Riveted joint behavior has defied exact analysis and the many 
attempts made in the past century have met with only partial success, due 
to the many variables which often do not permit evaluation and isolation, 
and the complicated stress conditions which exist in the joints. As early 
as 1867 Schwedler(l) showed that the behavior of a riveted jOint at working 
loads was dependent on the friction, thereby extending the observations of 
Edwin Clark, 1850(1).. This finding has been repeatedly reported(l) and at 
one time German specifications used joint friction as a basis for deSign, 
according to A. Jo Francis(24). However, the amount of friction which will 
exist in a given joint is very difficult to predict. This fact led 
American engineers, among them TaJ.bot (1898(1», to continue the use of 
design methods which do not utilize friction, but instead are based on 
the areas required for tension, shear, and bearing.. In common joints, 
bearing is usually not a problem. And aJ.though there is still no complete 
answer for defining the effective net tension area in a joint:; the most 
dif':ficul t pro-olem appears to be the one of shear co 
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The commonly used speCif'ications(3,4,5) in this country all 
permit a design based on equal partition of the load to the fasteners 
in a joint, and then specity the use of unit stresses determined or 
calculated empiricaJ.ly on the basis of such an equal load part it ion 0 
Some investigators have presented conclusions similar to those of 
H. N. Hill and M. Holt, who, in a discussion of Reference 25, point out~ 
nAt the breaking load, each rivet carries an 
equal. share of the load, provided the rivets are the 
same size and of the same material. t8 
Davis, Woodruff, and Davis (10) in their Reconnnendations observe: 
"The practice of assuming equal shear per 
rivet, regardless of length of joint, is. 
satisfactory." (pgo 1243) 
But in reply to this statement, Jonathan Jones in his discussion (10) 
states: 
"It is not certain that it should be taken 
to mean that the same unit shear may be assumed 
for all of the rivets in a very long joint as 
for all of those in a very short one." 
(It should be noted that this last observation is not reflected in 
current specifications.) 
The recommendation of Davis, Woodruff, and Davis quoted above, 
was based on the results of their extensive tests made in connection 
with the construction of the San Francisco-Oak.land BS¥ Bridge: and 
that recommendation was made at the end of their paper in which they 
had earlier duscussed reasons for the unexpected shear failures of 
some of the end rivets of large flat plate tests:(10) 
nIt m~ be concluded that the strain imposed 
on the end rivets at loads approaching the ultimate 
for the joint is greater for the larger jOints, 
greater for the longer (less compact) joints of a 
given nominal size, and greater for the more 
ductile steelo" (pgo 1226) 
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These investigators report that the nominal shear strength of a joint with 
18 rows of rivets was only 9C%'of the nominal shear strength of a 6 row 
joint and comment: 
n In general, at the ul t:ima.te load the greater 
the length of the joints the lower was the rivet 
strength, regarcUess of the method by which the 
length was varied. (That is, difference in pitch, 
rivet pattern, number of rivet rows, or overall 
size.) However, the differences were not largeo.~ 
(pg. 1239) 
which comment is actuaJ.1y support f'or the caution voiced by Jones. 
Francis(24), Batho(26) and others too numerous to mention(l), 
present observations and caJ.culations which indicate that, dependent on 
the number of fasteners in a line, the end rivets may take 2 to 15 times 
the load carried by the innermost rivet and that such ~ represent 
actual rivet loads of about 1.2 to 2.8 t:il:nes that assumed in design. 
Batho(26) further points out that increasing the number of rivets in a 
line above 5 does not materially reduce the load on the end rivet, and 
that unequal thicknesses of' connected materials increase the load on the 
first rivet which connects the thinner material to the thicker material 
(with a compensating reduction in the load on the rivet at the opposite 
end of the joint); the intermediate rivets reflect smaJ.l load changes 
with changes in the thickness. Despite the fact that elastic analysis 
is not completely suitable for prediction of' the load partition to 
rivets because of (1) joint f'riction; (2) the change in joint behavior 
and slip throughout the range of' loading; and (3) the impossibility of' 
obtaining an ideal joint produced commerciaJ..1y, it does point up the error 
in assuming equal load. partition. ~er:iments on conventional joints have 
indicated that load partition is only partially redistributed after 
yielding and slip occur. 
Among the conclusions of' Arnolevic$ who made an anaJ.ytic study 
published in 1909(1,25), are these: (1) The rivet pitch in the direction 
of the axis of loading shaJ..l be as smaJ.1 as possible. (2) Fewer rivets 
of large diameter are more advantageous than more rivets of small diameter 
(which is restating an observation of C. de Laharpe in 1884(1). (3) More 
than five rivets in a:n:y one line parallel to the axis of loading are 
useless (which is perhaps an overstatement of the point observed a few 
years later by Batho(26) who indicated the almost constant load on the 
end riv"ets in joints with more than 5 rows}o 
Along -i;his line we might mention the statement by Franc is (24 ) 
based on work with aluminum: 
nil 0 0 0 in well-proportioned joints in a:oy of the 
structural alloys cons idered (aluminum) the loss 
in rivet efficiency (due to unequal load partition) 
is negligible if the number of rows does not exceed 
eight. so 
Wo Mo Wilson and Fo P. Thomas disc~ssed some of' these points 
in Reference 20, .Appendix A, lURelation Between Nominal and Actual stresses 
in Rivets and. Plates of a Riveted Joint .. 118 
U'At the design load nearly all, in many cases 
all, of the resistance is due to the friction between 
the :pla;teso If there are several rivets in a row in 
the direc·tion of stress (i"e .. a line of rivets) and 
i:f friction between the plates is not great enough 
to resist the total force on the jOint, the outer 
rivets take much more than their proportionate 
share at design loads. At a load nearly equal 
to the ultimate, the resistance of the joint is 
due largely to the resistance of the rivets to 
shear, but, because of the considerable elongation 
of the plate after the yield point is passed, the 
outer rivets may actuallY fail before the inner 
rivets are loaded to their maximum capa.city0 
Further, a shear failure is progressive across 
a section, and the unit shear varies through a 
wide range on a single transverse section. on 
(pg. 109) 
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It should be noted that the progressive failure may in reality be quite 
sudden.,. so sudden~ in fact, that the eye ca.:nnot detect the sequence of 
rivet failure.. Most likely the first rivet fails after graduaJ.ly reaching 
large deformation. When it rails the load is very suddenly shifted to 
the next rivet which already has perhaps half enough def'or~ation to cause 
failure.. The shock or impact attending the load transfer JJ shears this 
rivet immediately and seemingly the rest of the rivets fail at the same 
time. 
Anoth~r principal which is seldom stated and which frequently 
m~ be neglected is: 
g9The number of' rivets to be placed on a gauge 
line shov~d be more or less proportional to the 
cross sectional areas at those gauge lines .. u (25) 
To which7 in a discussion(25) A. Ho Finlay added a word o~ caution 
tha-/j B~unchinga~ the rivets migb.t cause a poorer distribution of load. 
to the gussets 0 
Although investigations of the stresses in gusset plates have 
not been made as often as have investigations of other joint components, 
it is worthwhile that we note a point about this portion of a structural 
joint. Thomas Wyss in 192;i(l) and R. Eo Wnitmore in 1952(27) are among 
those who have published results of investigations on stresses L~ gusset 
plates; and they indicate the importance of stress concentrations. Tests 
by carter jI et aJ. (28) showed that for gussets similar to those used in 
these tests the stress distribution due to a central load varied somewhat 
as a parabola along a section normaJ.. to the load axis e As note6. earlier 
(Section 8) the whitewash used on these specimens indicated that yielding 
of the gussets at the last row rivets began at loads as low as a sixth 
of that predicted by assuming a linear variation of stress" 
The above inspection of joint behavior lists only some of the 
more important points which should be considered in the design of tension 
joints and is sketchy in order to be brief" A summary shows us that, 
providing the tens ion; shear, and bearing areas required by current 
specifications will not insure a a~aJ..anced design8V J) ioe .. , a joint which 
will fail at almost identical ultimate loads through tension, shear, or 
bearing" We need to consider, in addition, the arrangement of the rivets 
with respect to the areas connected, the length of the joint or shear 
deformation on the end rivets, and the design of the gusset .. These 
and other points will be brought out in the discussion on the failures 
of specimens in these tests" 
To supplement this study of joint behavior, it was decided to 
make an examination of the deformations of the specimens tested in this 
program 0 An unfractured joint from each type of specimen with each 
method of hole preparation was flame cut from that specimen., The rivets 
were tack welded to the angles and gussets to prevent rotation, and the 
joints were saw cut just off center of a line of rivets. Then the surface 
was machined down to the rivet center lines and polished. Photographs of 
these sect.ioned joints are shown in Figs. 54, 55" and 56. The specimen, 
the ultimate load, the direction of loading and the original position of 
the joint are identified in the photographs. Measurements a.t various 
points are recorded in Table 8. These measurements are necessarily crude, 
for they depend upon how well the rivets filled the holes, whether the 
holes were really perfectly matched when the rivets were driven, etc. 
The apparent inconsistencies which will be noted in the measurements 
are due to these causes, but, as will be seen from the readings, the 
values vary from the expected by only a few hundredths of an inch. Because 
all the drilled type E specimens sheared rivets, there were no undamaged 
joints, and there could be no measure of deformations in the drilled E 
specimens. 
Figure 54 gives ~~ immediate indication of the cause of the 
type A shear failures--unequal rivet defor.mation with resulting inequality 
in the partition of' load. That this is true may be seen also in the 
second column of Table 8 for the three lines of rivets from Specimen AnI. 
The line of rivets in the center of the joint (Fig. 54a) suf'fered very 
small displacements, the two end deformations being the highest (about 
0.08 in .. ) as should be expected. The end rivets of the second line 
(Fig. 54b) underwent larger displacements (about 0.10 in .. ) and again 
the inner rivets showed only smaJ.l displacements. The outer line of' 
rivets (Fig. 54c) withstood the highest shear and bending. This is 
particularly evident in the first row rivet which is pictured almost 
full size in Fig. 55a. Notice how the sharp corner of the hole in the 
web is deforming the rivet at the web-gusset plane and how the severe 
bending has st~-ted to pry o.ff the rivet head. This same l?rying action 
was also pointed out in Fig.. l5a. Other examples of the magnitude and 
variation of the deformations of the A specimen joints are evident in 
Figs. 13, 14, 15 and 16. 
Figure 19 of Reference 22 shows that the shearing deformation 
of' a 7/8 inch diameter rivet is about 0.20 in. when ulti.mate is reached 
and that at 0.25 in. the load rapidly drops off, with rupture occurring 
at a deformation of 0.30 in. The load deformation characteristics of 
a 3/4 in. rivet are not available but undoubtedly the deformations at 
ultimate and rupture would be less. 
Perhaps it is worthwhile to point out here wb:y the jOints which 
were refastened with ASTM A325(18) high strength bolts failed at the net 
section and did not shear the bolts as the,y had sheared the rivets. First, 
the deformation characteristics of the bolts are different from those of 
the ASTM Al41 (16) rivets. The bolts, be ing harder, will res ist higher 
Ioads at a given deformation than will the rivets, and at loads near 
ul tmate will also tend to deform the plate through bearing more readily 
than rivets. Secondly, when the bolts were installed, distortion and 
elongation of' the material had already progressed at the net section. 
Thus, as some of the deformation, which is possible before rupture, had 
aJ.ready occurred, the "deformation potentiaJ. t8 which remained was most 
likely smaller than that required to shear the bolts.. Note that the 
combination of these effects did not completely remove sheal~ failures 
of some of the end bolts used in specimens ADl and EDl. 
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An inspection of the photographs and measurements for the other 
specimens reveals that the end rivets were the most highly deformed, that 
frequently the inner rivets had comparatively low deformations, that 
rivets of the punched specimens were less deformed than were those of 
like drilled specimens, that the holes of the drilled specimens enlarged 
more than the holes of the punched specimens, that those rivets which 
served as f'irst row connectors with respect to thinner material at the 
joint were the most highly def'ormed, and that the first row rivets of the 
joints (composed of' 10 rows of' rivets) f'rom specimens cne and EPl were 
probably deformed such that the ultimate strength of' the end rivets had 
been reached. Furth:er def'ormation would probably have caused a partial 
redistribution of' the rivet loads and then failure of' the f'irst rivet, 
followed by progressive, failure of' the jOint. 
The above observations ,based on the sectioned joints, are 
supported qualitatively by the points brought out in the paragraphs 
above and also by the manner in which specimens ADl, AD2, EDl and ED2 
sheared their f'asteners as reported in Section 8. In ~ (from Section 
8) the last row bolts which sheared apparently :failed bef'ore the first 
row bolts. These last row bolts connected a 1/2 in. gusset to a 1/2 in. 
web plus angles. The E specimen fasteners which failed f'irst connected 
the 3/8 in. angles to the 1/2 in. gussets and were first row fasteners. 
This is in line with Batho's findings. (26) 
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Shear Failures 
Shear .failures occurred in both AD specimens and both ED spec:imens, 
all of which were drilled, and a.ll of which were fastened with 3/4 in. 
rivets~ The rivets of the AD specimens were hand driven; those of the ED 
specimens were machine driven. 
From Table 4 we see that the undriven 3/4 in. rivets exhibited 
an average nominal ultimate shear strength of 48 ,200 psi and the undriven 
7/8 in. rivets an average nomina..l ultimate of 44,000 psi. A number of 
previous investigators have shown that driving increases the shear 
strength based on nominal diameter. 
driving were as high as l.33(21). 
These increases in strength due to 
Increases of' s imilar magnitude have 
been noticed in the tensile strength of rivets after dtiving. Since 
Tables 4 and 5 list·the properties of undriven rivets we would expect 
the values in those tables ~o represent the minimum properties probable 
after driving, and that more likely the lJ~ timate strengths might then 
be perhaps 20 per cent higher. 
An examination of the nominal shearing stresses which existed 
at ultimate ID.B¥ be found in the table be10we By taking the distribution 
of load to the east a.:n.d west puJJ. plates, we can determine the load on 
the most heavily 100000 gusset and thus compute the maximum nominal 
shear on the rivets of' the various specimens. Referring to Figs .. 38 
through 45 and Tables 1 and 7, and using the load distribution at 
1,000,000 lb. for the A specimens, at 450,000 lb .. for the B specimens, 
at 850,000 lb. for the C specimens, at 400,000 lb. for the D specimens, 
and at 650,000 lb. for the E specimens we find: 
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APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM NQlIDilAL SHEAR 
ON RIVErS OF SPECIMENS 
Specimen 'fo of Load Ult. Load Max. Load Shear Area, Nominal Unit Rivet 
in 1000 1b .. on Gusset One Gusset Shear, psi Size 
Gusset 
ADl 52 x ll55 = 601 15046 38,900* 3/4 
AD2 50 x ll90 = 595 15046 38,500* 3/4 
BD1 52 x 498 = 259 7 .. 21 35,900 7/8 
BD2 56 x 500 = 280 7021 38$800 7/8 
BPI 54 x 462 = 249 7,,21 34,500 7/8 
BP2 51 x 458 = 234 7021 32,500 7/8 
em 52 x 872 = 453 12002 37,700 7/8 
CD2 51 x 900 = 459 12.0.2 38,200 7/8 
DDl 50 x 450 = 225 6.01 37,400 7/8 
DD2 50 x 444 = 222 6001 36,900 7/8 
DPI 52 x 439 = 228 6$01 37,900 7/8 
DP2 52 x 449 = 233 6401 38,800 7/8 
ED1 53 x 722 = 383 8.33 46,000* 3/4 
ED2 51 x 700 = 357 8.33 42~900* 3/4 
EPI 54 x 738 = 399 8 .. 33 47,900 3/4 
EP2 51 x 733 = 374 8.33 44,900 3/4 
* Rivets failed. 
But the only specimens which failed in shear were ADJ., AD2, ED1 and ED2e 
The nominal unit shears of the A specimens and E specimens are quite 
different yet the ultimate strength in shear of the rivet stock for both 
was found to be about 48,200 psi and was probably greater after driving. 
Shear Failures of' Type A Specimens 
The nominal shears on the A specimen rivets were only about eight-
tenths of' the ultimate, according to these calculations, and thus high 
nominal shear was not the cause of' failure.. Further, from Table 1 we see 
that the Tension~Shear ratio of' loo~0065 is well below the 100:0 .. 75 
required by current speci:ficationso (The original design prepared for 
this specimen used a jOint of' 5 lines of' rivets and 8 rows with a T:5 
ratio of' 1.0:0058 but in February 1954 this design was deemed too 
conservative and modified to the ratio of loOgOo65.) 
If ~essive shear stress was not the cause of f'ailure, could 
the cause be tension due to the bowing of gussets and webs as shown in 
Fig .. 177 This question is answered negatively,9 for Mmse and Cox(22) 
show that a rivet subjected to 008 of its ultimate shear stress is able 
to resist, in addition, a tensile stress equal to about half its ultimate 
tensile stress. It is unreasonable then to assume that tension plus 
shear could have been the cause. From the examination of' joint 
deformation, it would appear that the shear f'ailures were due to two 
causes, s~ or in combination: excessive deformation of' end rivets 
due to the length of the joint, and i'ailure to make the number o.f rivets 
on a gage line more or less proportional to the cross sectional areas 
at that gage line.. Since the A specimen joint was only 7 rows long~ the 
ef'fect of the length of joint was probably minor compared with the 
second effect .. 
The marked dif~erences in deformation of the center, second and 
outer lines of rivets of the A specimens have been pointed out (Table 8, 
Fig. 54) 0 The differences in de~ormation were also shown in Fig.. 16 and 
Fig" 18a,:;a.nd give a good. visual picture of the load transferred ~rom the 
gusset to the rivets. A check of the distribution of area to the lines 
of rivets indicates that the outer lines of rivets each connected 3G~ 
sq .. ino net area (using AREA areas) or 34,,1 per cent each.. The three 
inner rows then carried 1006 sq. in. each, or 10 .. 6 per cent eacho 
Immediately we see by this crude analysis that the two outer lines of 
rivets, containing 40 per cent of the rivets, carried about 68 per cent 
of the net area of the joint 0 From the table above of ;o.ominal shears on 
the rivets, the maximum gusset load for the A specimens was about 
600,000 lbo Then the unit shear on the outer lines o~ rivets would be 
600,000 x 0 .. 68 - 65 900 . 
1 x 0.442 - , ps~ 
This high unit shear undoubtedly did not exist at failure because of 
the partial redistribution o~ load after yielding. That such redistri-
but ion did occur is evident from the relative distortions of the two 
in.1'ler lines of rivets shown in Fig. 54 and Table 8. It should be 
apparent, however, that the shear on the outer lines of' rivets JI 
coupled with the bending, was excessive due to the arrangement o~ rivets 
in the joint.. It will be recaJ..led from Section 8 that Specimen AD2 
actually sheared only the rivets in the angles and then tore the web 
as ShOrffi in Fig .. 1&.. The reason for the difference in behavior 
between the shear failures of Anl and AD2 has been discussed in 
Section 11. 
A redesign of the A specimens made on the basis of area 
distribution and still maintaining the same net section a.:o.d approximately 
the same number,of rivets gives us~ outer lines--12 rivets each; inner 
lines of rivets~-4 each; resulting in a total of 36 rivets, possibly 
arranged thus ~ first, fourth", ninth and twelfth rows with 5 rivets 
each; other rows with two rivets each, one in each outer lineo Such 
a joint would probably not be acceptable to most engineers, many of whom 
would probably have detailed the joint as was done for the specimens of 
this test program. The length of such a joint is also thought to be 
excessive and the large pitch along the inner lines of rivets would 
make those rivets less effective.. If we change the T:S ratio from 
1:0.65 as designed to about 1~Oo75 as permitted by specifications we 
might put 10 ~asteners in the outer lines and have the 5 rivet rows 
as first, fourth, seventh and tenth, to give a joint with T:S = 100:0071. 
This arrangement is still rather a long joint as will be brought out in 
the discussion of the shear failures of the type E specimenso Probably 
the most effective way to redesign this joint would be to use the method 
of proportioning rivets by area plus an increase in the rivet size so 
as to reduce the length of the jOint.. Use of' lug or clip angles to 
transfer some of the load from the member to the gusset is not thought 
to be a satisfactory solution in view of the observations of Wyly ~ et 
al~29» and others~l), 
Shear Failures of Type E Spec mens 
As was pointed out ea-rlier, specimens EDl and ED2 failed in 
shear at loads below those at which the punched sections failed in tension~ 
despite the fact that many investigators have held that drilled joints 
are to be preferred.. The nominal unit shears based on the maximum. gusset 
load distribution shows that the nominal unit shears on the rivets of 
the punched specimens were as high or higher than the nominal shears on 
the drilled specimens. 
In reviewing recent literature on the strengths of joints 
prepared by drilling and punching, the apparent higher strength of 
punched specimens was not brought out, because most investigators had 
designed their joints to assure tension failures.. :By using a T~S ratio 
of 1.0:0.68, it was assumed that tension failures would occur also for 
all specimens of these tests. However, apparently the design of the 
type E specimens resulted in joints which were rather closely balanced 
with respect to shear and tension. This balance was affected by the 
method of hole preparation, the punched holes actually providing 
stronger joints, by a few per cent, than did the drilled holes e With 
considerable surprise, it was found that this same paradox had been 
noted some ninty years earlier. In 1872(1), Hayes, Jauriet and Lamb 
published a I1Report of' the Committee on Boilers and Boiler Materials 
of' the American Railway Ma.ster Mecha.n.ics Association .. It B..ailroad 
Gazette, V. 16, p. 279-280, in which they stated ~ 
UYou will observe that the rivets securing the 
plates having drilled holes vrere sheared under a 
less pressure than was required to tear asunder the 
plates having the punched holes .. 
"It is also worthy of note that while the 
punched plate is weaker than the drilled plate, 
the rivets in the punched holes do not shear so 
easily as those in drilled holes. This is 
]!robably due to the edges of the drilled holes 
o-eing sharper and more compact, and consequently 
more capable of" shearing than the edges le.ft by 
the punch. It is not probable that the tensile 
strength of boiler plate, per sq. in. of section 
is impaired by drilling, but your cOImllittee are 
satisfied it is impaired by the use of the punch." 
And even before that, Maynard, in 1864(1) had concluded: 
fl1 consider (1) that plates are stronger 
drilled than punched by 19 per cent, (2) that 
rivets are weaker in drilled holes than they 
are in punched by 4 per cent, (3) that the 
difference is in favor of drilled work by 15 
per cent. n 
It will be recaJ..J..ed that the performance of all the punched 
specimens was better than the corresponding drilled specimens in one 
other respect- ... deformation or slip. This was shown in Figs .. 49, 51 and 
52 and also in Table 8 e This then is the clue to why the punched 
specimens did not .fail in shear even a.t nominal unit shearing stresses 
equal to or greater than those which caused rivet .failure .for the 
drilled specimens. Perhaps one reason .for this difference in 
de£ormation is the difference in the sh8-~ness of the cutting edge of 
the holes as pointed out by H~yes, et al, above. Another reason is 
probably that the punching leaves slight depressions and burrs on 
the surfaces of the parts connected. These bu:rrs, under the forces 
from tension in the rivets, act as small shear keys to impede 
deformation and improve the frictional characteristic:,o.f the joints. 
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This still leaves the question: Wh....y did the drilled E spec imens 
fail in shear when apparently they \Vere thought to be overdesigned 
through the use of a Tension:Shear ratio of loo:o .. 68.lJ a ratio well below 
specification requirements? Admittedly, nominal unit shears were hig..lJ. 
but from the table of Approximate Maximum Nominal Shear on Rivets of 
Specimens, which is presented in this section p the highest unit shear 
on the drilled E specimens was 46,000 psi and the undriven rivets had 
a coupon strength of 48,200 psi on the average 0 If we allow for no 
increase in strength due to driving, we find that the shear was 95 per 
cent of the ultimate; but, with a moderate increase in strength of say 
only 15 per cent, the nominal shear vTould only have been about 83 per 
cent of the ultimate. Te!!sion on the rivets was obviously not a factor 
for there could only have been a nominal tension in addition to the 
shear 0 The arrangement of the rivets with respect to the connected 
net areas is out of cons ideration & The only other factor discussed 
above under joint behavior which might result in premature failure 
was the length of the jointo This should bring to mind the warning 
of Jones(lO), ~uoted earlier, that perhaps the unit shear allowed for 
a long joint should not be the same as for a short jOint, and it is 
in keeping with the observation (but not the recullIIIlendation) of Davis, 
Woodruff~ and DaVis(lO) which was quoted concerning the loss of rivet 
strength with an increase in joint lengthc The loss in strength 
appears to be a result of the excessive deformation which occurs in the 
fashion described by Wilson and Thomas in Reference 200 On the basis 
of these few tests and a somewhat sketchy review of literature, it 
appears that, to develop the .full strength of the rivets, about eight 
fasteners in a line are the most that may be sa-fely counted on at the 
Tension:Shear ratio permitted by current specifications.. At working 
l.oads where friction exists and pl~s a most important part:J longer 
joints behave satisfactorily but give a false sense of ultimate strength 0 
In surmna.ry, then, the rivets rather than the connected 
material in a joint may be critical if designed according to current 
specifications, due to two reasons--poor rivet arrangement and long joints .. 
The solution to the first difficulty is obvious.. The second problem mB0' 
be handled in two ways 0 The first is to increase the ri vet size ~ thus 
reducing the number of fasteners. The second way is to over-design 
the joint so that high friction alwavrs exists and so that deformations 
do not progress to the point of shearing the rivetso This second method 
may lead to an even longer joint and a false sense of overdesign with 
respect to the ultimate strength unless tension :failures are assured. 
Tension Failures 
The failures through the second batten rivets instead of 
the first, and the failures initiated at the edges of the welds or 
through second rows of fasteners need no explanation other than that 
given in Section 8 of this report7 where the failures are described" 
However, two types of tension failures which do warrant further attention 
are the gusset failure of specimen ADlp upon its retestJl and the failures 
at the lac ing bars of all four type B spec imens 0 
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The gusset f'ailures of' ADl, upon retest, were due to stress 
concentrations. The gusset net section area, 35.63 sq. in. (AREA) was 
177 per cent of' the net section of the specimen and undoubtedly this 
would have been satisfactory had the g~ssets been narrower but thickero 
As noted earlier, the stress concentrations for this specimen type 
". caused yielding (as shown by Luder's lines in the whitewash) of' the 
gusset at the last row rivets at 400.1'000 lb. This represents roughly 
a stress concentration of' sli~Qt1y more than three. At the high nominal 
average stresses near ultimate (about 35~OOO psi~-a value higher than 
that reached by any other specimen), the plates tore. In the description 
of' the test f'or ~ (Section 8) a notation will be found that after the 
first shear f'ailure at 1,155,000 lbo it was noticed that the east gusset 
had necked down considerably at the last row of rivets" This gusset 
deformation was sufficient to initiate failure of the gussets bef'ore 
the rivets in the upper jOint sheared. However, it should be pointed 
out that the upper joint of' ADl was near the point of shear f'ailure .. 
This is evident f'rom an inspection of' Figs. 5L..c and 55a" The loss of 
the rivet head on the first row rivet wou.ld probably have started a 
progressive shear f'ailure .. 
The other type of' tension failure which was unexpected was 
that shown by the type B specimens. The AREA net section of two angles 
at the first row of rivets and batten was 4 .. 31 sq. in. and yet failure 
occurred in the two angles at a point having an .AREA net area of 4097 
sq 0 in. ~ 15 per cent greater 0 The reason for this unusual failure 
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was the effect of the lacing b~sJ whic~ act~ally contributed to the 
failures as shown in Figs. 20c, 2Od, 21, 22b, and 23. There were three 
- , 
laced specimen types but only one exhibited this unusual failure pattern. 
The reason for this can be seen from the following discussion. 
The type D spec imens had a very smaJ..l net area to gros s area 
ratio--63 per cent; the type B specimens with the same size angles had 
a net area to gross area ratio of 75 per cent; thus, failures at the 
net section would be expected to occur in the D specimens at lower 
total loads. This then is one reason why the D specimens were more 
likely to fail at the net section than were the B specimens. 
A second reason lies in a realization of the action which occurs 
because of the lacing. In discussing the lacing bar strains in Section 12, 
the crude analogy of a triangular :frame was used to show why the change 
in lacing bar stresses occurred with changes in angle of the lacing bar. 
All the failures occurred at one end or the other of the second lacing 
bars. A reason for this is that up until just below the failure loads, 
the second lacing bars of the B specimens were carrying tensile loads 
(Fig. 46). Some of these lacing stresses were quite high compared 
with stresses in the D specimen lacing bars. These tensile forces 
acted as concentrated loads at the lacing rivet, further stressing the 
member angles which were already subjected to axial tension.. This 
bending stress applied by the lacing increased the tensile stresses on 
the toes of the angles at the lacing rivets and the combined stresses 
caused failure sooner than would have otherwise occurred 0 Actually , 
the ultimate load is probably based on a limiting deformation rather 
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than a limiting or ultimate stress, and such an· analysis would be dependent 
on having precise information on the limiting strain for the angles of 
these members and the effect· ·on the lirni ting deformation due to punching 
and drilling. However, it mB¥ be possible to use a rather crude stress 
analysis to compute approximately the conditions which would have had to 
exist for failures of this type. Being at an angle of 64°, each second 
lacing bar of the B specimens would have a gross stress of about 6000 psi--
which is a very reasonable stress as seen from the values near ultimate 
in the lower portion of Figo 460 
The D specimens would require a lacing bar stress of about 
8000 psi to cause such a tension failureo This was not reached by any-
of the D specimens. Both these values are obtained by admittedly rough 
calculations. 
The reason the E specimens did not exhibit this type of failure 
is apparent when one considers the greater stiffness and net area at the 
lacing bars which the 5 x 5 x 3/8 ino angles provided 0 
All the unexpected tension failures were caused by secondary 
stress concentrations which had not been considered in the design of 
the specimens and which are customarily neglected in many actual structures. 
To avoid the unexpected .failures of the type found in this test, the 
member should be designed with a greater edge distance .for the lacing 
rivet, a smaller angle for the lacing bars, smaller rivets in the 
lacing (with the increased cost of fabricating which would result) or 
some combination of these methods. 
The uses of lacing. in tension members are to assist in handling 
the member in field and shop, thus avoiding local buckling, and to adjust 
the shears in the member which result from unequal loading 0 Scott and 
cox(30 ) indicate that in actual service, lacing bars on a floor beam 
hanger composed of two 12 in. channels had less than 1000 lb. total load, 
and they conclude (for working loads): 
"The use of continuous and unbroken lacingj 
properly spaced, appears to be adequate to tie 
the main components of the hanger together, makj ng 
them act as a unit. In such a member plane sections 
before bending can be assumed to be plane after 
bending. at 
Earlier, ~1y et 8.1(29) had observed during other field tests: 
8tThis hanger composed of two channels or 
segments having no connection to each other except 
occasional tie plates, does not act as a unit, 
but as two individual members which are subjected 
to severe racking stress .. a9 
Although the lacing b~s may have affected the ultimate strength 
of the B specimens by perhaps 10 per cent or less, they did not affect 
the ultimate loads of the D and E specimens. On the basis of the 
observations quoted above, it seems that where a solid web is not 
warranted, lacing bars are a preferred solution.. In view of the severe 
warping and bending of the E specimens, it also appears that batten plates 
should preferably extend along almost the entire length of the joint, 
thus avoiding the more flexible forked endso 
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15. Analysis of Joint Efficiencies 
Al3 only haJ..f' of the specimens of this group of tests failed at 
the net section as expected, this analysis will consist primar~ of 
comparisons of the test efficiencies with the predicted efficiencies by 
three methods: AREA, Modified AREA, and Relative Gage. These methods 
were presented in detail in Section 2. 
Test Efficiency as· used in this report m~ be defined as the 
ratio in per cent of the ultimate test load divided by the product of 
the average coupon strength of the specimen at the critical section where 
failure is expected to occur, times the gross area of the specimen. 
Note that this definition differs from that of the Relative Gage Method(ll) 
which requires use of the minimum coupon strength. In a flat plate specimen 
failure will start at a rivet hole and because of the gradual change in 
ultimate strengths across the width of a steel plate, a rivet hole will 
occur very close to the point of minimum. ultimate strength.. In a truss 
type member, the minimum ultimate strength usually is found at a fillet 
but rupture is begun at a rivet hole. Since the ultimate strength of 
coupons from rolled sections vary considerably with location, being 
higher near the toes and low near the fillets, the process of using 
the average critical section coupon strength is thought to be more 
logical for rolled sectionso 
In using the Relative Gage Method, the reduction in area of 
the standard control coupons must be considered. The difference in 
efficiency in using the average reduction in area and the minimum 
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reduction in area is less than 005 per cent for all but the specimens 
having webs. For those specimens,a weighted reduction in area has been 
used.. Si..rn.i1a.rly a weighted coupon strength has been used to compute 
the test efficiency of those specimens with webs. 
The computed test e.f.ficiencies, predicted e:fficiencies,and 
ratios are shown in Table 7 along with data on the ultimate strength of 
the specimens, AF~ design 10ads(3) (18,000 psi on effective net section) 
and the resulting safety .factor. To convert the design loads to those 
specified by AISC(5), the tabulated values must be multiplied by the 
ratio 20/18, a.n.d the new safety factors will be 18/20 times the tabulated 
values. 
~ne consistency of the ultimate loads for identical specimens 
as Sh01:ID in the fifth column of Table 7 reflects the care used in 
fabrication.. The first failure loa.d.s of a:rry two like specimens were 
within two per cent of the average of those two loads. From the ratios 
of predicted efficiencies we see that the AREA rule predicted, on the 
average, vaJ..ues which were 602 per cent high based on initial .failure 
loads only.. The modified AREA method gave results which averaged 8.8 
per cent too high~ ~~d the Relative Gage Method gave results 11.8 per 
cent too high on the average, for a..ll the drilled specimens and 
averaged 2.8 per cent low for all the punched specimer~. 
If we consider only those specimens having net section 
failures ~ we .find that: the AREA method gave averages .3 per cent 
high; the modified AREA gave values 508 per cent high; the Relative 
Gage drilled predictions were 805 per cent high 8~d the punched 
predictions averaged 6e5 per cent lowo 
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On the basis of these few tests, it appears, then, that of the 
design rules checked, the AR¥'A rule gave the best agreement for truss-
~ p1embers.. Accordingly, a plot has been made in Fig. 57, comparin£s. 
the predicted and test efficiencies graphically. If we take the net 
section failures only and &Ueye,g in a straight line, we might have it pass 
through two points: A (6205, 60025) and B (77.5, 8400) shown on the 
plot. Computing the equation of the line we find that 
(A) Test Ef.ficiency = 24.5 + 0 .. 63 x (AREA Efficiency) 
and since 
(B) AREA Efficiency =EG -LH+1:~~ W 4g x 100 
G 
and 
(c) Effective Net Width (ENW) = Eff~~enCY x WG 
we then substitute (B) into (A) to get equation (At), and then (AI) 
into ( C) and ha.-ve: 
2 
ENW = o. 245 WG + o. 63 [WG - L H + L ii:g J 
This is closely approximated by 
where WG = gross width of' section 
H = nominal hole diameter plus 1/8 in .. 
s = pitch (stagger) of' any two successive holes 
g = gage of' same holes 
(1) 
in the chain 
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if \.re let h = actual hole diameter, the formula is approximately 
ENW = 0.875 WG - .E ~ h 2 + E s bg (2) 
These two formulae were established only on the basis of net section 
failures of eight specimens. However, a plot of the values predicted 
versus the test values for all sixteen specimens will be worthwhile for 
comparison with the AREA plot of Fig, 57. The new plot is shown in 
Fig.. 58. 
If we consider all sixteen specimens ( although the formula was 
obtained on the basis of eight) at their first failure, we find Equation 
(1) predicts 2.4 per cent too high compared to 6.2 per cent for AREAo 
Considering only the eight net section failures we find that it gives 
values 0.5 per cent too high rather than 3 per cent as for 1L~. Notice 
that by using Equation (1) all first failures are predicted to within 
+ 10 per cent and - 1 per cent whereas the AREA method had some errors 
as high as + 15 per cent and - 2 per cent. 
A closer look at the prediction of efficiencies in general 
is worthwhile: 
(1) The method now commonly in use in the United States is 
based in large part on tests of single plane members, i. e. flat plate 
joints and an approximation based on anaJ..ytical work. The error in 
the AREA rule is relatively small when the specimen? considered are 
flat plate joints. Schutz(ll) reports that the AREA rule gave efficiencies 
too low for a mean error of 1.39 per cent for 855 tests and 1.83 per cent 
for his own 130 tests. 
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(2) The possible error due to rolling tolerances(15,17) is 
± 2.5 per cent so that no method of prediction can remove this source 
of error. (Probably most mills err on the minus side as borne out by 
the measurements on specimens of these tests.) 
(3) Wilson, et al(23) state~ 
"Tests have shown that, of two geometrically 
identical specimens fabricated from plates cut from 
the same parent plate and connected with riveted 
joints with the same rivet pattern, the strength 
of one may be as much as 10 per cent greater than 
the strength of the other. That is,the efficiency 
of a rivet joint cannot be accurately computed, 
even though the rivet pattern and the coupon strength 
of the plate are both known 0 II 
Obviously the variables of fabrication do introduce an unpredictable 
error in any joint, the magnitude of which can only be determined by 
a destructive test. 
(4) Current specifications (this does not include the Relative 
Gage Method (11)) do not set a limit on the maximum e.fficiency of a joint. 
And contrary to the design formulae and handbook tables, fe~r joints have 
been reported in the literature with test efficiencies above about 88 
per cent, and most tests show efficiencies of 85 per cent or less. 
Wil.son, et al(23) and Davis, Woodruff and Davis{lO) suggest an upper 
limit of 75 per cent on efficiencies and Wilson(IO) suggests 85 per cent. 
Other recommended max~ efficiencies may be found in the literature(l). 
This is perhaps the most questionable point of current specifications. 
Use of the Relative Gage Method(ll), Wilsonts RUle(lO), or Equations 
(1) or (2) of this report would automatically establish an upper limit. 
(5) No current specifications penalize punched holes, except 
by requiring that the nominal diameter plus 1/8 in. shall be used for 
all holes. Various tests over a century of research have shown both 
that punching does reduce strength and that punching does not reduce 
strength. The results of the tests of this report suggest that punching 
reduces strength only slightly, if at all , and that in long joints a 
punched hole is actua.l1y stronger at ul t:i.mate loads due to higher 
shear resistance. The Relative Gage Method.(ll~ suggests that punched 
holes are only 86 .. 2 per cent as strong as drilled holes, thereby 
permitting a maximum of 75 per cent efficiency for punched joints. 
(6) No specification now distinguishes between single plane 
and double plane joints, even though the difference in behavior has been 
accounted for in some specifications for angles connected by one leg. 
The shear lag phenomenon has. been shown in strain measurements made on 
18 I 54.7 sections whose tests are reported in Reference 120 It is 
felt that this shear lag or reduced eff'ectiven~ss of' the webs accounts 
for a large part of the difference between efficiencies predicted by 
design rules and those obtained in truss-type members. 
Equations (1) and (2) of' this report have not been applied to 
any specimens other than those reported in Reference 12. The,y are not 
presented as a recommendation but only as a curve of "best fitS! for these 
specimens. The scarcity of .full scaJ.e tests on double plane members 
other than those of this report and Reference 22 will not allow as 
extensive a statistical comparison as has been done for other methods 
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of predicting efficiencies. FUrther, these two equations are limited 
in application to double plane members, and should not be applied to 
single plane members, a..lthough the results obtained would be on the 
safe side. 
rl.. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
16.. Summary of Results 
For the convenience of' the reader in locating additional 
information on the results listed here, the appropriate Section of 
this report is shown after each result. 
ill. 
1. The orientation of the specimens in the testing machine 
affected the deformation characteristics somewhat but had negligible 
effect on the ultimate strength of the specimens 0 (Section 7) 
2.. The unequaJ. distribution of load to the pull plates at 
small loads had very little effect on the ultimate load, since at 
higher loads that distribution was nearly unif'orm., However, the 
unequal distribution of the load at the lower loads did determine the 
location at which failure would take placeo (Section 10) 
). The small dtl'.ferences in behavior between two identicaJ. 
solid-web specimens mB¥ be partiaJ.1y explai...'rJ.ed through use of an index 
of web effectiveness. (Section 11) 
4. stresses in the punched specimens were only slightly 
(1 per cent) higher than those in the similar drilled specimens at 
the same gage locations. (Section 11) 
50 Lacing strains were affected by inequaJ.ities in 
specimen loading due to the secondary effect of position in the test 
machine (due to welding sequence" pin, or pull plates not accurately 
in line, etc.) (Section 12) 
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6. At working loads, the laced specimens of this study exhibited 
lacing bar strains of less than 10,000 psi and at twice the working loads 
the stresses in some lacing bars rose to l5 J OOO to 20,000 psi. (Section 
12) 
70 The slip of the punched spectmens was consistently less 
than that of identical drilled specimens.. (Section 13) 
8" Shear failures and unexpected tension failures occurred in 
half of' the specimens despite intentional over-design against shear 
f'ailures. (Section 14) 
9. Identical specimens gave ultimate loads varying only a few 
per cent and efficiencies which were very similar, ref'lecting the 
consistency possible with carefully fabricated joints. (Section 15) 
17. Conclusions 
The Section listed after each conclusion below will enable 
the reader more eas~ to consider fUrther the basiS for that conclusion. 
1. Adherence to current design stresses does not insure a 
baJ.a.nced design. Shear failures may be expected to appear more 
consistently in long tr~ss .. type joints of v'balanced design. n (Section 
14) 
2. The distribution of rivets in a jOint should be similar 
to the distribution of areas connected by those rivets. (Section 14) 
30 Members vTith drilled holes in the connections are more 
succeptible to shear failures than are similar punched specimens" The 
shear failures in the drilled members can be expected to occur at 
slightly smaller ul tim8.te loads 0 (Section 14) 
4.. It is believed that larger rivet diameters and the resulting 
smaller number of rivets may improve the shear strength of large connections. 
(Section 14).' 
5. To avoid gusset failures ,narrower and stiffer gussets are 
preferred over thinner gussets having the same net area. (Section 14) 
6. To avoid tensile failures at lacing rivets,9 the edge 
distances should be made as large as possible. (Section 14) 
7. The efficiency of pun~hed specimens and drilled specimens 
of the same joint pattern may vary at most by a few per cent in carefully 
.fabricated truss-type connections 0 (Sections 11 and 15) 
8. Of the specification considered, the AREA net section rule 
appears to give the best agreement with the test efficiencies of the 
truss-type memberso (Section 15) A number of other observations on 
methods of predicting ,efficiencies are listed at the end of Section 15. 
9. In view of the differences in efficiency and the variations 
in the properties of materials, it is doubted that elaborate formulae 
for the design of tension members are justifiedo Because of the 
simplicity of application and the familiarity of the currently specified 
rules, it would be desirable to retain the present net-section rule as a 
ba.sis with an upper limit, on efficiency ~ SUch a procedure.; it is felt, 
would correct the most serious deffic .. iency: of: the·,' current spec ifications 
'.~'" ." 
and would provide, for riveted cpnnections., a -predicted', or theoretical 
, ef.ficiency.~~nich'did not .. differ greatly from the test" e.fficiency. 
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APPENDIX A 
SPECIMEN LOAD HISTORIES 
A somewhat detailed load history for each specimen of this test 
program is listed below, adding to the information in Section 8. These 
observations were made only to supplement the quantitative measurements 
and thus are not a complete load history. From the data of' Table I of' 
this report, stress on the net or gross areas may be readily computed 
for any load increment. 
Load, kips 
(1000 lb.) 
200 
400 
500 
700 
800 
Remarks 
Spec imen AnI 
First Test 
While loading f'rom 100 kips the load dropped 20 kips:J 
probably due to slipping and seating of' lower jaws., 
While loading to this increment noises were heard. These 
were probably due to the bolts, which attached the pull 
plates to the pull heads, coming into bearing:J as this 
w~ the f'irst test after replacement of' pull plates o 
Luder's lines appeared in the whitewash on the lower 
east gusset around and below the last row of' rivetso A 
hairline separation at the gusset-web junction was also 
apparent on the east side • 
... 
Similar Luder t s patterns appeared on the bottom west 
gu.sset. 
~derfs lines on the lower east gusset had f'ormed around 
the last 3 rows of' rivets on the lower east side but 
were not so pronounced on the lower west gusseto East 
web showed f'irst yielding • 
.. 
The first Luderts patterns appeared on the inside of' 
the west web at the first row rivets. 
Load, kips 
850 
900 
1,100 
1,135 
1,150 
1,155 
1,175 
1,185 
1,235 
1,180 
1,190 
1,100 
1,090 
1,095 
119 .. 
Remarks 
Whitewash spalled off rivet heads in the first three rows 
of rivets in the bottom east gusset. 
All dial indicators were removed. 
Specimen loaded to failure 
A loud report was heard~ 
Two loud pops were heard. These three noises were thought 
to be shearing of' end rivets but no sheared rivets could 
be detected from a safe distance. 
The entire lower east joint failed suddenly in shear as 
shown in Figs. 13a and 13b. 
Second Test 
Load suddenly dropped to 1,100 kips and the first bolt is 
thought to have failed" See Figs" l3c and 13d .. 
Second bolt sheared and load dropped briefly. 
Load. dropped to 1050 kips as a third bolt failed .. 
East gusset began to tear and load dropped off and then 
rose again. 
Load. dropped to 1,100 kips as the f'ourth bolt failed and 
then 1040 kips as the fifth bolt sheared, and as both 
gussets tore and deformation increased, the load rose 
SlO1rlly .. 
Load dropped of'f again 0 
Sixth bolt failed. 
Seventh bolt failed. Lo&d slowly built up as tearing 
progressed. 
Load again began to drop of'f slowly as the lower east 
gusset began to tear through to the edge of the gusseto 
Just before final failure, the load had dropped to 700 kips .. 
Load, kips 
200 
400 
500 
600 
700 
1,100 
1,190 
940 
120. 
Remarks 
Spec imen AD2 
Popping noises were heard as loading progressedo 
MOre popping noises were heard; and a hairline separation 
was observed at the gusset-web junction, suggesting that 
the joint may have moved into bearing. Luder's lines 
appeared on the two lower gussets at the last rows of rivets. 
More noises while loading, but no load drop occurred" ilider's 
lines developed at the ~irst row rivets along the inside of 
the east web. 
Luder's patterns formed on both webs along the inside at the 
f'irst rows of' rivets, and were beginning to be apparent at 
the outside of both webs above the edges of the gussets .. 
The rivets at the f'irst rows of the batten plates initiated 
yielding in these plates as shown in the low"er right hand 
corner of' Figo lSba 
All dial indicators were removede 
Ultimate load was reached when the outer lines of' rivets 
of the lower east gusset f'ailed in shear. The load dropped 
to 400 kips and '~hen slowly built up, developing the 
strength or the web:J which had remained intact. 
Finally, the web plate tore at the first row rivets as 
shown in Fig. 1Sb. other views of' f'ailure IllS\Y be seen 
in Figs 0 l8c and 18d 0 
Specimen BDl 
100 Popping noises were audible in the upper section of test 
assembly • 
... 
200 Luder's lines formed below the last row rivets on the 
east gusset .. 
250 Several loud reports but no load. drops were noted. The 
east angles began yielding at the first row rivets as 
shown by Lfider's patterns. 
Load? kips 
275 
350 
375 
390 
425 
121. 
Remarks 
LUderts lines formed at the last row rivets on the lower 
east gusseto 
LUdert s lines appeared on t,he angles at the center lacing 
rivet on the east side. 
The yielding of the east gusset had progressed to include 
the last three rows of rivetso 
The east gussetaoa.ngle movement \fas about :3/16 in" on the 
east side but o~ about 1/32 in., on the west, revea.J...ing 
the large difference in strain .. 
The west angles began to develop L;der's lines from lacing 
rivets 0 Removed dial indicators 0 
The toes of the 3 ine legs of the east angles p first the 
southeast and then the northeast, ruptured at a lacing 
rivet. 
498 The west angles developed ruptures at lacing rivets~ on 
first the southwest side and then on the northwestu The 
load began to drop 0 
486 The east rupture had spread through the 3 ino legs of' the 
angles to the fillets; and then quickly tbe 5 in. legs 
ruptured at the center lacing riveto See Figso 21a and 
2lbo 
Specimen BD2 
100 A hairline separation appeared in the 1<Thitewash indicatiIl..g 
movement between the lower east gusset and the last angles. 
200 A noise was heard on loading but no drop in load developedo 
This was probably due to seating of the bolts in the pull 
plates, since this was the first test. 
250 The gusset-angle movement of ,~he lower east side appeared 
to be about 1/32 inc but no Luder'l s patterns vlere detected 
on the specimen. 
350 LUderts lines indicated yielding at the first row'rivets 
of' the northeast and northwest angles; small hairline 
cracks in the whitewash around the rivet heads indicated 
plastic f'lovl of the angles under the rivets. 
Load, kips 
375 
390 
410 
425 
450 
475 
500 
122. 
Remarks 
Luder's lines were barely visible at all first row rivets" 
The bottom east gusset gave indication of yielding at the 
last rows of rivets and the east angles showed Luderfs 
patterns about a la.~ing rivet" (Figs" 19a and 19b) 
Yielding was prominent on all angles as shown in Figo 19c 0 
Whitewash had f'laJ.\:ed off as shown in Fig 0 19d 0 
Removed overall deformation. dials; yielding was extensive. 
See Fig. 20ao 
Removed all dial indicators and recorded the yield by 
photograph Figo 20bo The b~ks of' the angles had 
separated from the gusset plates 1/8 inc to 1/4 ina in 
a fashion chara.cteristi·!:! of' all the I section members 0 
Failure began on the east side at the top lacing rivet and 
the load dropped of'f' to about 421 kips before failure 0 A 
secondary failure also occurred at the west side 0 The 
failure is pictured in Figso 20c", 2Od, while 23c and 23d 
are typicaJ. of the secondary ruptureo Necking down had 
occurred at several critical points such as those shown in 
Figo 22ao 
Specimen BPl 
300 The first Luder t s lines appeared in the ,.fhi tewash at 
the :first row rivets of' the east angles .. 
325 At the last two rows of rivets; the lower east gusset 
developed yield bands" No signs of yielding were 
evident on the west side" 
350 LUderts lines originating f'rom a lacing rivet appeared 
on the east angles" 
390 Extensive yielding had occurred in the east angles and 
almost none in the west" 
425 The west side showed the first indications of yield 
at the first row rivets 0 All Ames dials w'ere removed .. 
Load, kips 
446 
462 
75 
100 
150 
250, 275 
325 
375 
410 
418 
425 
440 
Remarks 
The west lacing rivets developed yield lines on the angles. 
Maximum load was reached as the toe of the inner leg of the 
southeast angle ruptured at a center lacing rivet" As the 
load dropped, the northwest angle began to tear at the top 
lacing rivet. The southwest angle tore at the top lacing 
rivet and the load rose from 452 kips to 460 kips where 
the northeast angle failed. At this point the load 
dropped rapidly as the tears spread, and at 310 kips 
complete rupture occurred" See Figs" 22b, 22c, 22d j 23a 
and 23b. 
Specimen BP2 
Hairline separations were noticed in the whitewash at the 
gusset-angle .. junctions • 
Bending of the gussets just above the gusset-pull plate 
welds were noticed and it was found that the upper pull 
head. was off center on the pin by 3/4 ino Because of the 
negligible effect on ultimate strength, the test was 
continued. 
Testing machine jaws slipped and regripped. 
Noises were he~as the load was raised, possibly because 
the joint moved into bearing 0 
The northwest angle showed Lader's lines at the first row. 
Lower gusset developed light yield bands around last row 
rivets. 
Lacing rivets on east side began to produce yielding in 
the angles .. 
Load hesitated slightly before continuing to increase 
to next increment. 
LUder· s lines appeared at the west lac ing rivet 0 
All dial indicators were removed, for the load had hesitated 
again at 435 kips as if extensive deformation were occurring 0 
East angles failed as shown in Figs 0 2lc and 21d and a 
secondary failure also was apparent, Fig 0 23c. 
Load,? kips Remarks 
Spec imen CDl 
300 First signs of yielding appeared at lower east gusset 
around last rows of rivets~ 
124 .. 
500 Lower west gusset developed yield bands similar to those 
of east gusset at 300 kipso 
550 Luderts lines were apparent at first row rivets of the 
northeast and southeast angles .. 
660 East edge of web began to yield at first row .. 
650 The east side of the web spalled the whitewash opposite 
each stitch riveto 
700 The west angles suddenly showed yield bandso 
850 Removed all dial indicat.orso 
812 Maximum load was reached as failure occurred at the net 
section of the lower east side 0 Fig .. 240 For ease of 
removal from testing machine~ the test was not carried 
to complete ruptu..re. 
300 
Specimen CD2 
First Test 
First· Luder is lines appeared at the last row of rivets 
on the lower east side 0 Loading was suspended to 
center pull plateso 
SeeonG. Test 
500 Lader's lines developed en the lower west gusset to 
match-those of the first test on the east. 
450 The next to the last row rivets prO<lUged yielding on 
both lower gussetso 
500 Luder's bands appeared on the 5 ine legs of the angles 
at the first th~ee rows of rivetso 
Load, kips 
550 
700 
750 
800 
902 
Remarks 
Yielding originating at; the hole for mounting slip dial 
brackets was pronounced on the east but just evident on 
the west .. 
The first si~~s of yielding appeared on the webo 
Luder!s lines on the oustanding legs of the angles along 
the length of the IDBmber indicated the start of general 
yielding 0 
Removed dial indj~ators. 
The heels of thE angles had. pulled away from the gussets 
3/16 ino 
The washboard effect or pinching in of the angles at 
stitch rivets became apparent 0 
MaximQm load was reached as the rupture developed at the 
top 1{est side.. While the load dropped 3 seconda.-ry 
ruptures also appeared. See Fig. 25. The test was 
suspended before complete rQptur~ to facilitate specimen 
removal. 
100 Cracks appeared in the whitewash at the gusset angle 
junctions J indicative of the substantial slip which 
had occurred. 
300 The southeast angle showed the initiation of yielding 
at the first roitj rivets ~ 
300 Both lower @~ssets developed Luder 1 s lines at the last 
row rivetso 
400 All dial indicators were removed 0 
410 Luder!s bands formed on the angles about the lacing rivets. 
450 Failure occurred.. The southw"est angle began to tear 
followed by failure of .the northwest .a.ngle as the load 
dropped to 410 kipso At this point the load L~creased 
slowly to 424 kips as the seconda~~ fracture developed 
and then the load fell off as fiJlal rupture took placeo 
See Figs. 27, 28a and 28bo 
Load, kips Remarks 
Specimen DD2 
50 First hairline separation of the whitewash at the east 
gusset~angle junction was notede 
150 West gusset-angle junction developed a hairline crack. 
250 East gusset~an.gle separation had increased to 1/16 ino 
showing the high slipo 
301 The northeast and northwest angles yielded at the first 
row rivetso 
325 The last row rivets of both gassets initiated Luder's bands. 
351 The east gusset .... angle movement had increased to 1/8 in" in 
contrast to a 1/16 in" slip o~ the west gusset. 
375 The heels of the angles began to pull away from the gusset 
plates 0 
400 The east angles popped bands of' whitewash near the lacing 
rivets 0 
436 Load was reduced to 395 kips to permit sa.:Ee removaJ. o~ 
dial indicatorse 
444 ill timate load was reached as the outOer toe of the southeast 
angle ruptured" As the load. dropped to 370 kips; the 
northeast angle began to rupture and the specimen ~ai1ed" 
(Figs. 28c and 28d.) 
200, 250 
275 
300 
375 
Specimen DPl 
Noises were heard in the test assembly due to regripping 
o~ jaws~ seating of bolts or rivetsJ etc", but no load 
drop was observed" 
The lower east gusset developed Luder!s lines at the last 
row rivets. 
The east angles began to yield at the first row rivets. 
Luuerts bands were apparent on the lower west gusset and 
the west angles" 
Load? kips 
400 
439 
127· 
RemarJ.r:J3 
Removed all dial indicators 0 
Maximum load was developed as the lower east joint began 
to :fail. Final rupture occurred at about 320 kips. See 
Fig. 29 for details of the failLu~eo 
Spec i.:men DP2 
150 Hairline cracks appeared at the gusset-angle junction as 
slip became pronounced 0 
250 As load '\-las increased., popping noises were heardo 
300 Plastic :flow beneath the first row rivets became evident 0 
350 The gussets developed Luderts bands at the last row rivets. 
400 Yielding at all lacing rivets was apparent on all angleso 
Slip dials were removed from t.he specimen. 
449 The northwest angle began to tear ~ followed at 380 kips 
by tearing of the southwest. angle at the top west joint. 
The load dropped to 310 kips, and rose slowly to 320 kips 
at which point the lower east j oint began to tear" Final 
rupture occurred at about 250 kips at the lower east side, 
as shown in Fig. 30~ 
Spee :L."'Ilen EDl 
- First---Test-
200 Joint popped as the load was increased. 
250 Luder~s lines developed at the lower east gussete 
400 Similar yielding appeared on the w'est gusseto 
500 The two east angles began to yield at the first row rivetso 
550 Whitewash :flaked off the east angles at the lacing rivets 
and at the first row rivets of the west angles. 
600 Yielding o:f the southeast angle had spread to the 
oustanding legs 0 
Load, kips 
722 
128. 
Remarks 
All angles approached general yielding and dial indicators 
"Yrere removed 0 
A maximum load was reached and tbe load began to drop. At 
690 kips the lower east gusset suddenly sheared all the rivets. 
(Figs. 31a~ 31c, 31d) 
Second Test 
200 Popping of the joints was heard but no load drop occurred. 
410 Load dropped to 390 kips,? possibly due to bolts coming into 
bearing. 
530 Load dropped again to 520 kips i.."Yl a similar fashion. 
625 The two first row bolts sheared off. 
762 Specimen popped but no sheared rivets could be noted. Load 
dropped to 754 kips and then rose slowly again to 762 kips 
when another report was he.aL~d at which point the upper 
west gu.sset sheared all the rivets as in Fig. 31b. 
Third Test 
200 Popping noises were heard but no load drop was noticed. 
500 MOre popping noises were evident and the load dropped to 
480 and then 450 kips as bolts slipped into bearing. 
520 Load dropped in steps to 520 J 510, and then to 495kips as 
other joints moved into bearing .. 
811 Rupture of lower east side began and load dropped off. 
This failure is shown in Figo 320 
Load, kips 
100,> 200, 
250 
Remarks 
Specimen ED2 
First Test 
upper pull head popped (but no drop in load occurred), 
probably as the testing machine jaws gripped the pull 
tongue 0 
129 .. 
450 Gusset angle movement was about 1/16 in. as Sh01f.n by crack 
in the whitewash. 
500 Very faint yield bands appeared at the .first row rivets. 
550 Both gussets showed Luder's lines at the last row rivets. 
600 Lacing bar rivets initiated yielding in the angleso 
700 While observations and photographs were being taken, the 
gusset-angle movement or about 3/8 in. was noted and 
it was decided to drop the load to 600 kips to permit 
safe removal of the dial tndicators. 
698 Lower east gusset failed suddenly in shear! 
Second Test 
300 Bolts slipped into bearing., 
525 First row bolt in southeast angle sheared off' (lower east 
gusset). 
618 First row bolt in northeast angle sheared., 
625 Both second row bolts sheared; the load dropped to 606 kips; 
a...'I1cl this was followed immediately by failure of' all bottom 
east bolts. See Fig.. 34c c 
Third Test 
774 All rivets in the top east gusset failed as shown in 
Fig .. 33c~ See also Fig .. 34co Slight:'~!necking down ii 
of the angles at the first row was noted, as was plastic 
flow of the angles at lacing rivets. 
Load, kips Remarks 
Fourt.h Test 
796 Tearing of both east angles occurred and began at the 
heat-affected zones of the welds~ spreading to cause 
final. failure as shown in Figs. 34a and 34b" 
100,,150, 
200,250 
350 
450 
500 
600 
8J?ec imen EPl 
Test assembly was noisy but no load drops occurred 0 
LUder's lines appeared at the last row rivets of the 
lower. east gusseto 
Both east angles began to yield at the first row rivets. 
Yield bands developed around the lacing rivets o.f east 
and \fest angles 0 
The outstanding legs of all angles gave indication of 
general. yield .as the whitewash flaked offo 
Removed all dial indicators~ 
The southeast angle toe rupt.ured,? followed by similar 
toe .failure of the northeast angle e The crack spread 
slowly as the load dropped" At about 720 kips the 
ruptures reached the angle .fillets and then complete 
failure came suddeuly9 This is shown in Fig9 359 
Specimen EP2 
150 Hairl:L."1.e cracks in the whitewash appeared at the gusset .... 
angle junctions e 
550 Luder 1 s lines .were apparent on the gusset at the last 
row rivets and on the east angles at the first row rivets. 
600 Luderfs bands developed at the lacing rivetso 
650 The angles were in a state of general yield. Dial 
indicators were removed 0 
733 Failu.re occurred at the ne't section in the lower east 
jOint. This is shown in Figs .. 36a and 36b., 
TABLE 1 
AREAS AND PROPERTIES OF SPEC IMENS 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
Gross Area Ratio, Net Area Based on Tension~Shear:Bearing 
Specimen Type Hole Rivet Hand Meas. ~t Mod. Rel. Shear Ratio .. --=--Preparation Size Book AREA AREA Gage Area* AREA 
ADl Box Section Drilled 3/4 27,,48 27·12 98.68 20.05 20·77 20·57 30·93 1.0:0.65:0·76 
AD2 Box Section Drilled 3/4 27·48 27.24 99·13 20.05 20·77 20·57 30·93 1.0:0.65:0.76 
BDl Laced Angles Drilled 7/8 11.44 11.44 100.00 8.62 8.81 8.63 14.43 1.0:0.60:1.10 
BD2 Laced Angles Drilled 7/8 11.44 11.20 97·90 8.62 8.81 8.63 14.43 1.0:0.60:1.10 
BPI Laced Angles Punched 7/8 11.44 11.24 98025 8.62 8.81 8.63 14.43 1.0:0.60:1.10 
BP2 Laced Angles Punched 7/8 11.44 11.24 98.25 8.62 8.81 8.63 14.43 1.0:0.60:1.10 
CDl I-Section Dl"illed 7/8 19.44 19·37 99·64 15.62 15·87 15.69 24.05 1.0:0.65:1.19 
CD2 I"",Section Drilled 7/8 19·44 19 0 17 98.61 15·62 15·87 15,,69 24005 1.0:0.65:1.19 
DDl Laced Angle s Drilled 7/8 11.44 11·32 98·95 7020 7·48 7·22 12.03 1.0:0.60:1.10 
DD2 Laced Angles Drilled 7/8 11.44 11. 2~· 98.25 7020 7·48 7·22 12.03 1.0:0.60:1.10 
DPI Laced Angles Punched 7/8 11.44 11.16 97·55 7·20 7·48 7·22 12.03 1.0:0.60:1.10 
DP2 Laced Angles Punched 7/8 11.44 11.20 97e90 7·20 7048 7·22 12.03 1.0:0,,60:1.10 
EDl Laced Angles Drilled 3/4 14.44 14.48 100035 11.94 12.12 12.00 17.67 1.0:0068:1006 
ED2 Laced Angles Drilled 3/4 14.44 14.44 100000 11.94 12012 12.00 17·67 1.0:0.68:1.06 
EP1 Laced Angle s Punched 3/4. 14.44 14.48 100.35 11·94 12.12 12.00 17·67 1.0:0.68:1.06 
EP2 Laced Angles Punched 3/4 14.44 14044 100.00 11·94 12.12 12.00 17·67 1.0:0.68:1.06 
Average 98.99 
*Based on the nominal diameter of rivets. I-' 
\.N 
I-' 
TABLE 2 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SPECIMEN MATERIALS 
Unless otherwise noted, all coupons were standard 8 in. gage length and tested at a loading 
rate of 0 .. 2 in./minute. Upper yield is tldrop of beanl19 ; lower yield 
determined from stress-strain plot, where taken. 
Upper Lower Ultimate Reduc. Thickness Origin of Coupons 
Coupon Yield, Yield, Strength, Elong. in Area of Coupon (Marked legs of angles were placed 
Mark {or Angle} normal to gussets) 
psi psi psi % % inches 
ANGLE MATERIAL 
ADINMr 47,700 46,320 69,710 23 .. 82 49·08 0.432 Toe of marked leg, north angles ADI 
ADl~ 47,930 46,090 69,1£0 26.56 52076 0.432 Center of marked leg, north angles ADI 
ADlNMF 47,460 45,080 68,850 23·94 50.49 macho Fillet of marked leg, north angles AnI 
ADINF 44,610 42,450 67,900 26~31 49·42 macho Fillet of unmarked leg, north angles ALQ 
ADINe 43,190 42,180 67,650 29·30 50077 0.428 Center of unmarked leg, north angles ADI 
ADlNT 43,730 42}190 68:1650 27.06 52 .. 48 0.427 Toe of unmarked leg, north angles ADI 
AD1SM:: 49,150 48,230 71,340 22-31 46084 0.434 Center of marked leg, south angles AD1 
AD1SC 43,)10 43,310 69,210 26.68 48.03 0,,~·24 Center of unmarked leg, south angles ADI 
AD2l-£(N) 45,220 45,220 69,650 25006 50008 0.433 Center of marked leg, north angles ADe 
AD2C(N) 41,670 41,670 68,400 26031 49 0 21 0.425 Center. of unmarked leg, north angles ADe 
AD2SMJ 46,720 ~'5, 780 69,440 26·56 50.00 O~433 Center of marked leg, south angles AD2 
AD2SC 42,070 41,210 68,200 26.68 49·61 00425 Center of unmarked leg, south angles AD2 
BDIMr 41,710 39,790 61,870 27018 50044 0·379 Toe of 3 in. (marked) leg, angles for BDl 
BDIMJ 42,230 41,270 61,520 23.32 51006 mach. Center of 3 in. ~marked) leg, angles for BDl 
BDIMF 40,190 40,190 61,9360 22.19 49013 mach. Fillet of 3 in. marked) leg, angles for BDl 
BDlF 39,170 36,780 60,540 26.18 49·11 mach. Fillet of 5 in. (unmarked) leg, angles for BDl 
BDIC 38,l80 37,180 59,660 27·81 51. 41~ 00367 Center of 5 in. (unmarked) leg, angles for BDl 
BDIT 38,840 38,313 60,550 30005 50.62 00376 Toe of 5 in. (unmarked) leg, angles for EDl 
BD2lvC 41,270 41,270 62,190 24·.69 47060 macho Center of .3 in. leg, angles for BD2 
BD2C 37,680 35,290 60,940 26093 50.00 0.360 Center of 5 in. leg, angles for Bne 
BPlM:! 42»550 41,670 62,940 28G05 48023 0·377 Center of .3 in. leg, angles for BPl J-l 
BPIC 39,760 38,750 61,990 26·56 48089 0.364 Center of 5 in. leg, angles for BPI \JJ iD 
BP2~ 45,290 43,430 63,050 26081 47·96 0,,375 Center of 3 in. leg, angles for BP2 ~ 
BP2C 41,440 40,330 61",330 29018 51075 00364 Center of 5 in. leg, angles for BP2 

TABLE 2 (Conlt.) 
Upper Lower Ultimate Reduc. Thickness Origin of Coupons 
Coupon Yield, Yield, Strength, Elong. in Area of' Coupon (Marked legs of angles were placed 
Mark (or Angle), normal to gussets} 
psi psi psi % % inches 
EP1C 40,230 39,790 66,130 26.43 48.38 0.369 Center of unmarked leg, angles for EPl 
EP~ 40,900 39,860 65,510 28·93 48.18 0.382 Center of marked leg, angles for EP2 
EP2C 40,470 39,570 65,470 26.81 49.82 0.368 Center of unmarked leg, angles for EP2 
PLATE MATERIAL 
AD1PE 38,050 36,970 65,270 26.18 48·52 0.493 Edge of web plate away from mark, ADl 
ADIPQ 37,030 35,710 63,310 25·31 53.85 0.493 Quarter point of web plate avlay from mark, ADl 
AD1PC 35,100 34,620 62,920 26.06 52.62 0.494 Center of web plate ADl 
ADlMPQ 36,380 35,430 63,260 28~30 51.67 0.495 Quarter point of web plate near mark,ADl 
ADIMPE 40,550 38,230 64,560 21043 51.32 0.496 Edge of web plate near mark,ADl 
AD2PE 39·010 33,810 59,130 31.42 54·93 0·502 Edge of \veb plate away from mark, AD2 
AD2PQ 36,960 33J150 58,100 31·30 48·50 0.495 Quarter point of web plate away from mark, AD2 
AD2PC 36,220 33,240 58,040 32.61 51.76 0.498 Center o.f "leb plate AD2 
AD2MPQ 36,150 32,840 58 ,510 31~55 51·30 0.491 Quarter point of web plate near mark AD2 
AD2MPE 36 j 650 34,980 60,680 26.18 55 0 94 0·501 Edge of web plate near mark AD2 
CDlPE 427690 41,830 66,270 25·18 52.19 0·503 Edge of web plate away from mark, CD1 
CDIPQ 39,950 38,590 64,390 26.43 48.8~ 0.496 Quarter point of web plate avlay from mark, CD1 
CD1PC 39,120 36,220 63,450 29·80 51.40 0.491 center of web plate CDI . 
CDlMPQ 38, 770 36,540 63,530 28.30 52.07 0.496 Quarter poin.t of web plate near mark., CDl 
CDlMPE 39,480 31,130 64,140 29·55 52 .. 68 0.498 Edge of web plate near mark,CDl 
DP2BWLE 41,080 40,290 59,840 26.18 56·53 00501 Unmarked edge for 40111 x 1/218 pl., 
bot. We gusset, DP2 
DP2BWLC 31,850 35,090 51,690 32·19 56.31 00508 Unmarked s,ide ,for 40" x 1/2" pl., 
bot. W. gusset, DP2 f-J 
\jJ 
+" 
. 
Upper Lower Ultimate 
Coupon Yield, Yield, Strength, Elongo 
Mark 
psi psi psi '/0 
DP2BWRC 35,160 34,440 58,410 
DP2BWRE 31,580 34,790 61,420 26.56 
IB 41,800 45,310 59,910 23082 
2B 41,960 45,920 59,910 23.01 
1D ~a::Jc..c:.C.:J«:1I 45,510 58,100 
2D 48,830 45,910 58,920 22.32 
IE 41,120 44,090 58,650 21.32 
2E 45,380 43,190 58,820 21·32 
TABLE 2 (Conc o ) 
Reduc. Thickness 
in Area. of Coupon 
(or Angle), 
% inches 
52012 00505 
50 .. 86 0·504 
IACING BAR MATERIAL 
41·80 00245 
46094 0.245 
48041 0.241 
48054 0.245 
49·86 00245 
48.84 00244 
Origin of Coupons 
(Marked legs of angles were placed 
normal to gussets} 
Marked side ,for 4011 x 1/2" pl., 
bot. W. gusset, DP2 
M9.rked edge for 40" x 1/2 18 pl., 
boto Wo gusset, DP2 
Lacing Bar Material for Specimen Type B 
Lacing Bar Ma:terial for Specimen Type B 
La.cing Bar Material for Specimen Type D 
Lacing Bar Material for Specimen TYPe D 
Lacing Bar Material for Specimen Type E 
Lacing Bar Material for Specimen Type E 
I-' 
\..N 
\Jl 
. 
TABLE 3 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND ~HANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FROM MILL REPORTS 
Ma.terial 
Angles 
3 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 7/16 x 22'-6" 
Angles 
5 x 3 x 3/8 X 34' -0" 
Angles 
5 x 5 x 3/8 x 30' -0" 
Plate, Hot Rolled, 
Sheared 40" x 1/2 x 10' 
Plate, Universal ~tlll, 
16 x 1/2 x 25'-8" 
Plate Universal Mill 
16 x 1/2 x 25 t -8" 
Garb on Mang" Phoso 
.23 ·52 .014 
.21 .. 42 .023 
.24 .46 .017 
.20 .41 .010 
.23 ·52 .010 
.22 .49 .016 
Sulphur Tensile Yield Elonge Silicon strength _____ !! 
.039 66,320 39,650 28.0 
.042 .07 63,283 38,877 27·0 
.036 .04 68,963 40,948 25·0 
.032 60,000 34,200 26·5 
.033 62,280 37,500 28.0 
.026 64,740 38,860 26.25 
J-l 
\.)~ 
0\ 
. 
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TABLE 4 
SHEAR TESTS OF FULL SIZE RIVET STOCK 
Nominal Actual Nominal Ulto Shear Stress Based on Nomo Diamo 
Rivet Size Diameter First Loading Second Loading Average 
lA 7/8 x 2 5/8 0.863 44",570 44,820 
1B 7/8 x 2 5/8 00865 42J 740 42,740 
43,720 
2A 3/4 x 2 1/4 o~ 71l-O 4.6,630 47,080 
2B 3/4 x 2 1/4 00741 47:-080 46,060 
46;J710 
3A 7/8 x 3 0.860 43,660 44,740 
3B 7/8 x 3 0.861 44,?240 44,320 
44,240 
4A 3/4 x 2 3/4 00742 47J'980 48 3550 
4B 3/4 x 2 3/4 0 .. 737 49s680 50,140 
49,090 
5A 3/4 x 2 7/8 0·742 50,ll.!-O 
5B 3/4 x 2 7/8 00743 50,480 50,360 
50,330 
6A 3/4 x 2 3/8 00740 46,400 44,930 
6B 3/4 x 2 3/8 00739 47,650 47,650 
46,660 
Average for all 3/4~ diameter rivets 48,200 psi 
Average :for all 7/8 G» diameter rivets 44,000 psi 
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TABLE 5 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF RIVEr STOCK 
Coupons were machined from undriven rivets with no anneaJ.ing, 
and had 0 a 25 inch diameter and 1.00 gauge. 
From Nominal Ultimate Reduction Per Cent 
Rivet Size of Rivet Strength in Area Elang. 
psi % 
1e 7/8 x 2 5/8 63)390 63.2 19 
ID 7/8 x 2 5/8 61:;640 67·7 19 
Avg. 62,515 65 0 5 19 
2C 3/4 x 2 1/4 67~550 5804 18 
2D 3/4 x 2 1/4 67~920 58.8 18 
Avg. f.7 73s ... . J ... 58.6 18 
3C 7/8 x 3 61:;950 6107 19 
3D 7/8 x 3 63~680 65.9 21 
Avgo 62.'}815 6308 20 
4c 3/4 x 2 3/4 68,400 6505 18 
4n 3/4 x 2 3/4 71,890 5807 19 
Avgo 70,l45 6201 19 
5C 3/4 x 2 7)8 69,940 6509 21 
5D 3/4 x 2 7/8 69,270 6509 22 
Avgo 69:605 6509 22 
6c 3/4 x 2 3/8 69,280 57·7 16 
6D 3/4 x 2 3/8 68,540 5107 17 
Avgo 68,910 5407 17 
Average for 3/4 inch rivets 69,100 
Average for 7/8 inch rivets 62.1 665 
Bolt 
No .. 
., 
...l.. 
2 
.3 
4 
Avgo 
Hl 
H2 
H3 
H4 
Avgo 
TABLE 6 
FULL SIZE TESTS OF BOLTS 
Tested in 120,000 1b& hydraulic machine at a loading rate of 
001 ina/minute head movement 
Size, Mean Root Ultimate Ultimate 
inches Area,?'*" sqo ino Load J stress, Remarks 
lb. psi 
3/4 x 2 1/2 00335 20,850 62,240 Rockwell tests 
3/4 x 2 1/2 Ou335 23;1000 68 y 660 No. 1 of these 
3/4 x 2 1/2 00335 20,750 61p940 bolts and some 
on 
of 
3/4 x 2 1/2 00335 24,150 72,090 sheared bolts gave 
approxo same 
22,190 66,230 ultimate. 
These bolts were of the type used in Specimen EDe and thought 
to be high-strength 0 
3/4 X 4ii 00335 41:;600 124,180 Added 1 1/2" t:b..read 
3/4 x 4" 00335 43,200 128,960 Added 1 1/2 n tru-ead 
3/4 x 481! 0·335 42J700 127,460 Added 1 Ii thread 
3/4 x 4t1 00335 4.3 JOOO l28,360 Added 1 n thread 
42,625 12'7J240 
These bolts were of the type used to retest AD1, EDl .. 
" 3'! ( )2 l ( k) 
"*1"\1ean Root Area == '4 D ~ \vhere D' = k + '4 D..,_ 
where Df = mean root diamete~ 
k = root diameter 
D == nominal. (actual) diameter 
TABLE 7 
ULTIMA.TE LOADS AND EFFICIENCIES OF SPECIMENS 
~ll ~2l (3l ~4~ (5} ~6) (7) ~8l 
Specimen Hole Rivet U1to AREA 
Spec 0 Type Prep" Size Load Mode of Failure Design Safety 
1000 lb. Load*** Factor 
lOOO~lb. 
AnI Box Section Drill 3/4 1155 Sheared rivets,? E gusset 36008 3020 
(Bolted) 3/4 1235 Tore J~ower gussets 3042 
AD2 Box Section Drill 3/14- 1190 Rivets sheared J tore E vreb 36008 .~L30 
BDl Laced Angles Drill 7/8 498 at E Center Lacing rivet 155,,2 )021 
BD2 Laeed Angles Drill 7/8 500 at E Top Lar.ing riv~t 155 0 2 3022 
BPl Laced Angles Punch 7/8 !!,62 at W top lacing rivet 155 0 2 2098 
BP2 Laced Angles Puneh 7/8 4~)8 at E top al'ld boto lacing rivet. 15502 2095 
CDl luSection D.rill 7/8 872 E net section 281.1 3010 
CD2 I=Section Drill 7/8 902 W net, section 28101 3021 
DDl Laced, Angles 1)1:'111 7/8 1~50 W net section 129c6 3)+7 
DD2 Laced Angles Urill 7/8 414-)+ E net section 129 06 3~43 
DPl Laced Angles Punch 7/8 439 E net section 12906 3039 
DP2 Laced Angles Punch 7/8 449 E net section 12906 3046 
EDl Laced Angles Drj.1.1 3/4 722 Bot. E rivets sheared 21409 3036 
(BoJ,ted) 3/4 762 Top W rivets sheared 3055 
(Bolted) 3/4 811 E net section 3,,77 
ED2 Laced Angles Drill 3/4 700 Boto E rivets sheared 21409 3026 
(Bolted) 3/4 625** Boto E bolts sheared 2091 
(\ielded) 774 Top W rivets sheared 3060 
(Welded) 796 E above weld 3070 
EPl Laced AD..gles Punch .3/4 738 E net; section 21409 3043 
EP2 Laced Angles Punch 3/)~· 733 E net section 21409 3041 f-J 
*Rivets Sheared 0 -K"**Based on 18 ~OOO psi 0 
g 
**Cornmon bolts mistakenly used,o 
TABLE 7 (Con't.) 
(1) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (J 6) (17) 
E f fie i e n c i e s Ratio Predicted 
Specc Test.?* Based Modo Relo Gage BY Rule (1) to Test Efficiency 
on Avgo Ulto) AREA AREA BaseC\ on Avgo of Report MO(l. Relo RulellT 
Cent 0 Coup~ Re.do~ Cent 0 Coup 0 AREA AREA Stage of Report 
ADI 64089'*' 12.96 75·57 79092 71.06 1.121~ 10165 10229 10095 
69.38 10052 10089 1.150 10024 
AD2 69.85* 72.96 75 057 79084 71006 10045 1.082 1~142 10011 
EDI 71085 75035 76092 80045 72012 1004-9 10071 1.113 1.004 
BD2 72 0 52 '75·35 '76092 79080 72.12 10039 10061 10103 0.994 
BPI 65080 75035 76092 68072 72.12 1 oJ)~5 10169 10045 10096 
BP2 65052 75·35 76 092 69007 72.12 1.150 1.174 10050 10101 
CDJ. 72037 80035 81058 81030 75022 10110 10127 1~123 10039 
CD2 15017 80.35 81058 81030 75022 10069 1.085 10081 10001 
DD.l 63.88 62c. 9~· 65·40 68093 64.42 O09a5 1 .. 024 100'r4 10008 
DD2 6)+052 6209~' 65 040 68.79 64042 009'76 1.01~· 10063 00998 
DP1 63061 62<94 65·40 59041 64.42 0·989 1.028 0·931 10013 
DP2 64,,42 ~2.94 65040 59·11 64042 0·977 . 1.015 00919 10000 
EDl rr6035'*' 82e69 83·93 85000 76069 10083 1.099 10111 10004 
80 058* 10026 10042 10053 0·952 
85 0 76 00964 00919 OG990 0.894 
ED2 74014* 82069 83093 8~··91 76.69 1.115 10132 1,,145 10034 
66.19* 1.249 10268 1 .. 282 10159 
. 81097<~ 10009 1.024 1.035 0.936 
84030 0·981 00995 1.007 0·910 
EPl 17035 82069 83093 73027 76069 1 .. 069 10085 0·946 0·991 
EP2 77051 82069 83 093 73027 76.69 10067 10083 0·944 0·989 
I-' 
*Rivets Sheared +-p 
. 
TABLE 8 
MEASUREMENTS ON TEE SECTIONED JOINTS 
SPECIMEN ADI 
* * Offset of 
* * 
Distance Between 
Rivet Read. Dimension of Rivet Shank, Measured at Hole Size in Direction Center L~ines of 
Center Lines ,... of Load at center of Adjacent Rivets at Row Head. on Head on Gusset .... Web-Ango 
Gus. Side Ang. Side Web Plane Plane Gusset Web Angle Gusset Angle 
C e n t e r Lin e o f Rivets 
1 0.07 0.81 0·79 0076 0.81 0 .. 92 2046 2052 2 0.01 0.80 0·79 0·78 0.80 0.84 
3 0.01 0.80 0·79 0.78 0080 0.81 2·53 2·54 
4 0.01 0.81 0.80 0·79 0.81 0.81 2·54 2054 
5 0.00 0.81 0·78 0078 0.81 0.80 2.47 2047 
6 0.02 0.81 0·79 0.78 0.84 0081 2.41 2.45 
1 0.08 0.81 0·18 0·13 0094 0081 2·59 2·54 
Sec 0 n d Lin e o f R i vet s 
1 0.11 0·19 00'"{8 0014 0080 0090 2052 2.56 2 0.05 0·79 0·18 0.16 0.80 0.85 
3 0.02 0·19 0.78 0016 0.80 0.83 2.48 2,,51 
4 0.00 0~19 0·18 0·11 0080 0082 2a50 2·53 
5 0.04 0080 0·19 0.76 0.83 0.82 2·52 2.48 
6 0.03 0080 0018 0·16 0.85 0.81 2.41 2.47 
1 0.08 0·79 0.80 0·11 0·92 0.82 2·51 2·53 
Out e r Lin e o f Rivets 
(Web)O 0.02 0.80 0.80 0080 0.89 0.87 4~35 4004 1 0·30 0·77 0·77 0068 0·76 0.81 0·90 0.87 2.48 2·52 2 0.25 0819 0·75 0·71 0·75 0.81 0086 0.8!) 2·54 2051 3 0.23 0.80 0.11 0074 0·71 0.82 0.84 0.8~s 
4 0.24 0·79 0·78 0·70 0.66 0.82 0.82 0.8~S 2·51 2.48 2053 2·52 J-I 5 0.25 0080 0·77 0·12 0070 0.83 0.82 0.8~S .j-2050 2.48 f\) 6 0.21 0·78 0·77 0068 0.65 0084 0.81 0.8~~ 0 
'7 0·33 0078 0.16 0064 0068 0.89 0081 0.82 2.58 2052 
TABLE 8 (Conlte) 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE SECTIONED JOINTS 
* Dimens iorf of Rivet Sha..'t1k Holl Size in Distance*Betvleen Offset of 
Ro", Rivet Head Measured at, Direction of Load Center Li.nes of Center Lines Head on Head on Gus.-Ang. at center of Adjacent Rivets at 
Gus. Side Ang. Side Plane Gusset Angle Gusset Angle 
. S P·E. elM E N, BD2 
1 0.08 0090 0·91 0.85 0094 1.17 3·02 3002 2 0.08 0091 0·91 0.86 0·91 0.,95 
3 0.06 0·91 0·92 0.88 0·91 0·95 2·99 3·01 
4 0.04 0·90 0·92 0.88 0·90 0·94 2·95 2·98 
5 0.05 0·90 0·92 0.88 0·90 0094 2·99 2·98 
6 Oe05 0·91 0·92 0.88 0·91 0~94 2·97 2·96 
SPECIMEN BPI 
1 0.01 0091 0·91 0.86 0·95 1.02 
,.02 2·95 2 0008 0·90 0.89 0.86 0·95 0·95 
3 0.08 0·92 0·91 0.86 0·95 0·94 3·00 3·00 
4 0.08 0·91 0·90 0.86 0·95 0·94 3·00 2·99 
5 0002 0·91 0·90 0.86 0095 0·94 3.00 3.04 
6 0004 0·90 0·91 0.87 0·95 0094 3000 2·97 
SPECIMEN CD2 
1 0.20 0.84 0.88 0·72 0.87 1019 3·02 3·05 2 0.15 0.83 0088 0·73 0.87 0·95 
3 0.10 0.84 0.88 0074 0.87 0·91 2·98 3·03 
4 0.09 0.89 0.89 0·79 0·91 0·92 2·96 2·91 
5 0.09 0.89 0.88 0·79 0·91 0·92 3.02 3·03 
6 0.09 0.89 0.88 0·79 0·92 0·92 3·00 3·00 2·98 2.96 
'7 0.10 0.89 0·90 0·79 0·92 0·92 2·96 2·98 8 0.08 0.89 0·90 0·79 0·92 0·92 I-' 
9 0 .. 08 0.89 0.89 0·79 0·92 0·93 3·05 3·05 ~ 2097 2·96 . 10 0009 0·92 0·90 0.83 0093 0·93 
TABLE 8 (Conc.) 
MEASUREMENTS ON TEE SECTIONED JOINTS 
* Offset of Dimens ion* of Rivet Shank HolJ' Size in Distance*Between 
Row Rivet Head Measured at p Direction of Load Center Li.nes of Center Lines Head. on Head on Guso-Ango at Center of Adjacent Rivets at 
Gus. Side Ang. Side Plane Gusset Angle Gusset Angle 
SPECIMEN DDl 
1 0 .. 11 0·91 0·93 0085 0·95 1009 2·99 3003 2 0007 0·91 0·93 0.86 0·95 0·98 
3 0.10 0·91 0·93 0.85 0·97 0·95 3000 2·97 
SPECIMEN DP2 
1 0.09 0·93 0·91 0.86 0·94 1.02 3·02 3003 2 0.08 0·93 0·92 0.88 0·95 0097 
3 0.09 0·93 0092 0.86 0·97 0·95 2·97 2·97 
SPECIMEN BPl 
1 0015 0·75 0·77 0.68 0077 leOO 2.48 2·54 2 0.10 0·76 0·77 0.73 0·78 0087 
3 0.09 0~76 0·77 0·73 0·79 0.86 2·52 2·52 
4 0.08 0076 0 .. 77 0·73 0·79 0.84 2.49 2·52 
5 0007 0.76 0.78 0078 0·79 0.83 2·51 2·53 
6 0011 0.76 0.78 0.73 0.80 0083 2.49 2043 
7 0007 0·76 0.78 0.78 0.80 0083 2·50 2·52 
8 0006 0.76 0.78 0·78 0080 0.83 2.48 2.49 
9 0005 0·77 0.78 0·79 0.80 0.83 2.53 2053 
10 0.08 0.76 0·77 0.78 0.81 0.83 2·50 2.47 
I-' 
* f-All dimensions listed in Table 8 are inches 0 . 
FIG. I a TYPE A SPECIMEN FIG. I b TYPE B SPECIMEN 
FIG. I c TYPE C SPECIMEN 
FIG. I SPECIMEN TYPES A, B, AND C 
FIG. 20 TYPE 0 SPECIMEN 
FIG. 2b TYPE E SPECIMEN 
FIG. 2 SPECIMEN TYPES D AND E 
FIG. 30 YIELD PATTERN AFTER FABRICATION 
OF DRILLED SPECIMEN AD I 
FIG. 3b YIELD PATTERN AFTER 
FABRICATION OF DRILLED 
TYPE B SPECIMEN 
FIG. 3c YIELD PATTERN AFTER 
FABRICATION OF PUNCHED 
TYPE B SPECIMEN 
FIG. 3 PATTERNS OF LOOER'S LINES AFTER FABRICATION 
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FIG. 8 FABRICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR TYPE E SPECIMENS 
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FIG.9d MEASUREMENT OF PULL PLATE 
LATERAL MOVEMENT 
FIG. 9 DETAILS OF MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTATION 
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FIG. II b SPECIMEN INSTALLED 
IN TESTING MACHINE 
FIG. II a TYPICAL SPECIMEN 
BEFORE INSTALLATrON 
IN TESTING MACHINE 
FIG. II TYPICAL SPECIMEN· BEFORE AND AFTER 
INSTALLATION IN TESTING MACHINE 
FIG. 12 PLACING A SPECIMEN IN THE 
3,000,000 LB. TESTING MACHINE 
(INSET SHOWS A WELDED LAP JOINT USED TO 
CONNECT SPECIMEN TO PULL HEAD) 
· :(-+ '. 
' ...... ~ ... 
FIG. 130 EAST WEB AFTER SHEAR 
FAILURE 
FIG. 13c EAST GUSSET AFTER RUPTURE 
FIG. 13b EAST GUSSET AFTER SHEAR 
FAILURE 
FIG. 13d WEST GUSSET AFTER RUPTURE 
FIG. 13 FAILURES OF SPECIMEN AD I, 
INCLUDING PROBABLE BOLT FAILURE SEQUENCE 
.- ".~ .... ~;:! ~\.: . 
FIG.14a FIRST ROW, WEST GUSSET FIG.14b LAST ROW, WEST GUSSET 
FIG. 14c LAST ROW., EAST GUSSET 
FIG. 14 DEFORMATION AT ULTIMATE., SPECIMEN AD I 
FIG. 150 RIVETS REMOVED FHOM BOTTOM WEST 
FIG. ISc RELATIVE ELONGATION OF GUSSET HOLES 
FIG. 15 b BOLTS BROKEN PRIOR TO FAILURE OF GUSSET 
/" : 
FIG. 15 d QUALITATIVE COMPARISON OF BEARING 
PRESSURES AT ULTIMATE 
FIG. 15 REPRESENTATIVE DETAILS AT ULTIMATE, SPECIMEN AD I 
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FIG. 160 RIVETS FROM WEST GUSSET, ADI, AFTER 1,155,000 LB. 
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FIG. 16b BOLTS FROM WEST GUSSET, ADI, AFTER 1,235,000 LB. 
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FIG. IS C BOLTS FROM EAST GUSSET, ADI, AFTER 1,235,000 LB. 
FIG. 16 FASTENERS FROM SPECIMEN AD I 
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FIG. 170 BOWING OF WEB PLATE 
AT LAST ROW OF RIVETS 
FIG.17b BOWING OF UNFRACTURED 
GUSSET PLATE 
FIG. 17c BOWING OF FRACTURED 
GUSSET PLATE 
FIG. 17 CHARACTERISTIC BOWING OF PLATES, 
TYPE A SPECIMENS 
FIG.ISa TYPICAL LODER'S PATTERNS ON 
GUSSETS OF TYPE A SPECIMENS 
FIG.ISc BOTTOM EAST JOINT AFTER 
FAILURE OF AD 2 
.~ 
~ 
"",. 
FIG.18b FRACTURE OF AD 2, SHowrN G 
BOWING OF WEB PLATE 
FIG. 18 d GUSSET AND TORN WEB AFTER 
FAILURE OF AD 2 
FIG. 18 DETAILS OF FAILURE OF SPECIMEN AD 2 
FIG.190 FIRST LODER'S BANDS ON OUTER 
SIDE OF ANGLES, EAST SIDE 
FIG. 19c EXTENT OF YIELDING AT 
410.,000 LB., EAST SIDE 
FIG.19b FIRST LODER'S BANDS, SHOWING 
ORIGINATING LACING RIVET 
FIG.19d EXTENT OF YIELDING AT 
425,000 LB., EAST SIDE 
FIG. 19 STAGES OF YIELDING, SPECIMEN SO 2 
FIG.20a EXTENT OF YIELDING AT 
450,000 LB., EAST SIDE 
FIG.20c EXTENT OF YIELDING AND 
FRACTURE, SPECIMEN SO 2 
FIG. 20b EXTENT OF YIELDING AT 
475,000 LB., EAST SIDE 
FIG. 20d RUPTURE AT LACING RIVET, 
SPECIMEN BO 2 
FIG. 20 YIELDING AND RUPTURE, SPECIMEN BD 2 
FIG. 210 LOCATION OF RUPTURE, 
SPECIMEN SO I 
FIG.2Ie LOCATIONS OF RUPTURES 
SPECIMEN BP 2 
FIG.2Ib CLOSE-UP OF RUPTURE, 
SPECIMEN SO I 
FIG. 21 d CLOSE-UP OF RUPTURES, 
SPECIMEN BP 2 
FIG. 21 FAILURES OF SPECIMENS SO I AND SP 2 
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FIG. 46 AVERAGE STRESS IN LACING BARS 
FOR TYP'E B SPECIMENS 
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FIG. 47 AVERAGE STRESS IN LACING BARS 
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FIG. 49 LOAD-OVERALL DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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FIG. 50 COMPARISON OF SLIP AT FIRST ROW RIVETS 
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FIG. 51 LOAD-FIRST ROW SLIP CHARACTERISTICS 
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FIG. 52 LOAD-LAST ROW SLIP Cf:iARACTERISTICS 
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